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The search 
for a solution 
Art department vents concern 
By Tom Arundel the first two phases of renovations 
Since change is often accompa- that have already taken place. 
nied by pain and frustration, art RaymondGhirardo,anassociate 
faculty and students are hesitant to professor of art who teaches all of 
praise the ongoing renovations his classes on the renovated side, 
taking place on the first floor of the said the west side still has rooms 
Ceracche building, home of the art where ventilation is poor. 
department. "The desired ventilation ele-
All seven art majors and faculty men~ were removed from whatever 
interviewed expressed a need for phaseswe'vegonethroughbecause 
furth(?r improvement of the art de- of money," Ghirardo said. 'That 
partment, which is likely to occur does not mean that it will not hap-
this suinmer. ac<:Qrding to Harry pen when I retire." 
McCue,chairoftheartdepartment As a result of uncompleted 
According to ~ srudents and . renovations, Ghirardo said, "The 
faculty, among the most desired department is buying stand alone 
improvements to Cerrache, for- dust collection units out of the 
merly a parking garage for the -general department's budget." 
PhysicalPlant,arebetterventilation, Ghirardo, who has taught at IC for 
lower noise level, longer hows and ·eight years, described this budget 
more space. as small. . 
--. Students said that the lack of - ."They could have just done 
ventilation in many· places in. th... ventilationandwewouldhavebeen 
building has caused,minor p~ysical happy," Barthelmess said ... A lot of 
ailments to those working, in the money has been put into it but I _ 
building. Nobody has been sent to don't think it's been-well spent, _ 
the health center because of fumes, :8ill Hastings, a senior art major 
McCue said. who often works in the wood 
"Everyday. I leave here sculptingshopontherenovatedside, 
lightheaded, "Leo Barthelmess '92, said the only way to ventilate that 
said, about the east side of the de- J'Q()mnowisbyproppingtheoutside 
partment, which is designated for door open. 
Thursday, April 2, 1992-
Quick on the draw 
Ithacan I Tor Seemann 
Steve Melchiorre '92, works on an animated film entitled 
"Time Pieces," In the Park Animation Lab. Melchlom~ was 
awarded sn animation film grant last year. 
28 pages Free 
Students 
present 
platfQfIDS 
'Vision' party and 
'Last Call for 
1993' describe 
their plans for the 
future of IC 
By Jeff Selingo 
Candidates for the Student Gov-
emmentExecutiveBoard and senior 
class presented their platforms 
Tuesday night, March 31, at student 
congress. 
There is only one official party 
running in both elections which will 
be held on Wednesday, April 8. 
The_ VISION party is running 
for the Student Government. Ex-
ecutive Board. It consists of 
Samantha Stein, president; Pete 
Kolp, vice president of communi-
cations; Ben Lawrence, vice presi-
dent of business and finance; 
Victoria Sadowski, vice president 
of campus affairs; Lore Hunsicker, 
vice l)lesidentof academics. 
Toe VISION platform mc\udes 
increasing . siudent _go.veroment 
awareness. ~creasing financial aid, 
and expanding diversity issues, 
according to Stein. 
According to Lawrence, VI-
SION is interested in starting a new 
student government scholarship 
See "Platforins," page 8 painting and drawing. ~lasses. "There's a lot of dust that gets 
''There are so ~y different types generated. There's nothing to get 
of materials and paints that we u~. the dust out of the air, so we prop 
This whole .area becomes one big the door open," Hastings said. He 
turpentine fume." said that ventilators were placed in . 
The last of a three-phase, three- some of the new rooms on the west 
summer program, this summer's side, such as the computer room, 
renovation priorities will be to iin- but not others. 
Budget benefits f acuity 
. prove heating, ventilation and air McCue said Burkeman Associ-
conditioning, according to Howard ates,a safety engineering company, 
Erlich, dean of. the School of Hu- submitted the necessary ventilation 
manities and Sciences. plans to the art department. Mem-
But other necessary additions, hers of the company met with fac-
including the construction of walls ultyanddiscussedthetypesofpaints 
_ inplaceofpartitionsforclassrooms and chemicals· used, so that 
to reduce noise level and increase Bw:kemancouldgiveareporttothe 
privacy, will not definitely talce ·architect, McCue said. 
place this summer, Erlich said. McCue said the vice president 
TI!e amount spent on the first oflthaca College was going to fire 
_two phases of renovations to the art the architect. Salm said he was not 
department. so far, was anywhere fired, but had completed plans for 
from $274,000 to $340,000, Erlich the three phases of the renovation 
said. However, according to Tom project and was no longer needed. 
Salm, vice president of business Whatever happened to the ar-
affairs at IC, the amount spent for chitect. McCue said, he left behind 
the first two phases was approxi- some flaws which are tough to fix. 
mately $350,000 to $375,000. The- He cited an art department request 
total amount expected to be spent for more tackable space to hang 
after completing all three phases is students' work, which was ignored 
$450,000 to $500,000, s• said. by the architect 
'Howeverm~mo~y~nt · Thesrudentswhoworkintheart 
on renovations, art students and facility every day have other com-
faculty sill.have c~pJain~ about See "A~" page 9 
~· . ' . 
By Jeff Selingo 
Faculty and staff members will 
gain a number of bonuses from the 
1992-I 993 operating budget 
Faculty Salaries 
Most associate and full profes-
sors will receive a salary adjustment, 
which follows a similar adjustment 
to assistant professor's salaries last 
fall,PresidentJamesJ. Whalensaid. 
The adjustments are made to bring 
salaries up to par with other uni-
versities. 
--"When you become a teacher 
you go into a profession that has 
never been as highly paid as other 
work, however, teaching is one of 
the most important, and should be 
more rewarded," Whalen said. 
According to Whalen, the ad-
ministration makes facuJty salary 
comparisons to other univerisities 
most associated with IC, and tries· 
to remain in the high part of the lisL 
The faculty also ·publishes a list 
of comparable schools. According 
to Whalen, the adj1,1stments are 
based on a compromise between 
the two lists. 
"You could take any group of 
schools and compare us, and you 
cool~ look good or bad," Whalen 
said. Size, age of faculty, and size 
of the endowment are factors used 
in comparing schools, he said. Most 
"The question you have 
to ask is how much you 
have in the pot. You 
have to pe prudent, 
because. then they [ ten-
ured f aculiy J are always 
here." 
-President James J. Whalen 
of the data is based on figures com-
piled by the American Association 
of University Professors. 
Beyond the adjustments to the 
salaries of associate and full pro-
fessors, all faculty and staff salaries 
are increasing as part of a five per-
cent salary pool. 
"We .call it a pool because not 
everyone ~illgetfivepercenL Some 
will get seven percent and· some 
willgetthreepereent,"Whalensaid. 
According to Wbalel'l,increases are 
dependent on supervisor recom· 
mendatioas. 
Also included in the budget is a 
Qnepercentincn:ase in the school's 
contribuli°'1 to faculty retirement 
The individual contribution is now 
five percent and Whalen said that 
both he and . the faculty want to 
decrease the faculty contibution in 
future years. 
Tenure and Promotion 
According to Whalen, the Board 
of Trustees approved seven faculty 
members for tenure and promotion 
to associate professors, while ap-
proving one for promotion only, 
and one for tenure only. 
The following were granted both 
tenure and promotion: LaurieArliss, 
speech communication; Katherine 
Beissner, physical therapy; Frank 
Campos, music; John Hochheimer, 
television/radio; Megan Roberts, 
television/radio; Susan Rosenthal, 
management and Michael Stuprich, 
English. Judith Koch, chemistry, 
was promoted to associate profes-
sor and Kent Scriber, exercise and 
sports sciences, was granted tenure. 
"The question you have to ask 
is how much you have in the pot 
You have to be prudent, because 
then they [tenured faculty] are al-
ways here," Whalen said; 
He said there are four ranks of 
professors at IC. The fustrankisan 
instructor, who has no tenure and 
usually is not on the tenure track. 
The second rank is an assistant pro-
fessor who is usually on the tenure 
track. 
When assistant professors are 
promoted to associate professors 
they receive tenure and a $3,000 
See "Budget," page 9 
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rAWlllff By Tor Seemann -loneliness 
"When :do you thirik spring. wilf. arrive?" By Dr. Rosemary Clarke · 
When we ·feel lonely it's a 
very real problem! 
. Short-te~ loneliness· is pan 
of the normal range of human 
experience. 
Angela Chambers '93 
TV/R 
"It's not going to come be-
cause we live in a tundra. " 
Paul Crispen '95 
Exploratory 
"Soon ... because little 
bunnies are mating." 
Marian MacCurdy 
Writing Professor 
"When it damn well gets 
ready. Spring is relent-
less,. lilce most good 
things." 
It's experienced as an emp~ 
feeling- a kind of ache and 1t s 
not always easy to figure out 
what's bothering you. 
Loneliness can be about miss-
ing someone or just wanting to be 
with others and not by oneself. 
Or it can involve sad feelings 
that hang on and that become 
depressing and self-devaluing. 
So, whatever the nature of 
loneliness - it can produce 
meaninglessness, restlessness, 
depression, and even imaginary 
illnesses. 
So it's important to sort qut. 
what's behind our loneliness and 
not impose it on ourselves! 
-Whatever the reason for it, 
though, there are ways we can 
control feeling lonely: 
,.. By recognizing tha.tJoneli-
ness is sometiµles part of being 
human and that being aloneisn 't 
all tliat bad. 
We may need to be alone for 
self nurturance or solitude. 
,.. By knowing that loneliness 
by itself or because of someone's 
absence,doesnotmeanpersonal 
wonhlessness. 
Our self value ~oes not de-
pend on others or externals; it 
only depends on "self' 
,.. When you feel lonely, recog-
nize it as a sign that you may 
need to push yourself to get in-
volved in social activities. 
Fake student arrested 
Regarding the latter, we some-
times use loneliness in lieu of 
social risktaking or the responsi-
bility and effort required to make 
relationships work. 
Or we may experience loneli-
ness to cultivate self-pity, so that 
we call attention to our needy 
person without acting to improve. 
our life. 
If you keep hanging back, 
others may begin to see you as a 
"loner" and will not seek to in-
clude you. 
By Sabina Rogers . 
A non-student was arrested after 
falsely representing himself as an 
M.I.T. employee to gain enrollment 
to Ithaca College and access to 
campus facilities, Monday, March 
16. 
Joseph Anderson, 38, presented 
a false Ieuer and identification card 
stating that he was employed by the 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. He claimed that because of 
hisemploymentthere,M.I.T. would 
pay for his tuition. 
Anderson also used false iden-
\ 
tification to gain access to Syracuse 
University courses and facilities, 
according to Dave Maley, manager 
of IC public information. 
A tip was provided by someone 
at Syracuse, warning the college to 
be on the. lookout for someone 
posing as an employee of M.I.T., 
Maley said. 
Maley said a subsequent em-
ployment check with M.1. T proved 
Anderson to be a fraud. Anderson 
was arrested and charged with 
criminal impersonation. 
A person is charged with 
criminal impersonation when he or 
she claims to be soineone he or she 
is not to gain some personal benefit, 
for example the usage of college 
facilities and taJcing courses with-
out tuition fees, according to Maley. 
,.. Share yourself and be open 
with friends and others, includ-
ing using self disclosure- and 
where appropriate involve 
yourself in other's lives in 
positive, supportive ways. 
Anderson was arraigned in the 
Ithaca Town Court and bond was 
postedat$500cash. Ronna Collins, 
confidential secretary to the 
Tompkins County District Attor-
ney, said the case is still pending in 
court and will continue to do so 
until Anderson registers a plea or 
goes to trial. 
Or loneliness can involve feel-
ing superior or arrogant and thus 
distancing ourselves while feel-
ing blue. 
Or,morelikely,lonelinessjust 
comes upon us for no reason. 
As humans we all need a sense 
of connectedness to other people 
and we miss it when it is not 
there. 
,.. If you 're lonely amidst other 
people, chec~ out what's miss-
ing, what you lack, and whether 
you need to. renew, deepen, or 
create different relationships. 
Dr. Rosemary Clarke is a coun-
selor at the Ithaca College Coun-
seling Center. 
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COLLEGE CIRCLE 
Apartments 
I/Gorgeous 
v'New 
v'Huge Spaces 
v'Extra Bath 
I/Distinctive Furniture 
I/Beautiful Finishes 
v'On-Site Laundry-
t/Much More .. 
ACT NOW FOR BEST·VALUE 
IN 2, 3, 4 BEDROOMS FOR 
JU.NE OR AUGUST. 
PLENTIFUL FREE PARKING 
FIVE - MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS 
-277-1221 to Tour 
.. 
By Chris ~ ·, . . ·. would increase the popularity of the campus 
It's defJDilely .not Th~ .~Utacan. weekly, but ac:IcnO:wledged that people who 
OnWednesday,3,000copiesofthedebut didn't read the mock paper closely might 
issue of "not The Ithacan" appeared on the think that it was associated with The Ithacan. 
Ithaca College campus and downtown. The · Paul Heaton, manager, student publica-
publication was in no way affiliated with the lions, said that the mock issue _was "a good 
college weekly newspaper, The Ithacan, or parody,"butwasconcemedthatpeoplewould 
any of its staff members, -according to The think it was associated with the student 
Ithacan Editor in Chief Christa Anoll. newspaper. 
Themockissueideaoriginallycamefrom Tm always encouraged when students 
IC communications graduate student Ari attemptnewpublications,"Heatonsaid. "Yet; 
Kissiloff, the layout manager for the student the danger exists for legal landmines -- these 
publication'Zeitgeist.AssistingwasZeitgeist things have a way of getting out of control 
Editor in Chief Corey Shane '92, and an and pissing people off." 
anonymous female identified as Squash '93. Heaton said he would have a problem with 
Kissiloff said that the issue took about subsequentissuesoftheparodypaperifthey 
$200 and over a month to produce. He said, resembled The Ithacan. However, Kissiloff 
"This issue is a one-time April Fools' Day - said this would not be the case, but is looking 
thing. If further issues are put out, the.fonnat to garner enough interest and support to 
will not be the same and will not resemble continue publication. He said that it would be 
The Ithacan again." Kissiloff said that the primarily a humor magazine. 
issue was not associated with Zeitgeist. School of Communications Dean Thomas 
In a press release, Kissiloff said," ... this is Bohn said, "Satire is difficult todo. You must 
not an attack on your paper and is meant in makesureit'singoodtasteandthatyoudon't 
fun only." He said he felt that the mock issue cross the line." Bohn said he wished the word 
"Let's enjoy the jQke. It's 
flattering, not a crime. How-
ever, lam. worried ·about the 
potential damage to the cred-
ibility of The Ithacan." 
-Paul Heaton, 
manager, student publications 
"not" in the headline was bigger "to make it 
clearthatit'sonly a prank. It'sthechance you 
take that some people will be offended." 
The Ithacan Managing Editor, Jim Fenno 
'93, said, "I'm disappointed that it did not 
clearly establish that the staff of The Ithacan 
had no part in creating it [the parody paper]. 
It does hurt The Ithacan's credibility." 
The Ithacan News Editor, Joe Porletto 
'92, said, "I don't find it funny at all. I'm 
talking about the concept, not the content. 
The majority of people think we did this, and 
that really does a lot of damage to our cred-
ibility. Credibility as a campus newspaper is 
something which we as a staff have devoted 
THE ITHACAN 3 
the majority of our time to build up. Words 
, can't express how angry this makes me." 
Kissiloff said that he got the idea for a not 
.The. ~~~can ~ month ago while learning to 
use the desk top publishing program, Page-
Maker. "I thought the best way to learn it 
would be to imitate other things and there 
was a copy of The Ithacan on my desk. After 
working on it for a while I came up with a 
pretty realistic looking front page and thought 
to myself, 'April Fool's Day is coming up.'" 
According to his press release, Kissiloff 
said that after he learned to use a computer 
program fornews style, he had "the idea to do 
the whole paper and tie in humor with political 
and sociological commentary." 
According to The Ithaca Journal's Pro-
duction Coordinator Larry Bayard, the cop-
ies were printed Monday night at the 
newspaper's publishing office, and that Shane 
paid cash on delivery for their services. 
Heaton said, "Let's enjoy the joke. It's 
flattering, not a crime. However, I am wor-
ried about the potential damage to the cred-
ibility of The Ithacan." 
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rI""M THE 'I'.RIJ"I'.H. 
FREE PARKING 
for 30 Minutes in 
Center Ithaca 
Parking Garage with 
-any purchase PC-X1000 XLII 90 4 Pack CFD-460 A..p:ril o a:n..d ..&.p:ril •s M:00 p.::ni. 
Center Ithaca 
Use Our New $49995 $1Q99 $22995 
Commons Entrance s700 Suggested Retail 
277-4766 • Six Disc CD Changer ~ 
s27995 Suggested Retail 
• CD Player 
• Auto-Reverse Dual Tape 
Mon, Tue, Wed, & Sat 10-6 • Hyper-Bass 
• Dual Tape Decks 
• Graphic Equalizer 
Th. & Fr. 10-9 Sun. 12-5 • Remote Control • Detachable S eakers 
Ronkin' s New 
LSAT Premium Program: _ 
The Best Way To Prepare For-The LSAT 
If you're one of the nation's 95,000 ap-
plicants determined to get into an acc~-
ited law school, you know the competition 
is tough. Since there are 
only 44,000 openings, a 
high score on the LSAT is 
crucial. 
That's why Rankin cre-
ated the LSAT Premium 
Program which offers a 
choice of three varied 
_ levels of assistance. 
• LSA T Preparation 
Course 
Using the most recently up-
dated curriculum, our 40-
hour course stresses critical 
thinking, argument analy-
sis and logical reasoning. Besides class-
room time, our comprehensive LSAT 
course.provides liye _tutorials, three diag-
nostic exams, three practice exams, a com-
puter-based tutorial program, homework 
materials that include released LSA Ts, and 
a toll-free Dial-A-Teacher line. Two-day 
clinics, which are included in Rankin's 
LSAT Gold and Platinum Packages, are 
also available for an additional· fee. 
• LSAT Gold Package 
In addition to the 40-hour LSAT course, 
Rankin's LSAT Gold Package includes 
our two-day LSAT Inten-
sive-Study Clinics offered 
immediately prior to LSAT 
examination dates. These 
clinics concentrate on Logi-
cal Reasoning and Logic 
Games. The Gold Package ' 
also includes our Law 
• School Success Program 
which covers law school 
exam preparation, legal 
writing, legal research, and 
career planning. 
• LSA T Platinum 
Package 
This plan provides everything you' II need 
to get into law school and to be a success. 
Enroll and you'Irreceive our LSAT Pre-
paration Course, LSAT Intensive-Study 
Clinics, Law School Success Program, 
plus our Law School Selection and Appli-
cation Assistance Programs. 
So if you're looking for the best in LSA 1 
and law school preparation programs, call 
The Rankin Educational Group: 
Ithaca 
277-0700 We'll Make Sure You Make It! 
-
!IE 
··-
LSAT•GMAT-GRE•MC~T 
, __ .. _-_-_ .. _ ... _._ ... -_._ .. _._._- .. ·--- ...... . 
825 Danby Road 
Corner S. Aurora (96B) & Coddington 
DELIVERY HOURS: 
Sunday-Thursday 
Noon - 1:30 a.m. 
Friday & Saturday 
Noon - 2:00 a.m. 
273-6006 
r~---~----~-------------------~----, I 
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ONLY AT ROGAN'S! 
I 1 Med. Pizza 2 Med. Pizzas I I I 
1 w/ one topping 4 1 6-oz. sodas I I 2 16-oz. sodas $9.95 I I I 
I $5.50 I 
I 
-I 
I 1 Lg. Pizza 2 Lg. Pizzas I I I 
I w/ one topping 4 1 6-oz. sodas I 
I 2 1 6-oz. sodas $14.95 I i I 
I $8.50 ! 
I I 
I 1 Med. Pizza 1 Lg. Pizza I I I 
I 12 Chicken wings 24 Chicken wings I 
I 2 16-oz. sodas 4 1 6-oz. sodas I I $8.50 $14.50 I I I I I 
-I I 
1 . . Try any of our Gourmet Pizzas 1 
1 at the low"pric~i>f $6.95 (medium) or $8.9S (large). I 
: YOU MUST MENTION THIS AD WHEN ORDERING. I L-~---------------•---------~------~ 
Always FREE delivery and FREE Pepsi 
with pizza! . FREE delivery on subs and 
wings with ~ $6.00 minimum order. . 
16 oz.· PEPSI and DIET PEPSI delivered 
50¢ each~ 
WEGLADLY ACCF.Pf VISA 
AND MASIF.RCARDON 
ALL FOOD ~! 
I 
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Comparing IC students.to,the nation tSurvey 
By A vi Schaeffer . 
Ithaca College freshmen often have very 
different attiwdes and opinions than typical 
college freshmen nationwide, according to a 
released survey. 
The new survey,'"The American Fresh-
man: Twenty-Five Year Trends," was con-
ducted and released by the Cooperative In-
stitutional Research Program at UCLA. 
Freshmen at nearly every college and uni-
versity across the country were asked about 
their achievements, choice of college, ex-
pectations, attiwdes and values. The survey 
is distributed annually to students complet-
ing their first year of college. 
IC conduct a similar survey every year, 
"The Student/Parent Attitude Survey," is 
given to freshmen at the summer orientation 
session. 
Ithaca's student popuiation differs.some-
what from the national average at most col-
leges· and universities. . 
For instance, about 21 percent of IC's 
students identified themselves as Jewish, 
while only about two percent of sbldents 
polled in the national survey identified their 
religious preference as Judaism. 
Nationally, 4 7 percent of students identify 
themselves as Protestant, while only 17.3 
percent of IC students said that they were. 
Approximately 52 percent of freshmen 
surveyed by IC did not have a political pref-
erence, while the majority of students na-
tionwide did. 
Some 91° percent of the incoming fresh-
men arriving at re said obtaining a college 
education increases one's earning potential. 
Nationally, 71 percent of college freshmen 
How to add some 
extra fizz to a 
delicious party 
r----------i l free . :, ff 272-IRVSf47871 
:~aa I t~~8 lrdviliqg's 
I .111 your 6 sub order ·1rom I i..--,=-- e I :ing' s Deli. CoH 272.;IRVS I %09 ·s. Cayuga • Ithaca, NY 
I nne l'rrlt. Good 1oi O [:_~ ~01~~ & or I 
I OIOl~~~CJ11112 \992.Voumusttelus I IRVING DIUVIRS "TIL I A.M. !00!9 • -:....bt!01eVOUCJder . .J MC & VISA welcome • Free deliv....v w/ $5 order 
vwpklll01158 lw·:;.---- -·, 
----
SANJUAN 
GRIZZLY 
p R 0 J E C T 
The Grizzly Bear still resides in the San Juan Mountains of 
Colorado. In the summer of 1991 R d R" c . , oun iver 
honservation Studies documented their presence. Before this 
t e Bear was thought to be extinct in Colorado. 
The goal of the San Juan Grizzly Project is to help restore 
and preser~e the S~n Juan bioregion as a truly wild lace, 
compl~te with all of its community members. P 
. This summer student assistants are needed for intensive 
field_ ~ork _to search for Grizzly sign, to map habitat and to 
particip~te m local workshops and forums. 
Dunng 4-week pr?grams, to augment field activities, stu-
den~s attend ac~demi~ courses in conservation biologv and 
environmental J?ur~ahsm for 8 quarter credits. The ~nroll-
ment fee of $2:,00 includes tuition and room and bo d 
expenses. ar 
Pr~grams are open to individuals desiring conservation 
education, _e~ologi~al_ field research experience and environ-
mental achvi~t trammg. Application deadline for su 
P 
. A .1 mmer rograms 1s pn 20th. To learn more about Round Ri· · C t· s d" ver 
onserva mn tu ies and the San Juan Grizzly Pro1·ect' call· 
(801) 363-8054 - . 
~ ~ 
ROUND -RIVER 
Conservation Studies 
agreeci:tiiat the chief benefit of college is that . · ·. AboU! 40 pereent of the IC students sur-
it increases one's earning power. vey~d thmk that. the~~~ of th~ economy is 
On the issue of abortion, 82.~ percent_ of a pnm~ fa~tor 10 choosing which college to 
IC students surveyed said that the pracuce attend. Nauonally, 13pei;cent~~allcollege 
should be legal. Only 65 percent of the stu- studen~ polled felt that. 'paymg for their 
dents polled in the national survey agreed educauon would ·be a maJor co~em." 
that abortion should remain legal. Other results from the national survey 
According to the national survey, ap- include: 
proximately 44 percent of freshmen_ ~~nk 'Y In 1990,?nly 10.1 percentoflll~fr~hmen 
that.it is important to have laws prohibitmg survey~ ~d th~t ~ey had studied m their 
homosexual relationships. Some 31 percent schools library m ihe last·ye_ar. 
of incoming IC freshmen think that homo- 'Y ~~ut 4~ percent o~ the sbldents had 
sexual relations should be outlawed. parucipated m an organized demonstration 
On the national level, 13 percent of the during their first year at college. 
students polled thought that "just because a 'Y Over 73 percent said that ••llley attended 
man thinks that a woman has 'led him on' college lO be able to make more money." 
entitles him lO have sex with her." At IC, 4.6 'Y Approximately 36 percent agreed that 
percent of the freshmen agreed with this colleges and universities should place Jes, 
statement. emphasis on organized sports. 
We Deliver the Fastest Darkest Tan irJ Town! 
@TAN~zu~ 
- SUN TfiN CENTER .l.. 
Let us help you keep your 
2 Free Tans. ,Spring Break Tan 
With purchase of 
-Brin any r~gular 
tanning package Single Facial Bed * Triple Facial Bed 
5 sessions . 5 sessions 
· for for $25 $35 
. WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
M-F- 8AM-9PM . · · 
at &Su,:i 9AM -5PM 272-5598 
609 W.Chnton St. . Expires _4111192 (C~m~r-Rt.13 & Clinton St.) 
t~~TtL~~; 
I Thursdays are Party Nights. ~ 
:-""'.::_i,,.) ------------ ~~ 
l~ Friday April 3 at 8:00PM ~ 
::.:v 
Tommy Hilfiger Y 
~-t). 
'. :-:·:.· •. 
Admission: $5.00 
Includes one soda, bar pour or draft. 
Door Prize! 
On the- Waterfront 
702 IVillow-:-lve 
~:w-:~0-v.: 277-081·1 or .. 211e•1 -: 
- t . , ,.· .... , .,: 
::::···· 1· 
l~f~l~ 
.. ,. ..... -,. -· ,, 
. ' ·=·· ,.:;, . - -~:-:.. ., '' -- -....... ~ 
~ ·April!, 1992 .. . . . 
._,£ 
i f'f-7~~=-::-~- ~-~~- -Students. stild!ing 
~ _ ·· , ~ 1 v''" ::'~ ii abroad exp~r1ence 
: -~1 , , --- . . 01\caY'lia _ : prob)ent.S With crime 
· · · J · Creal food -m 8 cozy cabm by lhe lake -¥ By Jacki Donati director of student affairs. 
I I . l LONDON-- Ithaca College Lon- According to Patrick Cogan, 
/;, STILL TIME _TO MAKE GRADUATION RESERVATIONS f dort Center students came to a apoliceconstableinKensington, 
... 
h 0_"1 newcountrytoexperienceall the (where the London Center is lo-
l fri: 3 lo 9 oal: 12 lo 9 oun: 11 lo~ ~ flavorsofanewculture. They did cated) crime is committed when l '20 · rt.h fllh ff8n-R A d ( notexpecttobevictimsofcrimi- there·isanopponunity.Hesaid mm. no o aca o ·'79 e.servations appreciate •1 nal acts. d that England's poor economic 
~.-,~L.\ _ &un oy C, hampagne Brunch: 11 lo 2 __ ·.,_:· Since arriving in London in situation is not to blame. 
L ~ 1 early January, ihree different flats "Students tend to trust people 
.:= _.; ~ J,~@}_~32-_9:2_~ __ In~e:!_aken, NY L ~~ ~~:~~=~.1::~e~:~~~ · }:m~~~;~!!~~~~:r~~~~:~ 
11=--- ---- .,.. ___ - - - ---- -- - ~~--/~ hadtheircameras,walkmansand students," Cogan said. 
_ Sp~cialty Copies 
Depend on Kinko's. 
. . 
• .Labels •. Oversize (24" x 36") 
• Reductions • Recycled Paper'· 
• Enlargements • ·overheads 
• Color Transparencies • Color Copies 
kinko•s® 
the copy center 
40~ College ~ve 
273~0050 
FAX 273-8075 
•. , • -·~-. 0 ., . _ • , •• Pi_~k-Up J Del~ve~y 
'- ..... ''. ,• ~ ....... __ .. -·-.' .. ,,,, - - ..,. .. . . 
money stolen. There is a general feeling 
According to Cara Katsoulis 
'93, her flat was vandalized the 
day they moved in. 
"We started getting settled in 
and we were all excited. It was 
devastating. I was ready to pack 
up and go home. My stuff was 
throwneverywhere.Itwasn'tfair. 
Later on, we could laugh about 
it," she said. 
Another student, Susan 
VanHeuvelen '94, suffered a 
more recent break in on March 
18, but nothing was stolen. 
"He went through all of our 
stuff. It was a creepy feeling. The 
poµce have been really helpfQl 
and on the ball," VanHeuvelen 
said. 
Students who have been bur-
glarized are encouraged by the 
London Center to get strong, safe 
locks, lock the doors instead of 
leaving them open and to work 
with their landlords to make sure 
the building is safe, according to 
Michael McCreevey, assistant 
"Students tend to trust 
people too much. A lot 
of theft comes from 
students stealing from 
other students." 
-Patrick Cogan, 
Kensington Constable 
among students that London is a 
very safe city, despite the crime 
against others. 
"It scares me but it's not any 
more scary than New York City 
would be. I worry more about 
getting pickpocketed than 
physically hurt," Penny 
Rappaport '94, said. 
Katsoulis said that the experi-
ence made her more aware of her 
surroundings and belongings. 
"It was probably for the better 
because we moved into a safer 
flat. I'm glad I never went home. 
I'm glad I didn't give up. We're 
much more aware of problems 
•. -
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and watch our valuables now," she 
said. 
Another safety concern that faces 
London Center students, and ev-
eryone else in the city, is the threat 
of bombs on the Underground and 
British Rail stations. 
According to the Feb. 29 issue of 
The Independent, a major London 
newspaper, the London Bridge 
railway station was the site of an 
Irish Republican Anny (IRA) bomb 
in which 28 people were injured 
Feb. 28. 
The IRA issued a warning to the 
London office of an Irish television 
station only 15 minutes before the 
device exploded at 8:29 a.m. in the 
men's lavatory. 
The warning did not specify 
which station was targeted and all 
13 British railway and 270 Under-
ground stations were closed imme-
diately, some for more than four 
hours, according to The Indepen-
dent. 
"We were leaving for spring 
break and all the Underground sta-
tions were closed. We didn't have 
any way of getting to the airport I 
never realized how dependent I am 
on public transportation in London. 
You can 'tjustget in your car and go 
somewhere," according to Page 
Dispenza '93. . 
The IRA threatened to escalate 
violence in mainland Britain in-the 
run up to the April 9 General Elec-
tion. 
Jacki Donati is a student in London . 
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FRIDAY-April 3 
, 6:00 p.m. 
GRAND CANYON 
9:00 p.m. 
GRAND CANYON 
MIDNIGHT 
WILLY WONKA & THE 
CHOCOLATE FACTORY 
SATURDAY-April 4 
6:00 p.m. 
GRAND CANYON 
9:00 p .m. 
GRAND CANYON 
MIDNIGHT 
WILLY WONKA & THE 
CHOCOLATE FACTORY 
SUNDAY- April 5 
PRICE 
2:00 p.m. 
GRAND CANYON 
6:00p.m. 
101 DALMATIANS 
9:00 p.m. 
101 DALMATIANS 
Fri. & Sat. - $3.00 
Sun. -$2,00 
PLACE 
Textor 102 
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Endl•ng· the SJ•.ten-C.e.,.•_ University of Virginia associate professor speaks out on· HIV· 
By Susana Matsumoto 
With the omnipresent threat of 
AIDS, people have become more 
concerned with the histories of 
prospective sexual partners. 
This situation, whichhasbecome 
common in relationships in the 
United States, was brought up by 
Richard Keeling as he spoke about 
AIDS as partof the Second Century 
Symposium on March 25. 
Keeling, director of the Depart-
ment of Student Health and asso-
ciate professor of the Department 
of Internal Medicine at the Uni-
versity of Virginia, suggested 
thinking about the Human Immuno 
Deficiency Virus (HIV) not as a 
public health problem, but as a hu-
man concern. 
will tell the truth of what we ·have 
learned about mv." 
To deal with this epidemic, 
Keeling offered three solutions: to 
reevaluate ourselves, and our self-
esteem, to find skills to communi-
cate in a relationship and to empha-
size importance in the sense of 
support and care in our community. 
He said that the epidemic of HIV 
has occurred in a context related to 
our values and culture, to alcohol 
use and to other sexually transmit-
ted diseases. The refusal to accept 
that AIDS is connected to our val-
ues has made the problem worse. 
The concern of mv has a great 
deal to do with us personally rather 
than with chemical solutions. Edu-
cation is the vaccine, Keeling said. 
Keeling said that there is a dif-
ference between what we know and 
. . 
what we do. Surveys done on 
university campuses confinn that 
96 percent of college students al-
ready know the necessary infor-
mation about AIDS prevention. 
But, they do not practice what 
they have been taught Keeling said 
that if we can figure out why we do 
not do what we know is best for us, 
then we might be able to findways 
to protect ourselves. 
Keeling said that most of the 
things we learn are learned through 
visual images such as television. 
These visual images influence our 
choices, decisions and behavior. 
We end up doing not what we 
know, but what we see. 
We have sex without protection 
even when we know that we should 
not because we are afraid of doing 
differently from what advertisers 
show us Keeling said. We do what 
we ·see ~use we were ~sed to be 
like others. 
According to Keeling, TV, 
newspapers, magazines and video · 
tapes influence our Jives. We are 
taught not to mix alcohol with sex, 
but we see advertisement after ad-
vertisement showing sex and beer 
· together. We are so receptive to ad-
vertising that we don 'tquestion what 
is being presented to us. 
Keeling emphasized a recent 
study released by the American Psy-
chological Association. The study 
said that by the time the American 
male graduates from high school, he 
will have seen 8,000 sexual assaults 
conducted on television. 
The student has accepted sexual 
violence as part of the culture. 
Keeling said that for our generation, 
Ithacan/ Tor Seemann 
Richard Keeling, director of 
student health dept., University 
of Virginia. 
"Generation X," our values are 
determined by external factors 
maferial or_immediate satisfaction'. 
Keeling said, "If we do not feel 
good today, we get drunk, buy 
something, or have sex." 
Keeling said, ''This epidemic si-
lence equals death and tonight we 
Changing to an environmental state of mind 
By Jennifer Thompson 
Three major perceptions must 
be changed before our country can 
solve its environmental problems 
according to John P. McCullough, 
retired general manager of envi-
ronmental health and safety at the 
Mobil Oil Corporation. 
McCullough was the first 
Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow 
of the Centennial year. His speech, 
entitled "Environmental States of 
Mind" was held in the Roy H. P~ 
Auditorium Thursday, March 26. 
First.McCullough said thereare 
some fundamental environmental 
states of mind that seem to be innate 
in all humans. 
These sets of mind include the 
perception that humans are domi-
nantover nature and the l)e[Ception 
that nature is dominant over hu-
mans. He referred to examples of 
these attitudes from various eras in 
history and art. 
"True conservatism means not 
only protecting nature against hu-
man misbehavior, but also develop-
ing human activities which favor a 
creative, hannonious relationship 
between man and nature," 
McCullough said. 
His second concern is that people 
need a better understanding of the 
role of scientists in this process. He 
addressed the difficulty in deter-
mining which scientific knowledge 
is best 
"People fail to see that scientists 
are just like other people," he said. 
"When we advocate something, we . 
have our own biases that slightly 
alter the scientific process. We have 
a variety of choices and we tend to 
make choices to fit our own con-
cept." 
Assistant Provost Mary Lee 
Seibert said, ''The theme of his 
whole week here was that scien-
tists are humanitarians also. Not 
all scientists are without sensitiv-
ity. Decisions are not just scien-
tific, they are politics, values and 
people." 
Thelastpointhemadeinvolved 
the public. He said that ordinary 
people have been excluded from 
the decision-making process. 
He~d, scientists have assumed 
that the matters were too complex 
for the public. People only needed 
to know if what the scientists were 
doing was safe. 
He referred to the "rightto know" 
laws that Congress passed in 1986. 
They mandate that .businesses pro-
vide information to employees re-
garding health risks in the work place. 
The problem with the regulatory 
activities are that too many people 
are afraid of the word "chemicals," 
according to McCullough~ Also, he 
said that people need to be more 
skeptical about the local scientists' 
views. He encouraged us to be skep· 
tical when listening to any speaker. 
· McCullough said that in the last 
25 years he spent with Mobil Oil 
Corporation his professional re-
sponsibility dealt with the growing 
concern for increasing safety of the 
environment and of human beings. 
"We've brought about a change 
that has been required and worth-
while," he said. "And the solution 
of this problem would be a lot 
cheaper if we learned how to man. 
age it" 
Andrew McMahon '92, eco-
nomics major, said "I thought he 
was very interesting. He was not 
only an environmentalist, but verv 
rational. He not only thought abo~t 
the environmental issues, but also 
the economics of it all." 
McCullough was introduced bv 
the Provost oflthaca College, To~ 
Longin, who spoke about the 
Woodrow WilsonFellowship Pro-
gram. The program is based on the 
ideals of Woodrow Wilson and en-
courages learning and interaction 
between professionals from a vari. 
ety of fields and students, faculty 
and administrators . 
. · .. '( 
MULLER CHAPEL THEATRE GROUP 
Working on Today - Focusing on Tomorrow 
VISION for next year, VISION for Student 
Government, and VISION for the future of Ithaca College. 
Every issue in our platform addresses one of these concepts. 
If YOU would like more information, 
PLEASE come hear us speak, or come ask questions: 
.., Wed. April 1, 10-2, Campus Center Lobby 
RHA 8 p.m., South Meeting Room 
.., Thurs. April 2, 12:05, Textor 102 
10 - 2, Campus Center Lobby 
.., Fri. April 3, 10 - 2, Campus Center Lobby 
.., Sun. April 3, 10 - 2, Campus Center Lobby 
.., Mon. April 6, 10 - 2, Campus Center Lobby 
.., Tues. April 7, 12:05, Free Speech Rock 
10 - 2, Campus Center Lobby 
._AND TO YOUR CLASSES 
TO FIND OUT WHAT IS 
IMPORTANT TO Y:OU! 
AND ... DON'T Forget to 
• 
Samantha Stein 
Lore' Hunsicker 
Ben Lawrence 
Victoria Sadowski 
Pete Kolp 
\h•dn,·,J.,y April ~lh , 
• I 111 ,1 1 11\ I' 'IC lil\'I l\lhKIUt•r-1:1",. 
President 
VP Academics 
VP Business & Finance 
VP Caµipus Affairs · 
VP Communications 
.. 
:, 
. ,, 
Proudly Presents ... 
THEIR SPRING .1992 PRODUCTION OF: 
UP FROM PARADISE 
•Tickets go on sale Monday, April 6 in the Campus Center :; 
and the Chapel Office. _. 
•Performances in Muller Chapel on: 
Thursday, April 9th Friday, April 10th 
Saturday, April 11th 
..... - - ........ --... --.. ---·- -- ..... 
• '',"",. i ... 
A,?ril 2, 1992 
The following incidents are arn~g 
those reported to The Ithacan by the IC 
Office of Public information, based solely 
on reports from the Office o( Campus 
Safety. 
Campus Safety· LOg 
Anyone with any infonnation re-
garding these enb'ies is ~~to 
contact the .Office of Campus .Safety. 
Unlessotherwise specified, all reported 
incidents remain under invesMgation. 
Friday, March 20 • 
Thursday, March 28, 1992 
Friday, March 20 
'Y. The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Landon Hall fora fire alarm. 
The cause of the alann was detennined 
to be two maliciously activated pull 
boxes. 
'Y A non-student was arrested for crimi-
nal possession of a forged instrument 
after being found in possession of a 
forged driver's license at a party in 
Landon Hall. In addition, five students 
were referred for judicial action for vio-
lating the alcohol policy. 
'Y A student was referred for judicial 
action after being found in a highly in-
toxicated condition on campus. Student 
was transported to the Health Center by 
Bangs Ambulance and will be referred 
for jud_icial action both for possessing 
false identification and for being in a 
residence hall to which his entry had 
been restricted. 
'YA complaint was filed regarding holes 
that had been punched into the folding 
wall sections in Hill Center gym 3. 
'YA student filed a complaint regarding 
a vehicle travelling recklessly on the 
Garden A~rtment Road. 
'Y Three students were referred for judi-
cial action for. the possession of mari-
juana and drug paraphernalia. 
'YA student was issued an appearance 
ticket for the underage possession of an 
alcoholic beverage and five other stu-
dents were referred for judicial action 
for violating the alcohol policy. The in-
cident was the result of anflnauthorized 
beer party in Clarke Hall.·.: 
'Y Officers responded to Holmes Hall 
upon a report of a person in a highly 
intoxicatedoondition. Bangs Ambulance 
responded and transported the student 
to Tompkins Community Hospital for 
treatment The student was referred for 
judicial action. --
Saturday, March 21 
'Y Officers responded to Terrace 12 
upon a report of a loud party. A student 
was referred for judicial action for vio-
lating the college alcohol policy. 
Y A student was arrested for driving 
while intoxicated and for operating a 
motor vehicle with a blood-alcohol con-
tent higher than .10 percent. Student 
was stopped for driving recklessly in J-
Lot. • 
Y An intoxicated student who had been 
transported to the Health Center for 
treatment became abusive upon arrival. 
The student was arrested for disorderly 
conduct. 
'Y Two students were referred for judi-
cial action for possession and use of 
marijuana in a residence hall. 
'Y A student filed a oomplaint regardirig 
the receipt of a harassing/annoying tele-
phone call on the studenrs residence 
hall room phone. 
YA student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of a wallet from the student's 
room jn the East Tower. An unknown 
person entered the unattended room 
between 11 a.m.and2p.m. and took the 
wallet containing $54, a driver's license, 
and miscellaneous papers. 
Sunday, March 22 
Y The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to the East Tower for a fire 
alarm. The cause of the alarm was de-
termined to be an activated smoke de-
tector. No cause for the activation was 
found. 
Y A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that occurred to a window in the 
Tower Club waiting room. 
Y A complaint was filed regarding a 
wooden bulletin board that had been 
removed from the second-floor entrance 
to the East Tower. 
'Y Officers responded to Landon Hall 
upon a report of a person in a highly 
intoxicated condition. A Bangs Ambu-
lance responded and transported the 
student io the Health Center for 
treatment.The student was referred for 
judicial action. 
Y A complaint was filed regarding two 
light fixtures that had been pulled from a 
wall in the Hilliard Hall stairwell. 
'Y Officers responded lo Terrace 9 upon 
a report of a person who was having 
difficulty breathing. Bangs Ambulance 
responded and transported the student 
to the Health Center for treatment. 
Monday, March 23 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of items from a vending machine in, 
the third floor lounge of Terrace 2. Food 
items were stolen from that machine. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding a 
broken chair in the first floor study lounge 
of Boothroyd Hall. 
'Y A <:0mplaint was filed regarding 
damage that occ1,1rred to a cigarette 
machine in the Campus Center vending 
area. About$150 in damage occurred to 
the machine after someone poured some 
liquid into its vending slot. 
Y A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that occurred to a Pepsi machine 
and a candy vending machine in the 
Tallcott Hall vending area. About $500 
in damage occurred to the machines 
after someone poured some liquid into 
their vending slots. 
Y A student was referred for judicial 
action for tampering with ano\her 
student's property. 
Tuesday, March 24 
'YA student filed a complaint after being 
harassed by another group of students 
in the Hill Center gymnasium area. 
Wednesday, March 25 
Y The Ithaca Fire Department re-
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WHY YOU SHOULD START PLANNING FOR 
RETIREMENT WITH YOUR EYES CLOSED. 
For retirement to be the time of your life, you have to dream a little -about the things 
you've always wanted to do: travel, explore, 
start a business. Just imagine ... 
With a dream and a plan, you can make it 
happen. Your pension and Social Security 
should provide a good 
' basic retirement income, 
but what about all those 
extras that make your 
dreams possible? You'll 
pr.obably need some 
; f5. additional savings. 
. THE DREAM IS YOUR OWN. 
WE CAN HELP YOU WITH THE PLAN. 
· ~ TIAA-CREF Supplemental Retirement 
ti! · Annuities (SRAs), tax-deferred annuities for 
:! people like you in educat~on and research, are 
can add up quickly. 
What else makes SRAs 
so special? A broad range 
of allocation choices, from 
the safety ofTIAA to the 
investment accounts of 
CREF's variable annuity; 
no sales charges; a variet.y of ways to receive 
income, including annuities, payments over a 
fixed period, or cash. You may also be able to 
borrow against your SRA accumulation 
before you retire.* 
All this, plus the top investment manage-
ment that has helped make TIAA-CREF the 
largest retirement system in the country. 
So start dreaming and planning for the time 
of your life. Because the sooner you start your 
SRA, the greater your savings and your retire-
ment will be. ~ a good way to save for retirement and save 
} on taxes now. SRAs are easy-you make con- I _ - - - - - - - - - - --/ , ~~---
·! tributions through your institution before your /. , . ,. .tr'~ ~ taxes are calculated, so you pay less tax: now. I START PLANNING FOR mE {' "¾.§'li1i:::. 
• f You pay no ta_x o~ 1f- · \::·\ -, . __., I · TIME OF YOUR LIFE, TODAY. / 
,: your SRA_ contrib_ ut1ons r " : .. ,;';;,;'," · ,' I For your free,TIAA-CREF Supplemental ; 
·S d ii · Retirement Annuity Kit, send this coupon to· 
·) an earnings un! you '--':-,7f',:::'- I TIAA-CREF. Dept. QC. 730 Third Avenue, ·---
..! receive them as mcome., I New York, NY 10017, Or call I 800 842-2733, Ext. 8016. 
~ And saving regularly · 
'! means your contribu- I Nam, (Please print) 
~ tions and their earnings I 1 AJ,1,,,, I : Cil,v 
... m·· l: fu l /nJlitulu111 (Full name) -t Ensuring the ture ~ for those WhO shape it!"' 1
1 
Titlt 
~ TIAA-CREF,Parlirip,ml 
0 t~==========:=:;:::=::=:====.:=:~=::=::' D *s ONc> c 
. • , • , lan and the atau: you live in. CREF annuitiH aredi11ributed by TJA.A·CREt" Individual & lns1i1u1ional Services, Inc-. 
•Depending upon your ulltll~llo~!- and all 1800 842-2733. Ext 5509 for a proapectua. Read 1he prospectus carefully b.,fon, you inv .. , or send money. 
for more complete inlonnalion. incluchng "-a-- ••penon. c . , 
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sponded to the Campus Center for a fire 
alarm. Cause of the alarm was deter-
mined to be an activated smoke detec-
tor. No cause for the activation was 
found. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding a 
student employee who had fallen on the 
ice in M-lot. The student was taken to the 
Health Center for treatment. 
Y A complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of approximately 20 feet of televi-
sion cable from the East Tower's ground 
floor lounge. 
YA student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of the student's hooded 
sweatshirt containing the student's 
residencehallkeys. The studentreported 
that the sweatshirt was stolen from the 
Hill Center gymnasium area between 8 
and 10 p.m. on March 23. 
'Y Officers investigated a two-car acci-
dent in Y-Lot. 
Y Officers responded to Terrace 4 upon 
a report of a student who had suffered a 
minor arm cut. The student was treated 
at the scene. 
Thursday, March 26 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of a Johnson outboard motor from 
the college boathouse. 
Safety Tip: 
Theft from parked vehicles often 
occurs once warmer weather ap-
proaches. Students are encouraged to 
report persons loitering in parking lots 
and should also report any strange noises 
they may hear, such as breaking glass. 
Participate in Campus Watch and help 
protect other students· safety and prop-
erty. 
Pass/Fail 
proposal 
fails to 
passAPC 
By Heather Zuzick 
The candidates for the 1992-93 
Student_ Government Executive 
Board and \he 1992.-93 SeniotC\ass 
presented their platforms ro begin 
the March 31 Student Government 
Association congress meeting. 
SGA IN BRIEF 
After the presentations, Pete 
Lepsch '92, current student body 
president, presented congress with 
a letter drafted in response to the 
problems that IC has had with 
AT&T, regarding the previous tele-
phone proposal. In the letter ,Lepsch 
stressed IC' s "disappointment" with 
the discrepancies between AT&T' s 
sales representatives' price quote 
and the actual cost of implementa-
tion of the service. 
During officer reports, Laurie 
Goldstein '93, vice president for 
Campus Affairs, reported that the 
campus life committee and the 
faculty council were .. very support-
ive" of the SGA Environmental 
Policy. 
Katie Bums '94, vice president 
for academics, said the pass/fail 
proposal that SGA passed at last 
week's meeting was presented to 
the Academic Planning Commit-
tee. 
The APC did not support the 
SGA -proposal because the APC 
asserted that a student's records 
must be open for admission to new 
programs, and a student must have 
~ C+ or better for the pass/fail credit 
to count for a major prerequisite . 
The APC also suggested that an 
amendment be made that would 
allow for a student to cancel the 
pass/fail option at the end of the 
semester, and receive the letter grade 
earned. This.according to theAPC, 
would facilitate student motivation. 
Amy Sims '93, vice- president 
for communication, reported that 
anSGAawareness survey would be 
handed out with election ballots at 
next week's elections. 
,. > \ .... 
·,· .-
'. Pl~tforms .. nio~~~~:~::~~r~J~~ ~==;=~: ICTV victim>of:·:p_.-raiik. 
'. Continued. from page 1, . Frey, president; Laurie Goldstein. all aspects of the.J!;>b search. , . · · - · · 
. fund.Lawrencesaidmostlikelythe vicepresident;KristineTenalavoro "Nomatterwhetherthestudents Phony caller clauns to- b¢:Jerry; ijr,own;'. 
~d will "go to a student area~ · secretary; John Bundy, treas~ are in Ithaca, Rocheste~. oi)...on- .. ~ . _ .. 
IS often overlooked, commumty Lynne Rolland, physical therapy. don wewanttomakesuretheyare ByJeffSelingo __ ;:-,..:. _ ·~1>ogw;Bro\ivn~cl~c,'aidewere 
service." Student Govemn:ient · liasion. . incl~ded,"Rollandsaid. The·1~ was not the only the~-~~~:·· .. :.\: .:_·::·:. ~ to raise $10,000. for. the According to Frey;,the class-of - .. Frey said some new ideas they campus mediastriken.by the wave i~~;~~~~.sh~~-~y 
_ Jarshipby~1!,1993_through· ,, , . . : · · · have· for"Iiext yeii:· include: c~ ·. of April,Fqol'sj?kes. · . _-. '" . .. ·~ .,...... ..,contm~ts 
V3!10US fundraisers mcluding a T- lt s a shame not more trips,aseniorweek theine,involv- Someoneposmgaspres1dential byth~~wn~~r.JCTValso 
shirt sale, La~ 8;8id, . f olk.s are running, be- ing seniors in community service, · candi~te Gov. Jerry_ ~!9~ ~as reaa;~ ~1<?81.~~:~ the broad-
: . 1:<>re~1cker_smdthatdiver- cause theplafform andenvironmentalconcems. intemewed on· last mght,s live .cast,_ and,, ~~g _to·G~eene, 
sitylSSUeSwill beexpandedthrough _ . · • ~' "It's a shame not more folks are broadcast · of JCTV News ·at~_ap-- ._campus safety was n~fied. . 
areadinglistofbooksthatdeal with pres~nta~tons would running, because the platfonn pre- proximately 7:08 p.m., according · . . -~ne be~eves _the prankster 
such issues, and academic school have beer:i more enter- sentations would have been more to Eloise Greene; manager of IC: was.a student in ~ePai¥Schoolof 
meetings will continue to increase taining." entertaining," PeteLepsch '92, stu- television operations. - Conun~catio'1S: _ 
student gov~ent awareness. _ ~ Le h ,92 dent body president, said. - According to G~ne, the ne~s . · (f:fo~~· Jhe_ '~tu~~nt~~wQI be Sadowski said they will try to tud ~ psc . d • Elections will be held from IO staff had been working_ on a live subJect to · Jud1c1al action_ for 
initiate a student-to-student book 8 ent Y prest ent a.m. to 7 p.m. interview since. last week. ''~~~· the ~t :_of th~ com-
buyback sale and form.a more ac- 1993 is the end pf the first ~ntury Only juniors with at least 66 On Wednesday afternoon an al- murucauons.school,'~ Greene said. 
live off-c~pus concern group, and the beginning of the new cen- credits can vote in the senior class Ieged Brown aide, w,ho was later -If ~yone has -atJY ·mforination 
which will address among other tury. _ · elections.Allstudentswithacurrent learned to be fake, called ICTV to concerning .this incident they are 
items, parking. Stein concluded the . Frey said her party wants to I.D. card can vote in the Student schedule an interview. asked ·to report it to the Office of 
presentation by urging all to vote. improve relations with the Office Government elections. Greene said ICTV believes that Campus Safety at 274·.3333; 
~-------------------~ I ~2 olIWomen's H~!!!~IIMen's Haircuts 1. r----L-A_o_1_E_s--N--G-H---T-,-,-.--
1 C . I 1 .)~ ) 1 t-&iMWf4 )> , t3 I • I Conveniently located at The Commons I ~ ~ 
1 u on the second floor of Center Ithaca. I K.ARAQ KE 
; I 272 4370 I Karaoke (ka.re • ee • oh' • kee) - n. 1. a tun~ll1ed evening •• 
. I t Men's Styling, - I ra.vor1w ~~~~ngo:~~~ ~:s!1!i~ ~~Ramada- . 
I Women's Styling, Center Ithaca I 
I u4bove and Perms. The Commons I 
.L---~-~-----------~-~ 
DYING TO BE HEARD 
What to do if someone you care about is,suicidal 
Tuesday, April 7 
at 7 p.m. in 
~\arke Lounge 
Learn the clues to suicide_, 
and what you can say and ao! -
Co-sponsored by the Ithaca College Counseling Center and 
Suicide Prevention and Crisis Service 
Every Thursday at the Gazebo, Ramada tnn, downtown Ithaca 
~MmheiH 
- 9:00 PM - 1 :00 AM 
21 and ov~r please 
For details and information call 607-272-1000 
* Also ••• Frl.&Sat. 
LafBN/ght 
Happy Hour (9-1) 
=<:.~t 
_PASSOVER'S COMING SOON! t I 
* * * ¥ *- ¥ * •·· I 
Meantime- Don't forge_r Fridays! 
Reserve your"space- Call 274-3103 
~~ 
-~,:c o :c ::e::::a,o,c: o ce:rnc 
• Guaranteed Reservations 
• Newer Trucks • All Sizes 
• Nationwide 24 Hr Road Service 
• 7 Days a Week 
• Loading Ramps 
Moving 
Accessories 
• Easy to Drive . -
• C~r Towini:Equipment 
. • Air Condihoning,..Power Steering 
• AM/FWC$$etf~ ·: .· .. · 
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Art _. 
Continued ·from page 1 - _ 
plaints, ~sid,e from ventilation, 
which'Erlich said he was not aware 
of until it was addreSS:ed at an open 
forum with Whalen. 
Justin Chapman, a sophomore 
art' qiajQt .. _said ·s~as: 'trom" one 
class 'car# (?Vef ~y jnk> o.thers 
and "1icker.walls~Jieeded badly. 
"Jf a professor tties to tell you 
something, you &¥1 noise from the 
other room," he.saidi · 
In terms of noise level, 
Chapman, who _works there as a 
monitor, said students can hear 
weights drppping above them and 
-music being j>Jayed. 
McCue said that the art and 
athletic departments have had their 
share of. neighborly disputes. 
"We've had problems with the ath-
letic department and they've had 
problems with us," he said. 
Bob Deming, director of athlet-
ics, sympathized with the an 
department's comp1aints. 
"From my standpoint, I wouldn't 
want to be an artist down there 
when weights were being dropped." 
he said. "It's not a place to have an 
academic component below a 
weight room. I very much sympa-
thize with them." 
Privacy is another problem· 
looming in the classrooms of the art 
department. Chapman said that 
~ere ~s hardly any place for nude 
department could stay open longer at a time on that one floot, ·McCue 
to complete their artwork. ···said. Af~rphase three renovations, 
"Two nights a week; it's open there will.be less space on the first 
until 1 a.m.; which is not enough floor of Ceracche, he said. 
time," Chapman said. ··we need aisleways and there 
"Here [in the wood shop], we will bemoredivisionsof space. We 
-A·.-brief history ··of-·Ceriache · · .- · · 
. _ Despite_ student complaints, McCue,see; many of 
the ~t renQVatioml ~ a positive light because he· 
saw how things were before. · · · ' 
: •_•What you see now is not the :art. department that 
1 came to," McCue said ... It's a .Jot better. Tbe··an 
· ~ent·bas'. ne~erbeen bigger~ never-been.safer. 
1t has ne:ver been more ventilated than it is today." 
· McCue has ·taught an at IC since 1973 and 'been 
:chair since t9n. He ·~escribed the ·an depaitment 
when he fll'St crune as a "bus garage in .which ari was 
taught" 
Ceracche was constructed as a garage for the IC 
f>hysicat plant to keep i~ vehicles in when Ithaca 
Coll~ge was· downtown, McCue said. 
When 7 the college moved from downtown, the 
theatre arts and art department were placed in the 
garage where no second floor existed until_ 1978 
when more space was needed for athletic facilities, 
McCue said. , 
At the.same time that.the·.second floor was built 
for the athletic_ department, renovations were made 
to the first floor to make a more scholastic environ-
ment for the art program. . . 
However. few renovations-were made to the art 
department until the summer of 1990, .when phase 
one began, McCue said. 
models to be drawn in private. 
"It would would be nice to have 
a door to shut [in the drawing stu-
dio]," Chapman said. In addition, 
he said, ··u the windows [shades] 
aren't closed, athletes walk by and 
sometimes can see the models." 
can only use any tools until five on 
weekdays," Hastings said. 
need half as much space," he said. 
Some students recommended 
that the art department use the soon-
to-be-freed space in Williams Hall. 
McCue requested this to Erlich. 
Students also wish that the art 
McCue said that allowing stu-
dents to use dangerous tools after 
most people have left the building 
is a liability problem. 
Space is also a problem since 
there are sometimes up to I 00 people 
Chapman questions why there is 
enough money for a new science 
building, but not enough for a new 
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art building. Erlich said until the 
present project is finished, a new an 
facility is not at hand. 
"I'm thinking about completing 
the plan now," Erlich said .. I don't 
think [a new art building] is a real-
istic proposition." 
Erlich said that the art depart-
ment has not changed-much in size 
· over the years and he doesn't think 
it needs to yet. 
Some art studentS do not agree. 
"It seems to me that a lot of 
administrators don't give a hoot 
about the art deparunent," Kate 
Athanans '.95, art said. · 
"For some reason there is this 
separation of fine art," Chapman 
said ... It just doesn't get a lot of 
attention." 
"It's still a parking garage as far 
as we 're concerned," Barthelmess 
said. 
But McCue retains his high 
hopes for the art department. 
"It's always unpleasant to live 
through one of these construction 
projects," he said. "I have to be-
lieve that when the dust seules here, 
we will have a better working envi-
ronment. We already have a better 
working environment." 
Budget--------m-ak_es_h_is_rec_o_m_m_e_n_da_b __ o_n_to_th_e--co_m_p_ar_ed_to_pa_s_t_y_ear_s ______ h_a_v_e_bee_n_c_rea_te_d_, W-ha-1-en-sa-id _____ W_h-al_e_n_sa-id_h_e_i_s_aw_ar_e_of_th_e_ir 
Continued from page 1 · provost, who then makes his rec- In 1989 and 1990, 33 faculty According to Whalen, these are concemsandisalsoawarethat"We 
raise. Promotion to the top rank of ommendation to the All College members received tenure and pro- "phantom" positions, in which have asked them [the faculty] to do 
full professor is based on years of and Promotion Committee. The fl- motion, while last year eight people do not actually exist, but other things, such as publications 
service, and the promoted professor nal recommendation is made by the . members received tenure and pro- rather the money exists for current and other activities and I don't want 
receivesa$5000raise, Whalensaid. · president to the Board of Trustees. motion. faculty to conduct research while them to feel overburdened." 
AccordingtoWhalen,theusual At any point in the process a Ahighnumberoffacultywillbe continuingtheircurrentnumberof "I don't want us to become a 
tenure track is five years, which can faculty member can remove eligible for tenure and promotion sections of classes. research institution. Teaching is the 
be reduced in certain situations themself from the process, Whalen next year, Whalen said. "We hire new faculty based on major emphasis, but to be a good 
where professors have numerous said. Only faculty members who New Faculty Positions the needs of certain programs, teacher you must keep up in your 
years prior experience. After the are hired as tenure track employees Sevennewfacultypositionshave whether it be an enrichment or an field," Whalen said. 
five year period, professors who may apply for tenure, he added. beencreatedforthe 1992-93school enlargment of the program," Whalen said, "These are all 
want to apply for tenure prepare a The number of faculty who are year, Whalen said. Whalen said. proper issues to address and the 
recordandsubmitittothedeanand promoted and receive tenure flue- Additionally, under the faculty According to Whalen, the fac- discussions on them will be on-
their departm,enL · tuate from year to year due to the reassigned time, which allows full- ulty wants to have more time for going." 
The department makes its rec- hiring trend five years ago. Whalen time faculty to conduct research or class preparation, research and Elzio Barreto contributed to this 
oqu:nendati~tothedean, w~othen _said this year the number w.as low write, eight new faculty positions writing. story. 
The Student Activities Board Film Committee 
Proudly Presents 
starring 
a Martin Scorsese Picture 
Friday April .24, 1992 
(Raindate: Saturday, April 25, 1992) 
picture starts at 8 p.m·. 
Keep your calendars open .. ; 
this is history in the making! ! ! 
More Information·to-come in the following w~eks . 
. . " 
• 
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WHAT~;'S.HAPPENI_NG .. 
Thursday, 
April 2 
Philosophy Department Meeting, 
North Meeting Room, 2p.m. 
Varsity Men's Tennis vs. Clarkson, 
·3p.m. (H). 
Diversity Awareness Committee African Latino Society "BBB" 
meeting, North Meeting Room, Weekend with Arthur Ash, Hill 
lOa.m. Center, 3:30-6:30p.m. 
Student Affairs Rape Education Hillel Shabbat Service, Chapel 
Committee meeting, North Meet- -6 Cam C 10a. Sanctuary, p.m. ing Room, pus enter, m. 
AMA Executive Board Meeting, 
Conference Room, noon. 
Interfaith Religious Council Medi-
tation, Chapel Sanctuary, noon. 
SAB Film~ presents Grand Can-
yon, Textor 102, 6p.m. and 9p.m. 
CampusCenterandSpecialEvents 
Semi-Formal, Emerson Suites, 
Campus Center, 6p.m. 
"Vision", Student Government Promising Scholar Program Ban-
Executive Board Candidates, Open quet, Clark and Klingenstein 
Forum, Textor 102, 12:05. Lounges,CampusCenter,6:30p.m. 
Orientation Steering Committee Registration for Anthropology 
Meeting, South Meeting Room, Conference, Foyer outside the 
Campus Center, 1:15p.m. Park Auditorium, 6:30p.m. 
Promising Scholar Program Regis- Hillel Shabbat Dinner, Terrace 
tration, North Foyer.Campus Cen- Hall 7 l5 ter, 3p.m. 
International Programs/Council for 
International Exchange, Work 
AbroadMeeting,ConferenceRoom, 
4p.m. 
School Superintendents' Seminar, 
Room 419, Smiddy Hall, 4:15p.m. 
Dining , : p.m. 
"Activist Anthropology in the 
1990s," by Jason Clay, 7:30p.m., 
Park School Auditorium. 
JazzWorkshopandJazzLabspring 
concen, featuring guitarist Peter 
Leitch and vocalist Carol Kagy; 
8:15p.m., For~ Hall Auditorium. 
FacultyCoJJoquiumSeriespresents Dance Concert 92'/Everyman; 
"From Studio to Classroom: How 
CollaborativeTeaching," See April 2 listing. 
l l:4Sa.m., DeMotte Room. Egben SAB Films presents Willy Wonka 
Hall. and the Chocolate Factoryf 
Promising Scholar.Program ·Open- Textor 102, Midnight 
ing Session, Coffeehouse, 5: 15p.m. 
2 · th Alcohol and ~g_ E -ducation S~mi-;, .).,] :fG.~gan/~~:p. ~~d ;'.Lynn . R. tion Conference; 1 -4p.m. 10 e oar South Mee.ting Room, 6p.m. . · . Gerstem, M;S.W·;, Terrace 7 A Fll'St Emersoii°-Suites. All majors wel- , 
7 • Floor Lounge.. p.m. 
come. "Creating a Non-:Heterosexast :"-Wh .. y is ·Tb~\Nigbt _Different 
SAB Films presents Grand Can- Environ~erit," Pr'esentationbythe· _ _ _ 
D' · p Ed cators· Hudson From All Other·.Nigbts" by yon, Textor 102, 6 & 9p.m. aversity eer u ' Michael Fisch·, 7p.m. in Friends 
- . Heights 2-9 Lounge, 7p.m. 
African Latino Society BBB Party, . . . 103. 
Egbert Dining Hall, lOp.m. · Admassao~,M_ulbcultura18 Program! ·_ "Dya'ng to Be_Heard," a presenta-Klingenstem Lounge, p.m. 
SAB Films present Willy Wonka tion by Suicide Prevention and 
andtheChocolateFactory,Textor Student Government Executive Ithaca College Counseling Center; 
102, midnight Board Meeting, Conference ~oom; 7p.m~ Clark-Lounge. 
Campus Ce_nter, 7p.m. 
Parish Council Meeting, Laub 
Room, Chapel, 8p.m. 
Sunday, 
April 5 
Oracle Society Induction, Emerson 
Catholic Community Mass, Chapel, Suites, 8p.m. 
10:15am., lp.m., 9p.m. Ithaca College Environmental S<r 
Protestant Community Service, ciety, North Meeting Room, 8p.m. 
Chapel Sanctuary, 11:30a.m. Bureau of Concerts Meeting, 
Hillel Board Meeting, Conference DeMotte Room, 8p.m. 
Campus Crusade for Christ Meet-
~g; North .Meeting Room, 7p.m. 
Community Service Network Meet-
ing, ,Room 110, Campus Center, 
7p.m. 
Habitat for Humanity Meeting, 
DeMotte Room, 7p.m. 
Faculty Council Meeting, South 
Meeting Room, 7:30p.m. 
Room, noon. 
Alumni Lacrosse Luncheon, 
Klingenstein Lounge, noon. 
Varsity Baseball vs. University of 
Rochester, lp.m. (H) 
Zeitgeist Meeting, Friends 202, Department of lvJodem Languages 
8:15p.m. and Li~rature p,t~ents A Variety 
Residential Life Quads Meeting, Show, Coffeehouse, 7:30p.m. 
Room 110, Campus Center, StudentsforAnlnterracialDialogue 
8:30p.m. Discussion, Textor 101,.Sp.m. 
SAB Films presents Grand Can· DeltaPhi2.etaPledgeActivity, Ter-
yon, Textor 102, 2p.m. race one Lounge, 9p.m. 
Planned Studies Honors Program, 
honors reading, Clarke Lounge, 
2p.m. 
Tuesday,-
Student Goverment Association 
Congress Meeting, North Meeting 
Room, 8:15p.m. 
AGE Society Meeting,Friends 204, 
8:15-9:15p.m. April 7 
IC Catholic Community Christian Delta Phi Zeta Pledge Activity, 
Band Rehearsal, Phillips Room, VarsityWomen'sSoftballatColgate Terrace 2 Lounge, 9p.m. 
Muller Chapel. 2p.m. (A). 
Angelica Chatterton in~ Honors 
Reading; 2p.m., Clark Lounge. 
Senior Piano recital by. David 
Student Affairs Directors Meeting, 
South Meeting Room, 9a.m. 
Staff Council, Benefits Committee 
Wednesday, 
A ril 8 p . 
Lutheran Bible Study Group, Con-
ference Room, 7p.m. 
Saturday, 
April 4 - _, Riley; 2p.m., Ford Hall Audito-rium. Meeting,Confer~nceRoom,IOa.m. '.Varsity Men's and Women's Track 
Humanities and Sciences Chairs and Field vs Binghamton (H). 
Meeting, Nonh Meeting Room, Physical Plant,· Machine Repair 
1 fa.m. Seminar, Nortla"M~ting Room, 7-
Faculty Development Brown Bag 11:45am.: 
Dayspring Meeting, Non.ti Meeting 
Room, 7p.m. 
Senior Voice recital by Susan 
Varsity Women's Softb_all at Delly; 4p.m., Ford Hall AudifO. Montclair Tournament (A} 
rium. BiGala Gay Womens' Unity Meet-
ing, Friends 103, 7:30p.m. Promising Scholar Program Break-fast, Emerson Suite A, Sa.m. 
lntemationalClubmeeting:,South Anthropology Conference Conti-
Meeting Room, Sp.m. Meeting ev- nental Breakfast, Gannett Center, 
ery otherThwsday starting April 2. 
Personnel Services Service Awards 
Banquet, Emerson Suites, 6p.m. 
SAB Films presents 101 
Dalmatians, Textor 102, 6&9p.m. 
Lunch, DeMotte Room, 11 :45a.m. Greek 'Life _ Meeting, Conference 
Provosts Office Dana· Luncheon, ._Ropm, Sa·.m. . 
9am. 
Emerson Suite C, noon. · Pers~n~el Services Orientation, 
Ithaca College Environmental S<r 
. ciety Meeting, Friends 208, 8p.m. Bi-Gala Weekly meeting, Muller Chapel, 6:30p.m.· 
History Club Meeting,Friends 303, South Meeting Room, 8:30a.m. 
12
:05p.m. · Admission~StaffM~ting,DeMotte Varsity Men's and Women's Crew 
vs. Georgetown, lOa.m. (H). 
Deadline for entries for the Writing London Center Orientation for Fall 
Contest is April 2 in Parle 24o 1992, Clark and Klingenstein 
JessicaSavitchJournalismLecture Lounges, lOa.m. 
AIDS Working Group Meeting, 
DeMotte Room, 7p.m., 
Biblical Viewpoint Study Group, Room, 8:45a.m. · 
Friends 207, 12:lOp.m. Campus Center and Special Events 
Meeting,ConferenceRoom, IOa.m, 
Series presentation by Carole 
Simpson; 8p.m., Park School Au-
ditorium. 
Varsity Men's Tennis vs, St 
Lawrence, 11am. (H). 
NSSLHA Meeting, Nonh Meeting 
Room, 7p.m. 
IC Republicans Weekly Meeting, 
Friends 203, Sp.m. 
Luncheon for visiting multicultural 
Varsity Men's Tennis at Hoban .. , Fellow,DeMotteRoom, 11:45a.m. 
3p.m. (A). · ' Proi~~cin~DevelopmentCommit-
Centennial Cookbook Meeting, · tee Meeting, Conference Room, 
SAB Executive Board Meeting, 
North Meeting Room, 12: 15p.m. 
Dance Concert '92/Everyman, 
8p.m. Hoerner Theater, Dillingham 
Center. Also, 2p.m. matinee. 
Muller Theater Group Rehearsal, 
Coffeehouse, l la.m. Graduate Voice lecture/recital by DeMotte Room, 3p.m. noon 
Barbara Schaver; 7p.m., 
Friday, 
A ril 3 P, 
Last Day to withdraw with a "W" 
from Semester Courses 
September 1992 Graduation Appli-
cations due to the Registrar. 
Varsity Women's Softball at 
Montclair Tournament (A). 
Anthropology Buffet Luncheon at 
the Tower Club, noon. Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall. CampusCenterExemptStaffMeet-ing, Conference Room, 3:30p.m. 
Varsity Men's and Women's Track Graduate Composition andPercus-
and Field Ithaca Open, noon (H) sion recital by Thom Hasenpflug; 
8:15p.m., Ford Hall Auditorium. 
Varsity Baseball at Scranton, 
3:30p.m. (A) .. 
Varsity Baseball vs. R.I.T, lp.m. 
(H). Mu Phi Epsilon Weekly Meeting, VarsityMen'sLacrosseatGeneseo, 
Terrace 12A lounge, 9p.m. 4p.m. (A). , 
Varsity Men's Lacrosse at 
Rensselaer, 2p.m. 
Senior Voice recital by Sara Beck; 
4p.m., Ford Hall Auditorium. 
Monday, 
April 6 
Student Justice Training, DeMotte 
Room, 5:30p.m. 
H & S Curriculum Committee Meet-
ing, Conference Room, 5:30p.m. 
Kuumba Repertory Theater, Admissions Luncheon, North Intramural Softball Tournament 
Campus Life Committee Meeting, . Klingenstein Lounge, 11 p.m. Meeting Room, noon. Managers Organizational Meeting, 
North Meeting Room, Sa.m. DancesforUniversalPeace,Clark Varsity Golf at Colgate with Os- ~oom 57, Hill Center, 6p.m. 
AIDS Working Group Committee Lounge, 7:30-9:30p.m. wego & Binghamton, lp.m. (A). CampusCenterManagersMeeting, 
Meeting,ConferenceRoom,,lOa.m. Senior Voice recital by Erin Resi(Jential Life Departmental Soutb Meeting Room, 6p.m. 
Academic Policy Committee Sub- McKinley; 8:15p.m., Ford Hall Meetings, DeMotteRoom, lp.m. Students Against Violence 
committee Meeting, Conference Auditorium. All College Graduate Committee Against Women Meeting, Friends -
Room, Campus Center, lla.m. "Ithaca College at Lincoln Ceo- Meeting, North Meeting Room, lOl, 6=45p.m. · 
Muller Theater Group Rehearsal, ter; a Centennial Concert"; 3p.m. I~aca College Biblical Viewpoint 
Coffeehouse, lla.m. · 8p.m., Alice Tully }:Jail, Lincoln HistoryClubMeeting,N'orthMeet- Bible Study Meeting, Friends 103, 
Center, New York City. 4 7p m SummerPlanningCommitteeMeet- ing Room, p.m. · · 
ing, North Meeting Room, 1 la.m. Dance Concert '92/Everyman; 
SrudentAffairsCoordinatingGroup see April 2 Us.ting. · 
Meeting, DeMotte Room, Campus American Advertising Federa-
-Center, 2p.m. 
Ku.uniba Repertory Theater. Re- . Christian Scientists Organizational 
hearsal, Klinge·nstein Lounge, Meeting, Smiddy 110, 7p.m. · 
Sp.m. "Love or Lust," with guests Peter 
Student Affairs Brown Bag Lun-
cheon.Managing Difficult People, 
North Meeting Room, noon 
Campus Center and Special Events 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, 
3p.m. 
Counseling Workshop, Procr~ti· 
nation, Group Room, Counseling 
Center, 4p.m. 
Campus Center and Special Events 
AV Meeting, Room 110, Campus 
Center, 6:30p.m. 
OverEaters Anonymous Support 
Group Meeting, .Phillips Room, 
Muller Chapel, 7p.m. 
Accounting. Club· 1\1:eeti~g. South 
Meeting Room, 8p.m. 
Residen~e .. Hall·.AssociatiQn Meet-
ing, South Meeti~g Room;8p.m. 
National· Broadcasting Society 
Speaker, Te_xtor 101, Sp.in. 
Health ~agement Association 
Meeting, DeMotte Room, 8: 1 Sp.m. 
English .O~partment Poetry Read-
ing, Clark Lounge, 8: 15p.m. 
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OPINION 
Tbeways of 
politics: At IC, 
•• • 
a_ microcosm 
I.t'.s hard to blame th~ VISION·party, which is campaigning-for 
posiuons on the Execuuve-Board of the Student Government, for its 
vague presen_tations and desire to satisfy the student v01er. 
After all, ·the model for the "democratic process" has been handed 
down lo the younger generation by our leaders in government -- the 
professional politicians. . 
Some time ago a cycle began in this country whereby candidates 
refused_~ challenge voters with new ideas, and voters refused to accept 
or deal wtth any challenges proposed by candidates. The result has 
been devastating. . . 
Am~rican voters, driven by a capitalist desire to have, always seek 
so!'1e!!°8g for themselves, and candi~ want to satisfy that "some-
thing so they can get the votes. If an idea goes against, or does not 
fulfill. a voter's wants, it i:S rejected, possibly because it may have 
challenged-voters to work-harder to achieve a better society, or even to 
give up a little, so that others can have a little more. 
Candidates, then, do not present such ideas,- because they won't get 
elected. They are all the same because. they all want votes to get 
elected and will say" what voters want to hear. 
When he was still in the race for the Democratic nomination, Paul 
Tsongas called Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton a "pander bear." But . 
anyone running for an office determined by popl;llar vote these days 
seeks to make him or herself more popular to voters, and is, therefore, 
pandering. That is where a large problem lays. 
Tsongas wasn't doing \\'.ell enough (vote-wise) to stay in the 
election because he didn't pander as well as Clinton. He told voters that 
the road to econo~ic recovery would be a long one and even proposed 
an increase in the federal gas tax. Such a relief pill is too sour for 
Americans too handle; instead voters have embraced Bill Clinton, a 
relatively youthful candidate-with Southern charm and a honey-sweet 
deal for handling the recession. · · 
Instead of urgi~g. '!'Qters to want le~s. to use less, candi<b,ltes promise 
to give more. The result is called_~"poliiic~ appeal," which refers . 
directly to the candidate's popularity: (When ni~ crea"~ ,;~pularity 
polls," they reinforce the voters' interest in appeal.) For most elections 
in the United States, including those for Student Government at Ithaca 
College, the central issue is simply popularity. · 
VISION is a nice word to hear; it's appealing -- we all want "to 
see," after all. In this week's letters section, the members of the 
VISION party· introduce themselves with five appealing biographies 
· and a list of generally appealing proposals. They've even hung 
appealing posters around_campus. 
As the only party on the ballot, VISION should tak~ advantage of 
the opportunity to break the warped voter--candidate relationship that 
has severely tainted real democracy. It's a college election, but America 
has to stan somewhere. 
JayTokasz 
Editorial Page Editor 
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LETTERS 
Introducing the VISION party 
To the editor: . . the vice president of academics, student booksale; increasing shuttle 
Because Student Government is and as a student representative on service to alleviate parking prob-
the only recognized voice of the the Academics Policy Committee. lems; and improving fac~lty and 
students, anytime faculty, staff or Lore'sotherinvolvementsinclude: staff 'connections with students. 
administration addresses an issue, President of New Hall Council Issues that need to be resolved 
they. look to Student Government 1991-92; and fonner teaching as- next year are: the meal plan and 
for your opinions. sistant in the sociology department dining concerns; the computeriza-
Therefore, it is critical to have a Running for vice president of lion of the library; the Greek Life 
Student Government Executive businessandfinance,BenLawrence proposal; diversification of our 
Board that has close relationships provides new p_erspectives and campus and the curriculum; and 
· with student organizations, fac- ideas. He has ~ever been a re-pre- speciflcinfonnationc_oncemingthe 
ulty, staff, adminisuation and.you; sentative on Stud~nt Government allocation of tuition.: 
VISION has some of these reJa- before. Ben is involv~ in .recre- VISION will· priQritize the is-
tionships, and will work to im- ational sports and recently joined sues in the college-Wide srr,uegic 
prove them. Each of us has been · the budget committee of Student plan for future Student Govern-
involved in various ways in the IC Government to ensure that money ments. Then, issues can be ad-
community. is allocated fairly to organizations. dressed in the order that best suits 
Runningforpresident,Samantha Running for vice president of your interests. 
Stein has been in Student Govern- campus affairs, Victoria Sadowski _ We sttongly encourage you to 
ment for three years. Her experi- isaTerraceHallrepresentativeand hear us speak or ask questions at 
ence on many student committees, an aerobics instructor on campus. our table in the Campus Center 
adminisuative committees, and as She recently joined Student Gov- lobby.It is extremely important for 
the liaison to Faculty Council have ernment bec~use she-saw problems everyone to vote in the election. 
shownherwhatworksanddoesn't that -haven't been addressed. VISIONmaybetheonlyrecog-
work withinthesystem.Sheknows Victoriaisamemberofthe campus nized party running for Student 
bowtosolveproblems,while main- affairs committee. Government; however, it is prob-
taining close ties with all members :Running for vice president of able that there will be a write-in 
of the IC community. Other in- communications, Pete Kolp joined party. Please decide how you feel 
volvements include: co-coordina- Student Government this year. He about the issues involved in this · 
tor of diversity peer educators, represents the West Tower, and is year's election and help make the 
studentrepresentativetotheDiver- active in the campus affairs com- VISION forStudentGovemmenta 
sity Awareness Committee mittee.Petefeelsthatthemostim- reality. 
President'sHost;NRHH;andPresi- portant aspect of Student-Govem-
dent · of Hood Hall 1990-91. mentistoincrease public relations. 
Ru_nning for vice president of Our VISIONS include specific 
academics, Lore' Hunsicker has goals for ~ext year, and the initia-
been involved with Student Gov- tion of plans for the future. Specific 
emment for three semesters. She is goals include: sponsoring a new 
an academics committee member, scholarship to help increase finan-
and now serves as the assistant to cial aid; developing a student to 
Samantha Stein '93 
Lore' Hunsicker '94 
Ben Lawrence '94 
Victoria Sadowski '94 
Pete Kolp '94 
-The kosher dining debate continues 
To the editor: teams, but does this mean I should cern regarding the consideration of 
. I was very disappointed to see, protest the fact that my money is using disposable wares, that is all 
m the March 19 Ithacan, such a being spent on their unifonns, they are: considerations. Before a 
selfish letter addressing the pro- games, etc.? No. It means that I major change, such as a kosher 
posal of a kosher dining facility on should.take advantage of the other dining line, occurs, every aspect of 
campus. Wyeth Friday maintained services the school offers so that I inquiry is researched. Because of 
that he had two major concerns cangetwhatlfeelisthemostoutof our environmentally aware cam-
a~>Ut the plan -- cost and the use of my money. pus, I highly doubt we would rush 
disposable products. Moreover, my tuition and_ board into anything like this. 
I'm sorry that anyone feels so plan money pay for many things I I'm not saying that our tuition 
selfish that his tuition dollars do not use. On any given day in the money should be spent frivolously 
s~ouldn't be spent providing ser- dining hall there are at least two northatrecyclingisawasteoftime: 
VICes for an~one else on campus. If different types of meats served, but I do think that people need to be 
"".e.allfeltlh!sway,manyopponu- neitherofwhicharekosber.Atypi- more sensitive~ the diversity of 
rulies on this campus would not cal meal for me consists of cereal, othersand accepuhefactthatthe.re 
exist for the s1;11dents. . salad, plain pasta or tuna None of is a need for at I~ an inquuy into 
Many semces on this campus these cost as much as the beef, the feasibility of offering a kosher 
aie not utilized by every single· sbl- chicken, porlc and shellfish that are dining option. 
dent. but in some way we must still restricted from my dieL I still pay Raebel M. Bobrow 
subsidize them with our tuitions. I for them, though. Film, Photography, Visual Arts 
do not participate on any sports · InresponsetoMr.Friday'scon-· '93 
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Mixing morals.and movement 
· A simple 
message for 
'Everyman' 
Dance '92 
blends beauty · 
and style· 
By Liz Gartner 
In keeping with IC tradition, 
Dance Concert '92 is a unique col-
laboration of movement, sound and 
expression. 
The concert explores dance as a 
universal language through a series 
of four dances choreographed by 
theater faculty members Saga 
Ambegaokar, Dwight Lee Edwards 
and Eugenia Wacker-Hoeflin. 
I REVIEW 
Each dance is an artistic com-
plexity of motion, sound, costumes . 
and lighting; and each one is an 
,individual expression of art. To-
gether, these dances combine to 
present to the viewer an evening of 
By Liz Gartner 
Movement--from the fluid mo-
tion featur~ in Darice Concert '92 
to the acrobatics of Everyman--was 
the prevailing theme on Tuesday, 
March 31. 
Everyman, a play of acrobatics 
and values, was originally a moral-
ity play, adapted by Bruce 
Halverson, chair of the theater arts 
department, in the late 1980s. 
I REVIEW 
"There was no heavy plotting as 
to why Everyman was premiered at 
the dance concert," Dwight Lee 
Edwards said. Edwards is a theater 
faculty member who helped with 
choreography in Everyman. 
artistic beauty and style. 
Dance Concert '92 premiered Dancers Joseph Moscato and Liz Carbone during IC Theatre's 'Dance Concert '92.' 
"In the past, the evening con-
sisted solely of dance or exercises 
in movement," Edwards said. "Al-
thoughEveryman is a play, it also is 
anexperimentin movement--acom-
bined exercise of movement and 
improvisation." 
Tuesday night with a classical bal-
let number entitled "Caprice." and are accompanied by a basic themselves to create the mood. 
· "Caprice" begins with a solo piano melody. Throughout the entire dance, the 
dancer, later joined by two others. An unusual· dance routine fol- lightingfrequentlychangesincolor. 
Choreographed by Wacker- lowed. Choreographed .by The music also changes from 
Hoeflin, this number is light and Ambegaokar,"Square One" is a simplepianomusictoincludehorns, 
simple, and certain dance steps can modem ballet dance that takes the winds and strings. _ 
be seen as almost comical. meaning of movement to its limits. The dancers are the ones who 
The three dancers, dressed in Aswiththefirstnumber, "Square achieve the artistic expression of 
move around the stage in random 
leaps and jumps, running forward 
and backward, pirouetting. 
It almost seems as if these danc-
ers have no control over their mo-
tions, that there is somehow an in-
ternal force that commands them to 
which they willingly obey .. 
"Square One" beautifully depicts 
See "Dance Concert," page 18 
Everyman is more than an exer-
cise in movement--it's an extrava-
gant, comical play that prompts 
laughter and contains a moral !es-
·SOD. 
See "Everyman," page 18 traditional ballet attire, perform One" relies not on props but on thisdance.Dressedcasuallyinprac-againstamidnight-bluebackground lighting, music and the 16 dancers, t~ce tights _and capes, the dancers World premiere. Five IC groups travel to Lincoln 
• Center to perform new works 
By Kelly Rohrer wouldperfonn,thecommittee"had fonned by the IC Wind Ensemble 
It's notjust the premiere perfor- to decide on a venue or where the andco11ductedbyRodneyWinther. 
mance for the rest of the 1992 cen- most appropriate place" for the per- Karel Husa joined the faculty 
tennial year, but also the premiere fonnancewouldbe,Ostrandersaid. as the primary teacherof composi-
perfonnance for the next 100 years "New York City is the mecca for tion. The work that Husa wrote, 
for Ithaca College. performing ans music in the United "Cayuga Lake (Memories)," will 
As part oflthaca College's Sec- States and maybe even the world. feature the IC Faculty Chamber 
ond Century Symposium m entitled And the best recognized stage is Orchestra, made up ofl 4 members 
"IthacaPerf onns," the IC School of Lincoln Center," Ostrander said. of f acuity and students. 
Music will present "Music for the The logistics for coordinating AfterHusaretiredin 1986, Wil-
Centennial: Ithaca College Pre- an event such as this are almost as son and Woodward, already fac-
mieres" Saturday, April 4 at 8 p.m. impressive as the performance it- ulty members, took on the respon-
atAlice Tully Hall in Lincoln Cen- self. Gary Bracken, music admis- sibilityofteachingcompositionand 
ter, New York City. sions coordinator for the School of continue to the present day. 
"We are taking three of our pre- Music, was the primary. adminis- Wilson composed "Reach" to 
miere student ensembles 'and two tra~ in planning the Lincoln Cen- be perfonned by the IC Orchestra 
premiere faculty groups. It's like ter perfonnance. "A lot of people made-up of IC students and con-
taking our best to the best," Arthur have spent an enonnous amount of ducted by Pamela Gearhart. 
Ostrander, dean of the School of time [planning this weekend]," Woodward's piece, named 
Music, said. Bracken, said. " ... for I would go farther" will be 
The School-of Music will pre- Five busloads of people will be performedbytheithacaBrassgroup 
miere five works composed ex- traveling this weekend to keep the consisting of five faculty members 
pressly to celebrate the centennial. program running smoothly, of Ithaca College. 
"It is not very uncommon for col- Brackenhaspreparedarigiditiner- PelloJoio,commissionedbythe 
leges and universities to commis- ary that is planned almost up to th::: college in 1990 forits annual Cho-
sion works for a large performing minute until the time of the concert ral CompositionFestival,agreed to 
ensemble.Usuallyit'sdonetocom- at 8 p.m. Saturday, April 4. The compose a larger work "Songs of 
memorate individuals or events," performerswillarriveinNewYork Memory," for this occasion. 
Ostrander said. Saturday, perform that night and The text, also written by Delio 
Planning a performance of this return to Ithaca Sunday, April 5. Joio, is courtesy of Whitman. 
magnitude must begin years prior According to Bracken, 175 stu- LawrenceDoeblerwillconductthe 
to the evenL The process began dents and around 20 faculty mem- IC Choir for this piece. 
three years ago when "a faculty bers will be perfonning. "We've -"We would like to preserve the 
committee in the School of Music almost taken over an entire hotel current style and strength of con-
expressed interest in commission- [the Omni Park Central] with our servatory within a comprehensive 
ing a new piece to commemorate students," Bracken said school, improve the quality of per-
the centennial," Ostrander said. Much time and effort also goes fonnanceandalsoemphasizepeda-
"We then wanted to find some intowritingaworldpremierework. gogy. Our concern is to be viewed 
composaswhohadacloseconnec- Accepting this major undertaking not only as a regional school but 
tion to Ithaca College and we gradu- of composing and performing one also as a national leader in prepar- · 
ally evolved and developed a list of of the centennial commissions is ing music professionals," Ostrander 
five compose.rs." That list includes also an honor and privilege, not said. "This ties into the Lincoln 
WmrenBenson,NormanDelloJoio,· only f~ the composer, but for the CenteJ;perfonnance." ·. 
Karel Husa, Dana Wilson and Ore- · School of Music. Ticketsfortheperformancesare 
goryWood~ . . _ . B~n _taµght compos~tion at $10,$15and$20,availablebymail 
After making decisions on the· the coDege.from 1953 unttl 1967. from Lincoln -Center or via 
composers and the groups that · His piece "Ad:agietto," will~ pet- _. Cei1teicharge, (212) 721-:6500.-
• • -- I •- • •• • • • • • • ~ • • 
H~story of the ··M11sic_ School 
• '1892- William Grant- Egbert fomiS: the ·ttliaca Co~serttatory of 
Music. - · · · _. . ·: ... ·-. .: · . 
• 1919·1932·- Three affiliated schools are ~tarted foc'using on 
the specialities of music. . . . , . . . : · . .. · ' 
~ 1922- The curriculum of the Institute of Public School Music 
extended to three years and among the affiliated schools, had 
the h_ighest percentage of students. . . · . · 
• 1929-John Finley WiUiamson brought the Westminster Choir 
School 1o lthac:a from Ohio and it remained uniil 1932 when 
.they_:rel~ated per.man-~nt)iJ~Y~w J~tsey~ ~- ·~ '\,'·, :· · .. ,' · 
• 1931- IC~originated When-th~:state isso\ed a·second charter 
granting permission tq co,nfer:the .baehelor.·Qf scie'nce. . 
• 194~· }0 m~rl( th~ ~gth anniversary·.Of thff°coiiege·. Verdi's 
Reqwemwasperformed. ~ ·-,:·'; · ,· __ _.._,, .. ,.:,; , .. _, . . :. ;:.' · :.,.,. · 
• :t9~s-The Conc~rt Banci; gir~cied ·by :w~fter B~~rer, gained 
a national reputation as,~l'.l __ o~~Yindiog,~~ef'!1ing:~msemble. 
• 1~65-Ford Hall was dedicated at its cu_rrerit sight<>n South Hill. · 
Present at the ceremony-was .Wa~er B. Ford benefactor and 
whom the building was named after. , · · · · · 
'• 1966-Stravinsky invited the IC Choirtoperform his Persephone 
at the Los Angeles Music Festival. · : 
• 1967-To mark the 75th anniversary, the American Symphony 
Orchestra 9pened its season-at Carnegie Hall with the guest 
appearance of the IC Choir. The Stravinsky Festival, in honor 
of the composer, also cele~rated the event. · · 
• J970s- The college gave lwo concerts ~t Alice _Tully Han in 
Lincoln Ce~ter. The first concert _featured the IC Orchestra's 
perfof!!an~e of Stravinsky's Rite of Spring. Tne Jazz Lab under 
tile direction of Steve Brown was .featured in -the second 
concert. . · 
• 1970s-1980s- The Music School e~panded to approxirriately 
400_ students and 48. faculty me~r$. Thiifperiod m.att<~ the 
dev~t~pment. of the, J~ ~rog~a,m,::th~ .o~r~::~~.m .~_.the. 
. n:ius1~1. theatre d~gree_ wtth.ttae Oepartment ·of:Theatre··Arts. 
~:- '.1980s- Wrth expanctinn: techno· Jnm, . J;:;,,,.,;;;_. · ,..._ -- · ·st· · • .... ' ·· • · 
.... ;...;... f'-' · ', . .r·~·-· ... ~n·.~ ~~~~ca.u .. 1c.mus1c 
: } 1r~ _'1 •,e;. ~n,~,ructk:m: of_,, t_hr,e:· st~~f.·:lhe;art}$tudlos.\~iere ,' 
.. , ~~~cJ. -~~: F~rd J-i~tt:,)'.he .'.9@duate\m .. ·rarrf-~eg\n{ '.ster's ·. 
.. degrees1nMusicfJheo .. ·eo· -,; ·,,;,,'• ·'·•. ,; r~qQ · · ", .,:·, ;~ .. ,",,, .. ,.JI .. , ... ·.· .. ·· 
:~MliiiW:~~~· 
._:J~;~~1·qt.:'1~.sic:~11rotil,if~~"-·(J,j\~~~~~:p~~,~~~~,·:: 
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O:f slush, snow, _sneakers Iilld shorts 
Explaining.why mail for the North Pole ends up in Ithaca· 
By Paul Hamill 
Atteno'clockthismoming, when I walked 
_ out the door of my apartliieµt and onto the 
porch, the temperature was 52 degrees. 
'I PERSONAL NARRATIVE I ward the sound of rushing water, noticing curiously how things have changed since the 
stone was covered with snow and ice we are 
soon filled with the feeling of damp, moving 
air, seeming to reach down into our lungs and 
scrub them out. 
I had only one thought: shorts weather. 
I have had this problem befQre. In 1987 
my family moved north to the Ithaca area 
after we had lived for years in South Caro-
lina. where I had developed a firm T-shirt-
. and-cutoffs attitude towards clothing. 
So,manymomingsatLansingHighSchool 
I suffered endlessly f9r wearing shorts in 50-
degree weather. Since then I have learned 
what jeans and sweateIS are for, but I have 
still been known to anticipate spring' s arrival 
long before the natives of this frozen New 
York northland. 
Ice cream season always follows perhaps 
a week after the time when my northern 
friends have finally given-in and tried their 
own mothball-smelling shorts on for a tenta-
tive afternoon or two. 
We'll be sitting around with a window 
open, smelling the fresh green odors from 
outside, unable to work with that calm, happy 
feeling in our chests brought on by our legs' 
liberation from those chafing long pants, 
when somebody will say, "Ice cream!" and 
the stampede will be on. 
We head down the sidewalk under the 
of slush has disappeared from its shadowy 
hole, nevermore to threaten your ankles. 
Out of that box in the back of your closet 
come those old friends with the rubber sole 
peeling away at heel and toe. 
You pull them gloriously straight on to 
your naked feet and walk, bounce, breezily 
outside to feel the warmth of the asphalt and 
the dampness of the grass straight through 
the worn fabric. 
Beat-up sneakers day, for me, has always 
been a true transition, because of the effort it 
takes to find my favorite pair of Chucks from 
The ritual truly commences, however, with 
the first shout of shock and joy as the frothy 
water, the last remnant of cold in the world, 
snatches at our bodies and swirls us playfully 
in its grasp. 
"We like the snow," friends of mine have 
said. "You can ski and .•• and .•. make 
snowpeople and stuff. And besides, the win-
teIS have been nothing lately. Why, I remem-
ber ... " 
At which point they will launch into their 
favorite story of the GreatBlizzardor Icestorm 
or whatever, when the snowbanks towered 
over the heads of ordinary men. "Of course, 
I was six years old then," they inevitably say, 
"but still things are a lot less bad now." 
Summer resembles. ice cream season in its approach, as we sit 
around in our shorts and beat-up sneakers, suddenly remember-
ing what summer warmth is like, qnd the idea of visiting the 
gorge arises spontaneously in the group consciousness. 
There is one last day I feel that I should 
mention, because I think it was the first that 
I was ever aware of, back when I was five or 
six and we lived in a leafy suburb of Philadel-
phia. This day marks, for me, midsummer, 
the time when heat in the air and long, bright 
evenings have been taken for granted. 
It is slug day, the first day when I venture 
out in the early morning or late evening and 
see that slimy trail along the sidewalk. I 
probably noticed it first because my eyes 
were closer to the ground then, but even now 
when I see the black shapes like wet fallen 
leaves inching along, I know that a certain 
point has been passed in the year, and that this 
is the time to start watching for the decline of 
summer and the onset of fall. 
As for me, winter is simply the time when 
I catch up on my TV-watching and sidewalk-
sliding skills. I've. seen far more dirty ice, 
grey slush, freezing rain and biting wind than 
picturesque snowy-white landscapes. 
Once shorts weather finally rolls around, 
as it did this morning, I'm done for. Each 
icicle and hailstone that I see increases my 
impatience with the screwed-up state of af-
fairs that Ithacans simply shrug off as 'win-
ter.' 
Shorts weather leads me helplessly to 
thoughts of the next stage: ice cream season. 
warm glow of the sunset, some of the 
uninitiated remarking how appropriate ice 
cream seems right now, given the weather 
and all. Irestsecure in the conviction that this 
is merely the natural progression of nature's 
cycle. Shorts weather, then ice cream season. 
That's how it goes. 
Spring has seriously arrived with beat-up 
sneakers day. That's the day, usually a Satur-
day, when the sun's out, the grass is growing 
and the birds are chirping, you have nothing 
to do and- the thought of putting socks, or, 
worse, those tight, smelly, waterproof, air-
tight newish shoes, onto your feet is more 
than you can bear. 
You know that by the time beat-up sneak-
eIS day has arrived, the last malicious puddle 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Robbie Printz 
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where I'd hidden them the Thanksgiving 
before so that my mother couldn't find them 
and throw them out 
Summer finally comes, in my personal 
taxonomy of the seasons, only with the ritual 
act of gorge-swimming. Performed often at 
night, sometimes free of shorts, sneakers and 
all oth~r clothing, and always with friends, 
this event lately has coincided with the end of 
spring semester in school. 
It resembles ice cream season in its ap-
proach, as we sit around in our shorts and 
beat-up sneakers, suddenly remembering 
what summer warmth is like. The idea of 
visiting the gorge arises spontaneously in the 
group consciousness. 
Then we follow the rocky trail down to-
But now it's March and my first taste of 
shorts weather has already dissolved into a 
cold rain from Cayuga Lake. True shorts 
weather, ice cream season, beat-up sneakers, 
-gorge swimming and slug day are still a lion 
and a lamb away, if not longer. 
Perhaps I would be happier if winter main-
tained an unbroken iron grip all the way 
through until April, with no little reminder of 
better times to haunt me. Maybe I should take 
up skiing. Better yet, I think I'll just stay 
indoors for the rest of the winter. 
See you on shorts day. 
Get to inow ·the -
new Domino's Pizza! 
I 
I 
I 
It's better all 
the way around! 
CALL US! 
273-0111 
only 
IINOBODY ·. KNOWS _ : · .~1&1NO'S~. 
How You Like Pizza At Home. 
: expires 4/15/92 
I """"pa""'pallng~ .... c,ly ~-W1111""_,""' Pncesmayv,ry C:U,,ome, I -"""""-~""'ooly Nol.,....,:t,anyO!he•""" Pncesm,yva<y CUSl•me< pays sales tax whert oer.evmas i!TI~ 10 ensure sate dn'fflg Oti'tlmm pays,saleS W:wl'lere applicable DeMry Ras~edto ensure sate ll!M"IQ Our c:ltMrs 
----~--~--~- ,-~.:.-,-·-~-····-
--------- --------
2 Medium Pizzas 2 Large Pizzas 
: only $9.00 ! · only $14.00 
: expire•"!'~ II. . .· : explres411SJ9~•• .: 
.,..i,iriai,iir,g...,"""_,..,__,,.,..__P,""'ma,'""'""""'- I -·~-•11o1w111_.., ___ .,__a-... ·· .... ---....,,.,__D,Mry _ .., _ ,,_o.._ . __ ... _ _,.,._Dil,ory _ ., ...,. Dw_ 
"~~~s;io~-~.~nOCII~~.~:_,: , . ',· :.~~~IXl~~"'""'Jl.~,bllll,,._ :· 
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· The art of 31limation.:;~:b::~!!~:tl::tJitttt!t~: 
By Dave Metzler 
Cornell Cinema presented 18 
shon films as a pan of the 23rd 
[ REVIEW I . .. ·. 
International Tournee of Anima- GrandPrizeattheStuttgartlntema-
tion. The films ranged from excit- tional Animation Festival. 
ing and ingenious to mundane and Why this picture probably won 
boring. and what made it interesting was its 
This animation festival featured intricate, complicated and beauti-
works from around the globe and fol combination of pixilation and 
variedinstylesfromtraditionalani- photography. But while this effect 
mation to pixilation (the illusion of was visually stunning, it was the 
movement from what are nonnally only focal point of the film. 
stationary objects) and claymation. The film lac~s any interesting 
The festival started slow and built narrative or coherent structure and 
up steam as it went along. Fast instead is completely based on the 
Food Matador began the evening's fact that the filmmaker was able to 
viewings with a yawn. create this effect. The same effect 
This U.S.-prcxlucedshonoffered was repeated over and over and the 
little in the way of innovation or novelty was very short-lived. 
interest,asitwasarelativelyboring The evening began to pick up 
montageofaNewYorkDelideliv- with Italy's Big Bang. What sets 
ery boy who prances around the this film apart from its predecessors 
streets of New York like a bull- was its combination of innovative 
fighter. While the film is marked by animation and a coherent, interest-
a distinct style of animation, the ing, narrative structure. 
humor was short-lived and its fi- · Thisfour-minutepiecefollowed 
nale lacked in excitement or inter- a couple as their misguided attempt 
est at garbage removal (they think they 
Following this film was are doing the right thing by not 
Canada's confused and disjointed littering and throwing their trash 
Getting There. The main problem away)leadstoagigantictrashbuild 
with this minute-and-a-half long up in the world, which eventually 
short was its Jack of direction. The leads to the planet's destruction. 
animation was very interesting but Whatsoundslikeamorbidtheme 
the film's point isn't. ishandledwithhurnorandsensitiv-
The central character searches ity. Thefilmcommunicatesitsmes-
for a way to escape from his boring sage about recycling in an intelli-
Jife, and in the end resolves his · gent and memorable way. 
problem by magically entering a Fromthere,theeveningprovided 
picture on his wall. This film is too severalfilmsthatwerenothingshort 
vague to have any deep meaning of brilliant 
and there is too little action for it to Capital P was a pleasant diver-
be entertaining. sion into mindless entertainment It 
But perhaps the most boring and followed the journey of a young 
drawnoutfilmoftheentireevening boy who wakes up in the middle of 
was At One View. This film won the the night and bas to go to the bath-
Photo courtesy of Expanded Entertainment 
A scene from Dutch animator Paul Drlessen's 'Getting There,' one of the films shown at the 23rd 
lnternatfonal Tournee of Animation at Cornell March 27-29. · 
room. His brave expedition down 
the the long dark hallway to the 
bathroom so that he doesn't wet his 
bed is nothing short of hysterical. 
The animation is great, making the 
young boy'sfaceextremely expres-
sive. 
Push Comes To Slwve is a film 
that involves nothing more than two 
middle-aged men performing bi-
zarre and sick forms of physical 
torture on one another. 
This film won the Best Short 
award at the Cannes Film Festival 
and was one of the audiences' -fa-
vorite of the evening. It was very 
witty and its humor never got old or be an excellent choice for schools 
stale. Segments from this piece are looking for an interesting way to 
currently running _on MTV. inspire children to brush. 
One of the evening's major high- The fihn that closed the evening 
lightswasthewinneroftheSinking and was billed as the Tournee's 
Creek Film Festival called Oral highlight was Grey Wolf & Little 
Hygiene. Thispiecefeaturedanin- Red Riding Hood. This film came 
teresting co~bination of pixilation froin the USSR and won the Grand. 
and claymation. . Prize at the Annecy International 
It followed the escapades of_ a . An~ation Festival. Truly this film 
talking skeleton with gigantic red is excellent in both story and pro-
lips who sings a reggae song about duction values. It is a 22-minute 
thebenefitsofkeepingone'smouth musical extravaganza done in 
clean. claymation which retells the story 
The film is hysterical and the of Little Re.d Riding Hood. 
music is fantastic. The film w!)uld__ _, __ Se~" Animation," page 15 
··.i:. :, . 
Thi! summe! you can: ~ catch up • make up e get ahead 
while you discover beautiful Ithaca in the summertime 
Classes are offered in all 5 sc~ools, as well as: 
• Workshops • Internships • ln~ependent Studies 
On-campus housing available. 
e SESSION I: May 26-June 26 
e SESSION II: June 29-July 31 
e GUDUATE MUSIC SESSION: July 6-August 7 
Summer Sessions Office, Towers Concourse, Ithaca College, 
953 Danby Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850 (607) 274-3143 
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-Spinal·Tap-br~aks-like the wind 
By Mike Simonoff _ 
Preface:- For those of you out there who 
may:not laio'-", Spinal Tap is a mock band 
created in 1982 in the_ motion picture 
"rockumentary" This is Spinal Tap. 
band's semi-trium-
phant return to these 
shores. Manager Faith 
died soon after the Ja. 
pan tour, but not be-
forehe underhandedly 
sold the band's entire 
back-catalog to the Ira-
nian government The 
late Mic Shrimpton' s 
replacement.Jo Mama 
Besser, also died 
bringing the Spinal 
Tap Drummer Body 
Countinto the low 30s. 
I REVIEW I hard rock bands around today. The 
album's opening 
track "Bitch 
School" blazes the 
trail with hook-
laden, head-pound-
ing guitar coupled 
with lyrics like 
"You need training/ 
I'm gonna bring you 
to heeVI'm gonna 
break you with my 
will of steel/ 
Discipline's my 
middle name/ And 
no one 'comes back 
the same from Bitch 
School..." 
sophistication of the tracks can go no further, 
the title track and current hit singe "Break 
Like the Wind" knocks you across the room. 
However fictional the history of the band 
may _be, Spinal Tap's new_ album Break Like 
the Wind is·real, and can be bought in stores. 
With that in mind ... 
It's easy for Spinal Tap to look back to 
t 982 with a sense of bizarre irony. Within the 
space of that year the band stared musical 
extinction right in the face, then bounced 
back to newfound popularity and fame. 
However, Spinal 
Tap '92consistsofthe 
band's original three: 
David St. Hobbins, 
guitar/vocals; Derek 
The song starts off with the eerie beat of a 
drum joined by the subduM urgency of 
Vanston's keyboards. The effect created is 
reminiscent of the theatrical premise of 
"Stonehenge," also from Smell the Glove. 
Steadily, the beat grows fierce and the tempo 
rises with similar passion. The chorus erupts 
with classic Spinal Tap fury, then eases back 
into delicate keyboards and acoustic guitar. 
Longtime r.ianager Ian Faith quit during 
the band's last U.S. tour, soon followed by 
lead guitarist Nigel Tufnel. Predictably, Spi-
nal Tap's latest drummer at the time, Mic 
Shrirnpton, exploded on stage, leaving noth-
ing but a little green globule on the drum 
stool. 
When things were at their bleakest, Tap 
was suddenly catapulted back to life when its 
single "Sex Fann-" -- from the album entitled 
Smell the Glove -- rocketed up the charts in 
Japan. Ex-manager Faith rejoined the group 
to guide it though the Japan tour, and Tufnel 
also returned to the fold, providing Tap fans 
with the essential guitar licks that only he 
could provide. 
Smalls, bass/v~als; and the aforementioned 
Tuf nel. Pounding the skins on this go-around 
is Ric Shrimpton. That's right, he is Mic 
Shrimpton's twin brother. 
Overall, Wind's 
level of musical and lyrical maturity is a 
quantum leap beyond any of its previous 
works. Take "Stinkin' Up the Great Out-
doors," the band's introspective attempt at 
describing their effect on an outdoor festival 
crowd. "We hit the stage with rock and rage/ 
And do our best to earn the maximum wage/ 
The lights are bullshit, the sound's for the 
birds!Don't know the music and we don't 
know the words/but still we 're stinkin' up the 
great outdoors." 
You barely have time to catch your breath 
and collect the shattered pieces of your brain 
from the floor before the five-guitared attack 
ofTuf nel, Slash, Steve Lukather, Joe Satriani 
and Jeff Beck blow your head apart once 
again. The listener is granted one final pause 
before yet another guitar assault -- this time 
each formidable axe-wielder performs suc-
cessive solos .. vaporizes anyone within lis-
tening range. 
Spinal Tap's signature fist-pumpers like 
"Break Like the Wind" and "Bitch School" 
are supplemented with slow, hypnotic tunes 
like "Clam Caravan," a tale about a psyche-
delic camel ride through the desert. Tap even 
out-Beatles The Beatles with "Rainy Day 
Sun." 
Lastly, Caucasian Jeffrey V anstonreplaces 
the late Viv Savage on keyboards. The result 
of this latest~ffort,BreakLike the Wind, is a 
collection of songs adhering to the essence of 
Spinal Tap, updated to reach the audience of 
the '90s. Those fond of Christmas season songs 
will treasure "Christmas With the Devil." St. We haven't heard much at all from or 
about Spinal Tap since, but 1992 marks the 
Break Like the Wind is an album that 
firmly reasserts Tap's place among the top Just when you think the energy level and See "Spinal Tap," page 18 
BEST FUNDRAISER 
o·N CAMPUS!-. 
Your student organization can earn up to 
$1,500 in just one week sponsoring a marketing 
program for a Fortune 500 Company. 
•NO SALES 
• NO INVESTMENT 
• BUILD TEAM.WORK 
•HAVE FUN! 
Call Christine Today 
( 800) 592-2121 Ext. 154 .. 
WINGS! WINGS! WINGS! 
SB.9& 
ALL YOU CAN EAT! 
Every Monday Night From 5-9 p.m. 
ALSO: Specials on Pitchers of Beer 
257-1122 
North Triphammer Rd. 
1 000 feet past Pyramid Mall 
PORT AUTHORITY~ ROCKAWAY 
AND ROOSEVELT FIELD 
$25 One Way 
Departs .on Fridays and returns on Sundays 
Phone orders and information 
~(-lj ca//257-2660 
Swar~hoi,it'-_& Ferris Inc. 115 Graham Road 
-·, • ~ - J 
Films play supporting role 
in Gay Awareness Month 
By Michael Hartnett 
Recently there has been an up-
roar in the gay community over the 
portrayal of bisexuals and homo-
sexuals in films like Basic Instinct 
andl'he Si~e,nc~ of the ~ambs. Th~ 
films that are in the Gaypril Film 
Festival, part of Gay Awareness 
Month at Cornell, will show gays in 
a more positive light. 
Homo Promo is a series of pro-
motional shorts that closely re-
semble the Hollywood trailers. This 
film pokes fun at the treatment of 
gays and lesbians in Hollywood's 
films. Other films in the series that 
follow the Hollywood trailer for-
matincludeAtomic CafeandHeavy 
Petting. 
The film festival, presented by 
Cornell Cinema and sponsored by 
the university's gay, lesbian and 
bisexual community, will consist 
of eight films with homosexuality 
as the main theme. 
"Homo Promo refrains upon the 
Hollywood trailers to reveal 
Hollywood's and American 
culture's ambivalenceabouthomo-
sexuality," Cornell publicist Gra-
ham Leggat said 
Lesbians of Color , a collection 
of four short films played back to 
back, will be the second in the se-
ries. 
The first part is an English film 
entitledFlesh and Color. It is about 
a West Indian woman writer and 
poetwhoemigrates to England. The 
film shows the difficulty of being a 
Animation 
Continued fro111 page 14 
Aside from the incredible 
claymation, what made this film so 
unique was its symbolic statement 
about peace coming from the now 
defunct USSR. The grey wolf is at 
first weak but then gets himself a 
pair of steel ~ symbolic of the 
huge weaponry arsenal and result-
ing power aquired by the USSR. 
After acquiring this new power, 
the wolf eats all the people he can 
who then gather in his stomach and 
weep over their misfortune. But 
these people realize th~ir~ncredible 
homosexual black female immi-
grant, according to Leggat. The 
woman has to overcome more 
boundaries than just being a les-
bian. 
Toe second tilm in the series is 
Sex and the Sandinistas. This is an 
English film about gay and lesbian 
Jif e in Nicaragua, specifically bow 
homosexuals are dealt with by the 
left-wing political party. The film 
shows how political and personal 
issues are tied in with the sexual 
revolution. Sex and the Sandinistas 
also portrays how gay and lesbian 
rights are played out under social-
ism and how they differ from and 
parallel that of capitalism. 
HerGiveaway:ASpiritu.a/Jour-
ney witli 'AIDS is about Carol 
Lafavor,aNativeAmerican woman 
who has AIDS. Lafavor is a mem-
ber of the Ojibwe Indians. The pic-
ture will show how she comes to 
terms with AIDS by combining her 
traditional beliefs With modern 
western medicine. 
The last film included in the 
Lesbians of Color ensemble will be 
TheMeetingofTwoQueens. Thisis 
a Spanish fihn that combines foot-
age. of both Greta Garbo and 
Marlene Dietrich. The film blends 
clips from the old movies and dra-
matic footage to tell a lesbian love 
story. 
These are the first two of eight 
films to be presented during the 
month of April. The films will be 
shown at the Willard Straight Hall 
numbers and the potential power 
such a large mass could have. As a 
result, they free themselves, and 
sing about the need for a peaceful 
world; one which they decide they 
will begin, bringing the wolf along 
with them. 
What is most ironic about this 
film is that the idea of the people 
rising up against the communist 
rule and repression of the USSR 
has actually happened. Watching 
the film is like watching history in 
the making. 
The ideas in th~ film were the 
and The Johnson Museum. Tickets 
for these events will be $4.50 and 
$4.00 for students. 
lnaddition,on May 8, filmmaker 
Marlon Riggs will give a lecture 
titled .. We Are the World: 
Multiculturalism Revisited." Ex-
cerpts from his films, Affirmations 
and Toungues Untied will be pre-
sented during this lecture. 
Cornell Cinema presents a film 
by or about homosexuals every 
fourth Friday of every month dur-
ing the year. Audience attendance 
has made these films a big success. 
Some of the films that have been 
played in the past include: Paris is 
Burning, Rough Sketch of a Spiral 
and Poison. 
These films are not only put on 
for the gay and lesbian community 
in Ithaca. Heterosexuals are encour-
aged to see these films and become 
more aware of ·homosexuality. 
Leggat said the films are part of 
Gay Awareness. Month and will 
hopefully bring people to under-
stand more about homosexuality. 
The schedule is as follows: Homo 
Promo (4/1), Lesbians of Color (4/ 
8),Resident Alien (4/15),Nocturne 
(4/22), Voices from the Front (4/ 
29), Young Soul Rebels (4/24, 25), 
and Black Lizard (4/24, 27). Two 
films,Patti SmithandBrokenNoses 
will be played at Johnson Museum 
on (4/1.6). 
Films will be shown every 
Wednesday night and some week-
ends at Williard Straight Hall. 
same ideas actually evolving among 
the Soviet people while the film 
was being made. It is a powerful 
film whose powerful and obviously 
important message was actually 
acted upon. 
Overall, this past weekend's fes-
tival was exceptional. A few mo-
ments of boredom were more than 
made up for by the moments of 
brilliance. 
This festival was a clear 
affirmation of the talent and inspi-
ration that exists outside the Holly-
wood system. 
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Movie Listings for April 2-8 
Lawnmower Man- Daily and S~L & 
Sex, sand and bas~e~ball 
STATE THEATRE 
phone 273-2781 
My Cousin Vinnie- Daily at 7:15, 
9:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 1 :30, 
Sun. at9:10 
FALL CREEK 
phone 272-1256 
'White Men Can't Jurrip' blends black and 
white·in a game of con-~istry · 
7:15, 9:30 
Ladybugs.:. Daily at 7:30, 9:30; 
Sat. & Sun. matinees at 1 :30, 7:30, 
9:30 
CINEMAPOLIS 
phone 2n-s115 
Fried Green Tomatoes- Daily at 
7, 9:35 
The Double Life of Veronique--
Daliy at 7:15, 9:40 
HOYT'S AT PYRAMID 
MALL 
phone 257-2700 
Rock-a-Doodle-- Daily at 4:30, 
6:30; Sat. & Sun. at 12:30, 2:30, 
4:30, 6:30 
Straight Talk-- Daily at 4:15, 7:40, 
10; Sat. & Sun. at 1 :20, 4:15, 7:40, 
10 
Beethoven-- Daily at 4:30, 7:30, 
9:25; Sat. &_ Sun. at 1 :40, 4:30, 
7:30, 9:25 
Basic Instinct-- 4, 6:45, 9:30; Sat. 
& Sun. at 1, 4, 6:45, 9:30 
Cutting Edge-- Daily at 4:20, 7:15, 
9:40; Sat. & Sun. at 1 :50, 4:20, 
7:15, 9:40 
White Men Can't Jump- Daily at 
4:10, 6:55, 9:20; Sat. & Sun. at 
1:30, 4:10, 6:55, 9:20 
Wayne's Wortd- Daily at 4:40, 
7:25, 9:55; Sat. & Sun. at 1 :10, 
4:40, 7:25, 9:55 
Fried Green Tomatoes-- Daily at 7, 
9:35 
Prince of Tides-- Daily at 7:15 only 
Bugsy-- Daily at 9:35 pnly 
Hear my Song-- Daily at 7:15, 9:30; 
CORNELL CINEMA 
phone 255-3522 
Addams Family-- Thurs. at WSH, 
10:30; Fri. at Uris, 11 :2Q; Sat. at 
Uris, midnight; Sun. af WSH, 8 
At Play In the Fields of the Lord--
Thurs. at WSH, 6:45; Fri. at Uris, 
7:30; Sun. at WSH, 4 
Hearts of Darkness-- Fri. at WSH, 
7:30; Sat. at WSH, 10:35; Tues. at 
7:15, WSH 
Apocalypse Now-- Fri. at WSH, 
9:45, Sat. at WSH, 7:30, Tues. at 
WSH,9:30 
The Restless Conscience-- Sat. at 
Uris, 9:30; Mon. at WSH, 7:40 
Moving Pictures 3-- Sun. at 
Johnson Art Museum, 2 (free) 
SAS WEEKEND 
MOVIES 
phone 274-3383 
Grand Canyon-- Fri. & Sat. at 6, 9; 
Sun. matinee at 2 
Willy Wonka & The Chocolate 
Factory-- Fri. & Sat. at midnight 
101 Dalmatians- Sun. at 6, 9 
By Eric Griffith 
Sex, snappy dialogue and sports-
-not necessarily in that order--are 
again the focus ofa film from writer/ · 
director Ron Shelton. Unlike his 
earlier work, the instant classic Bull 
Durham, White Men Can't Jump 
lacks what it talces to become as 
memorable. . 
The focus has shifted from 
Durham's baseball and thatgame 's 
innate sexuality to beachside bas-
ketball on the street-side courts of 
Los Angeles. 
Actually, basketball, despite its 
overwhelming presence in some 
particularly well-photographed se-
quences, is not a sport here, but a 
means to an end. It is theatre, it is 
relief, but most of all, it's a living. 
The real sport here is the con-game, 
and just who is conning who be-
comes a specific point. 
Woody _Harrelson, (fresh from 
several years as Cheer' s' resident 
airhead, Woody Boyd) in his first 
motion picture lead, stars as Billy 
Hoy le, a wandering basketball con-
anisL Because he is white no one on 
the Venice Beach basketball courts 
believes he could be capable of 
handling anything more compli-
cated than a granny-shot 
The most surprised is Sidney 
Deane (Jungle Fever's Wesley 
Snipes), who is swindled in the first 
few minutes of meeting Harrelson. 
This leads into a partnership for the 
two men with great potential - the 
two best basketball playing coi:i-
anists in Calif omia continually run 
the same scam. Deane tel~ anyone 
COMMENCEMENT 
1992 
Movie· 
· Review 
White Men Can't Jump 
The Ithacan ral8$ movies on a scale : 
from 1 to 10, with 10 being the best. 
studying to get on Jeopardy. It is a 
gag that is played big, and is lucky 
not to lose all of its chann in a 
climax for her character's career. 
To be fair,White Men is far'from 
serious. The movie is peppered with 
some great dialogue ("You're 
mother's teeth are so yellow, she 
can butter bread with them.") and 
he plays against to pick him a part- truly funny sequences. That the.two 
ner, anyone· standing around the lead characters can be so likeable 
court, and he and that partner will (and still get along with each other 
l!)eat them. And they always pick after all the crap they put each other 
Billy "Ho," a coincidence that is through) is a testament to the witty 
generally overshadowed by the ef- script and the perfonnance of ttie 
fectiveness of the actors. leads. 
As always, Snipes is spectacu- The film's pacing however 
lar. He proves without a doubt that leaves one feeling like the movie is 
hewouldbeagreatconman,lulling over at several points, and then it 
the audience into trusting him com- begins again with a new scam or 
pletelybeforerevealinganasty fea- personal problem. 
ture -- and yet the audience is still The title stems from a scene to-
able to like him. ward the end where tlie two leads 
Harrelson-doe~ not fare as well. make a final bet against each other 
While not outright despicable, his that Harrelson can make a jump 
character's inability to be respon- shot, something he never does 
sible with money borders on an- throughout. 
noying after a while, as does his It serves as a perfect stopping 
short temper with his -girlfrie.nd point--makingastatementaboutthe 
Gloria (Rosie Perez, in her first role characters and the world they live 
since Spike Lee's Do the Right in.Insteadthestorycontinuesalong, 
Thing). Harrelson is a gifted comic entertaining but losing something 
actor who always seems most at in a desperate need to fit in one 
ease when actingconfused--a great more scam with a Rocky-like end-
assetwhen pulling a basketball scam ing. 
-- but he has'a long journey before White Men Can't Jump contains 
he is half the dramatic actor that the best dialogue of the JeaT s~ f~, 
Snipes is. with credible perfonnances and 
Perezpossessesthemostannoy- some fine action cinematography 
ing voice in Hollywood. Despite to accompany. But, like doing a 
this drawback, she brings a certain granny shot instead of a hook, it 
flar~ to _h~r character, ,a: y~ung girl . _ l~ something in the translation. 
presents 
ON MARCH 20, 1992 COMMENCEMENT 
INFORMATION WAS MAILED TO ALL 
MEMBERS OF THE GRADUATING 
CLASS AT YOUR LOCAL ADDRESSES. 
IF YOU ARE GRADUATING AND YOUR 
LOCALADDRESS IS NOT ON·FILE WITH 
THE REGISTRAR, YOU MIGHT NOT 
RECEIVE TlllS MAILING . . WE HAVE 
MADE EVERY EFFORT TO DISTRIBUTE 
COMMENCEMENT INFORMATION 
THROUGH INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS 
WHEN ADDRESSES WERE UNKNOWN. 
IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE INFORMA-
TION IN THE MAIL, OR IF YOUR 
SCHOOL DOES NOT HAVE A COPY OF 
THE MAILING FOR YOU, PLEASE PICK 
ONE UP AT THE REGISTRAR'S 
OFFICE. 
YOUR PARENTS WERE ALSO SENT 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT 
COMMENCEMENT. IF THEY.DID.:.NOT 
RECEIVE THE MAILING;.-EXTRA$·--~ 
. AVAILAB-LE AT THE REGISTRAR'S 
·.- -~ , :: ,f:\ .. Of FI CE . 
.,._ 
.,,- :-"~_ 
A 13 man ~ltimate 
a cappella Group 
Saturday, April 4th 
at_ 10:30 p.m. in the ~ 
A, Pub/Co&•house ~ 
'\ '{{,b 0":f/4) 
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~-- L I 1 F~~:tor Unit gives _Cornell a taste of rap. 
By Aaron Wd!i3ms · 
1 1 
Orange, NJ. lived up to its reputa- · · · 
Basspenneated~ailey HallS~- REVIEW _ .- lion, by rapping about sex and vio-
day, as two of the biggest names m .... _.....,_ _______ ---1_ lence. 
rap music came to Cornell. When the crowd responded, she The show started with one of the 
The Flavor Unit tour, which in- came up to one fan, and asked him lead rappers of the group, Vinnie 
eludes Naughty by Nature, Queen if he wanted a drink. She promptly (whoserealnameisAnthonyCriss), . 
Latifah and newcomers Black _ dumped the cup of water all over performing a solo. The other rap-
Sheep, performed in the intimate the man's head. "I don't care how ~r. Trech (Vincent Brown), then 
confines of Bailey Hall, and hyped thirsty I am," Latifah said, "I walked onstage, brandishing his 
the 1,900 fans in attendance. wouldn't wantany~e to splash me trademark machete. 
Black Sheep, the duo of Ores when it's 20 degrees outside." They performed "Ghetto Bas-
andMr.Lawng,cameonfirsL They After performing one of her tard," the second single off.their 
only performed four so~s, and it tracks, "For the Love of Money," self-titled album. "If you've never 
seemed that the crowd wasn 'taware from the New Jack City soundtrack, been to the ghetto, don't even come 
. of some of their songs. - she again addressed the crowd. to the ghetto, cause you wouldn't 
"FlavoroftheMonth,"and"You "You all know what that song's understandthegheuo,sostaythef-
Can Get With This," the two big- about?" Both the song and movie -- out," he said to the crowd. 
gest hits, were crowd-pl~asers. co~tain strong anti-drug messages. A pleasant surprise came during 
Overall, the set was basic, includ- Sheaskediftherewereanydrug "Wickedest Man Alive" when 
ing some arm-waving, and involv- dealers "in the house.': Then, she Latif ah showed up to sing the cho-
ing the crowd by jumping in the air. told the dealers to "Get the f--- out.'' rus. After this performance, Nature Photo courtesy Toby Jomn 
After a IS-minute break, where She left the stage, but the crowd performed "Uptown Anthem," a cut · 
the a·udience was fed recorded mu- was ready for more. With the help from the Juice soundtrack. This Vinnie a rapper from Naughty By Nature performed at Cornell. 
politically correct, as he added in 
the chorus, "You down with O.P.P., 
not H.I.V." 
the scratching and the drummer as 
well. 
sic, Latifah showed up onstage. of her deejay, the crowd put her excited the crowd and segued into 
She delivered the best performance back onstage, as she performed another section of the performance. 
of the night, doing cuts from both "Latifah's Had It Up To Here.'' AfterTrech and Vinnie took off 
Nature of a Sista' and All Hail the One interesting note about her their sweatshirts, they went into a 
Queen. performance is that Latif ah, unlike tirade of sexual references. Trech 
Latif ah worked the crowd much most rappers, used a real drummer, then showed off his "quick tongue" 
better than· Black ·sheep, as she who, in the middle of one of her by going into a freestyle rap. 
talked to the audience. Once, as she sets, did a freestyle solo, exciting All of this sexual talk, of course, 
was taking a drink of water, she the crowd. led into thei! big hit, "0.P.P.'' They 
asked the audience if they were Next up was Naughty By Na- draggedthissongoutforatleast 10 
thirsty. tur~. The hardcore trio from South minutes. However, Tre,;h stayed 
·r _.,la, "•I ' 
This finale brought the house 
down and the small crowd voiced 
its approval. _ 
Sound troubles plagued the con-
cert, however. The speakers were 
loud and background noise made it 
difficult to hear the rappers. 
There was a little feedback from 
Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch. 
road trips can be a little more adventurous than you 
expect them to be. Which is why you should always pack your AT&T Calling Card D 
Its all you -nee~ to make a can · from almost anywhere to anywhere. Its the least 
expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now, 
you could also get 10% back_ - on all the long distance calls you make with 
your card~ D The AT&T Calling Card Its the best route to where~er you're going. 
_c.an more, save more with an AT&T Calling Card. 
Calll -800 654-0471~ Ext. 5915. 
-· 
•Must~--~~S30wortho!AT&TLongDistarlC!9CaDswilhy0!11'AT&T.fardperquarter.Callscoveredbyspecial -
-~~p1an1_a~!1otlnduded. _ __ _ .. . ,, · 
\ • • ~ • • • r ' :. 'I 
,· .. ,· 
',,' 
AT&T 
However, the biggest disappoint-
ment of the evening was the length. 
The whole concert only took two 
hours, and that including about 20 
minutes of intermission . 
All in all, the concert was full of 
energy, proving that these artists 
are definitely some of the best in the 
industry. 
~ We can help ~ youfind 
MONEY 
FOR 
COLLEGE 
Every Student is Eligible 
for Financial Aid 
• Comprehlllllllve Databue - over 200,000 
listinga represent over $10 billion in private 
seclor financial aid. 
• EaayToUae-womat<:hupotudcntslo 
awards based on information provided 
':~~~fe':~~t~a!~~mi\y herilage1 
• Unique Awanla · our research department ·~ 
has located scholarships for golf caddies, 
left-handed students, cheerleaders, non-
smokers, and more. 
• Guarantee - we will find at least """"n 
sources of private eec:lor financiol aid, or 
we will refund your money. 
For more information and 
our FREE brochure, 
please complete and mail 
the coupori below. 
Please send FREE scholar-
ship information to: I Name: ________ _ 
Address: _______ _ 
I CUy:•-----Slale:-Zlp:-1 I YearlnScbool:-------
Phone:( ), _______ _ 
I Mall ID: COLLEGE FUND FINDERS I 
L 109 HORTON RD. __ ~W.!!_E~,~ ~6I_ _j 
MONEY 
I]. 
MONEY 
Earn a whole bundle! 
Join the Ithacan Ad Staff 
Stop by Park 269 or 
call 274-3208 and speak to 
either Andrea Valik, or Eric 
Stasiowski. 
MONEY 
)>...,, 
.. ~--;. 
, ,,.,.,r 
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Dance Concert·--------------------_ --._ Spinal Tap 
Continued from page 12 · appears more _complex :iban that of lion, the dancers' sense of rhythmic It begins with the sound of thun- Continued from· page 15 
thecompetencyofthedancers. The "Caprice." The dancers, dressed in energy keeps the dan~_alive. der and lightning,-thus, setting the Hlibbin's vocals add a twisted va-
arabesques and leg extensions, classical baltei attire, make liberal More modern:ballet follows the iQ~nse mood. S~oke. machines, lidity to lyrics like "The elves are 
alongwiththerapid-firepirouettes useofextendedlimbstocreatelong, jazz number. This routine opens· colored"lights and· rotating ~i:.. dressedinleatherandtheangelsare 
show the mental.and physical com- elegant lines of expression. . . with a lone dancer, dressed in paja- lights accompany_ the n4ie._dancers. in flames/The sugar plums are~-
mitment these dancers have made. Concluding Dance Concert '92 mas, standing on the stage. . l_'he choreography is yecy good- . cidand thestockingsareioflam.es." 
The dance ends with all of the was a dance nmnber entitled "Ex-- As with "Square One," there is a -the dancers' movements,~ never : The distinctive yuletide bells that 
dancerspiledinaheaponthefloor- cesses." This dance is a dramatic sense that something-internal has cluttered ~d they make e~~~ent · open and close this.track willfor-
-theoriginalsoloistisleftstanding. change from the.other numbers. It controlofthedancer .. Thedarkened use of stage space. Thedancersare evermakethjs~ngaChristmastime 
There is the feeling that the confu- consists of three parts--a jazz rou- stage and-the random splay of yel- competent and energetic;· with a classic. · 
sion has been resolved, but there is tine, another modem ballet routine lowish-white lights gives the feel- keen sense of rhythm and decently BretJk'like the Wind also marks 
still WlCertainty as to whether the and a modern dance routine. ingthatnoonebutthedancerexisis. synchronized. . · ·_ the singing debut of Tufnel~ with 
resolution is a gain or a loss. Choreographed by ~dwards, The solo dancer eventually is Overall. Dance Concen '92is a John Kay-like (Steppenwolt) vocal 
The one drawback to "Square "Excesses"makesextensiveuseof joined by another. Together, the nightofdancedefinitelyworthsee- gruff~ss,onsuchsongsas"Spring-
One" is its length. While the dance special effects such as smoke ma- two dance to the melody "Carol of ing. The variety in-.dance routines time"· and-"Clam- Caravan."· Even 
itselfis beautiful, 25 minutes is too chines and rotating spotlights. the Bells."_ Intense concentration makes it a worthwhile event for the inimitable Cher gets into the 
long. _ The number begins with a jazz and extreme movements character- almost any dance lov~r; and· the act, singing a duet.with SL Hobbins 
The third dance number was the selection. Get It While You Can." ize this dramatic dance that works movements, music and .dancers all on. the tear-jerker "Just 'Begin 
most traditional.Choreographed by Five women and three men dance to embrace the audience. combine to make the artistic ex- Again," a song that allu~es to the 
Wacker-Hoeflin, this classical bal- alone and in couples, creating a Thefinalsegmentof"Excesses" pression of dance as·an art form. band'sttagediesandhowthemem-
letportion entitled "Solaces"is per- mood of sex and intimacy. was the most upbeat portion of the Dance Concert '92/Everyman hers saw their way through to being 
formed by five dancers to the me- The precision and clarity of the whole concen. A modern dance will be performed March 31-April. back on top again. 
lodic strains of GeorgesBizeL dancers' movements are the obvi- choreography, this routine com- 4 in Hoerner Theatre. For n'l()re The. album also. provides· 
The choreography beautiful.and ousqualities in this routine. In addi- bines precision and vibrancy. information, call 274-3224 Tapheads with a $pecial treat: The 
Everyman previouslyunreleased"AlltheWay 
Home" -- the first song ever con-
Continued from page 12 only loyal things in life-all other Kupersmith, is a remarkable char- genuinely talented. In addition, ceived by -Tufnel and SL Hobbins 
Everyman is about a man, elev- things leave a person. A quote from acter who is comical in her attempt theseacroba~ transfonn the theater back when they were schoolkids --
edy called Everyman, who is sum- the play .sums up the overall mes-· to beasourceof power. Kupersmith from an ordinary stage into an ex- has finally surfaced as a studio out-
moned by Death to take his final sage," All earthly things are vanity porttays Death admirably, intent traordinary circus ring~ take on Break Like the Wind._ 
journey. He asks his "friends," and disappear before the end. Only on her mission. Togeth~r with the acrobats, the As the photo on the album cover 
(Beauty, Strength, Judgement, God remains." Tim O'Brian plays the part of costumesworktottansformthethe- clearly illustrates, Spinal Tap has 
Riches, his Senses, etc.) to accom- While the plot may seem ordi- Everyman with wonderful accu- ater and succeed. Every cost1,1me is limbered-upandisreadytodo battle 
pany him on this ttip. They, in tum, nary, the production is anything racy. As Everyman, O'Brian is sue- elaborately decorated, and the ma- with the uninspired, campy and ar-
tell him that they would ·go on any but boring. Thecharactersare funny; cessfully comic in portraying a per- jority of them appear very-real. • tificial music that penneates today's 
other trip with him except this one, the actors are extremely talented; son who is facing death. Overall, the actors, characters airwaves. Break Like the Wind pro-
because they are not ready to die. the costumes are simply amazing; The musical selections add to and costumes of Everyman com- vides irrefutable evidence that Spi-
Ultimately, all of his "friends" and God is a woman! the delight of the show. One musi- bine to bring an evening of intense nal Tap is "for real" once again. 
abandon him except Good Deeds, The three characters that stand cal medley sung by the Six Senses, visual enjoyment. Thisalbumreinforce_stheband's 
who persuades him to confess his out in Everyman, are Good Deeds, is an enjoyable parody on the senses These aspects, together with the preeminent skill at formulatingpas-
wrongdoings and ask God for for- Death, and Everyman. dope in rap fashion. Despite the message that "earthly things will sionate songs with sophisticated 
giveness. Because of his confes- Good Deeds, a typically amus- humorous lyrics and rhythm, the eventually disappear," make for a musicianship and Jyrics. The ap-
sion, Everyman is forgiven. The ing clown played by Jennifer Six Senses prove their vocal com- wonderful story and an entertain- pearanceofsomanyofSpinalTap's 
play ends with him journeying to Albright, sets the mood for the play petency through this song. , ing circus theme which everyman musical peers oq the album is·fur-
Heaven instead of to Hell as was with her appearance. Using the age- Another area that depicts the vast should see. ther proof of the respect and adora-
originally intended. old ploy of including the audience talent of the actors is in the aero- Dance Concert '92/Everyman lion they have earned within the 
The moral of Everyman is that members, she demands attention batic troupe. The tight-rope walk- will be performed March 31-April music industry. 
good will only be delivered to de- for herself and the whole play. ers. gymnasts, trapeze artists, stilt 4 in· the Hoerner Theatre.For more On a·-scale of one to 10, Break 
serving ones. Good deeds are the Death, played by Sherry walker, and unicy~le rider are al,l )nformation, call 274~3224 ·, Li~the-Wind goes to 11. 
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ELECTIONS 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EXEC BOARD 
AND SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS 
POLLI-NG STATl6·Ns 
Campus Center Lobby I O:OOam-7:00pm 
Terrace Dining Hall Balcony I O:OOam-7:00prn 
· Towers Concourse 10:00am-7:00pm 
,·only Juniors with 66-_or more credits can vote (Qr Senior Closs Officers 
ONLY ITHACA COLLEGE STUDENTS WITHVAUD 1.0. MAYVOlf:. 
I 
\ 
ApfiJ:2,.199-2-
' . ~ ~ -· .. - -· 
CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS 
Hey Juniors: are you ready io look 
for a job during your senior year? H 
yo1i""are going to graduate school, 
do you know when you should talce 
tests and stan submitting your ap-
plications? If you want to be pre-
pared for your senior year ahead of 
time, then plan to attend "Just for 
Juniors" a program sponsored by 
the Office of Career Planning and 
PlacemenL It's on April 7th and 8th 
from 6:30 to 8:00 p.m. So, pick the 
night that's most convenient and 
sign upin theOfficeof CareerPlan-
ning,. 1st Floor, Gannett Center. 
We'll see.you there! 
Lucifer-
" A boy, a girl, 
An open grave. 
You frightened me. 
Do it again.". 
~. 
-God 
Great job .~ith the semi-formal, 
especially the singing! 
SEMESTERS! 
The fan club loves you! Troy, be 
careful. Hammer & Anvil are 
dangerous.Rayleigh, Trevor, watch 
out for the Brothers! Davis, don't 
hurt her .. .Josh, Hubba Hubba! 
Rachel, tough break. 
-Fan Club 
FOR·RENT • 
Springwood Town homes, 
contemporary 1 & 2 bedroom, 
fireplace, sunfilled interior, quiet, 
and private, Broker, 2731;9300. 
Modem studio and 1 bedrooms, 
carpeted, furnished, nice yard, 
1aundrycenter, wallctol.C.,Broker, 
273-9300. 
ONE PERSON APARTMENT 
Downtown efficiency in top 
condition.Laundry,parking.$350 
includes. Available June or August 
273-4781. 
Four Bedroom Cape Cod, brick 
fireplace, hardwood floors, formal 
LR, DR, eat-in kitchen, full 
basement, laundry center, 2 car 
garage, Broker, 273-9300. 
Townhouses, large 4 and 8 
bedroom units, warm woodstoves/ 
fireplaces, 1 1/2 and 4 baths, 
furnished, free parking and walk to 
IC. Broker, 273-9300. 
N. Aurora St. 2-3 Bedroom Apt, 
furnished. Off street parking, heat 
included. Available Aug. 1st 1992 
- Call 273-5370. 
South Hill- Prime Locations 
2 Houses for rent: first house is a 5-
6 bedroom. Second house is a 6-7 
bedroom house. All houses are 
furnished with off-street parking. 
Available Aug. 1st 1992-273-
5370 
B***h, Unusual ContemporaryTownhouse 
Doyouknowhowmuchlloveyou? Available from June, July, or 
· _:_oeek __ . August '92. 3 bedrooms, will 
----------- accomodate 4 people. 2 baths, free 
YUM YUM YUM! heated garage, additional free 
Good candy for a good cause. Buy parking,· sky-light entry, walled 
Camp Fire candy to support local garden, covered balcony, pets 
boys & girls programs. Friday, allowed. Walk to IC, Cornell, 
Monday, Tuesday, 11-1, Campus Commonsandallbuses.Pricefrom 
Center. $3/box. $1100 or $250 per person. Call 
anytime, 257-7077. · ·. 
FOR SALE 
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED 
89 l\1ERCEDES ....................... $200 
86VW ........................................ $50 
87MERCEDES ....................... $100 
65MUSTANG ......................... $50 
Choose from thousands starting $25. 
FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals 
Details 801-379-2929 Copyright 
#NY26KJC 
FOR SALE-1987 Jeep Wrangler, 
Loredo model, FULLY loaded, 
Silver w/ Black hard/sofL New 
trans., · clutch and tires. $8700 
contact 2~2346. 
LUXURY TOWNHOUSES . 
3 bedrooms 1 1/2 baths furnished 
townhouses on South Hill.Washer, 
dryer, microwave, hardwood floors, 
patio and parking. Available for 
June or August leases from $265 
per person. James E. Gardner, Jr. 
277-3232. 
Hillview 
2& 3 bedroom furnished apartments 
with covered parking, on-site 
laundry, wall to wall carpeting, 
spacious rooms, large closets, on 
bus route, starting at $220 per 
person. A GREAT.LOCATION 
FORIC.JamesE.Gardner,Jr. 277-
3232. 
TOWNHOUSES / APTS. 
-FOR RENT '92 -'93 
· • 4 BEDROOMS 
; DISHWASHER, WASHER/DRYER 
IN EACH UNIT 
• 
• LOTS OF PARKING 
~ PRIME LOCATION 
/ 
• PLASANT LIViNG 
CONDITIONS 
CALL 
273.•6124 
BElWEEN 1-9 P.M. 
Two, three & four bedroom 
Apartments Downtown, available 
June 1992, starting at $240/br plus 
utilities, 274-3627, 272-1374 
evenings & messages. 
House for Rent 4 bedroom $275/ 
person or 5 bedroom $260/person + 
utilities. 273-7302. 
East Hill-1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
apartments available for 92/93. An 
old mansion with nice woodwork, 
large rooms. Includes all utilities, 
parking available. Evenings and 
Weekends,273-1654,532-4767. 
Commons West 
Downtown.Ithaca Commons: New 
studios, one, and two bedrooms in 
best full service elevator building. 
High ceilings, big rooms, huge 
windows. Luxury bath, eat-in 
kitchen, dishwasher, microwave, 
carpet,laundry. Busto IC. 273-9462 
THE OLD CIGAR FACTORY 
Ithaca Commons. Large, one and 
two bedrooms. New Furniture. Big 
windows facing Commons. Bus to 
IC at comer. 273-9462 
ITHACA COMMONS 
Above Resistance Hair Salon 
Large l, 2 and 3 bedrooms. New 
furniture. Balcony. High ceilings. 
Bus to IC at comer. 273-9462. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR 
RENT-FALL '92 CLOSE TO 
DOWNTOWN! RENT $250 
CALL 256-2239 
Pi?1ic on a por<:h of ~ou! own! 
$765 _includes heat and hot water! 
Large, three bedroom apartments. 
Nice neighborhood, downtown & 
on bus line. Evenings and Week-
ends, 273-16_54, 532-4767. 
EXTRA NICE ONE BEDROOM 
STUDIOS on COMMONS 
New, very nicely furnished, dish-
washer, microwave, intercom/se-
curity, carpeted. From $47 5 includ-
ing heat June & August leases. 
Call Cayuga Sunset 277-6961. 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
Exceltent condition with new de-
signer kitchen, spacious rooms, 
furnished, porch, free parking & 
laundry. Great locaµon. $250/per-
son. Available] uneor August. 273-
4781 
6 BEDROOM HOUSE 
South Hill. Very good condition. 
$275/bedroom. A vailableAug. '92. 
Jim-after 8 p.m. 275-1615 
Furnished 2 and 3 bedroom apart-
ments. Cl~ to Ithaca College Fall 
rental. IO/month lease. 509 S. Au-
rora SL 272-918S or 272-2036 
EXCELLENT apartment for five 
or six people in owner-managed 
house. Furnished or unfurnished. 
Parking, yard $1375.00/$1500.00. 
273:3003 
Four bedroom house. Close to IC. 
Completely furnished. Laundry, 
parking. $265 plus utilities. Avail-
able AugusL Deposit. 
277-2568 
CODDINGTON ROAD 6 bed-
room house, four bedroom apart-
menL $i70 per person. 272-0638 
A GREAT SELECTION 
of 3 & 4 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS& HOUSES 
* 10 or 12 mo. leases 
* DOWNTOWN and near 
CORNELL 
*CLEAN 
*PARKING 
* 24 Hour Maintenance Service 
* HEAT INCLUDED IN 
SEVERAL LOCATIONS 
CALLC.S.P.MANAGEMENTfor 
more details, 277-6961. 
NOTICES 
ADOPTION. Warm, loving, pro-
fessional couple looking for a baby 
to love and cherish. Can offer your 
baby wonderful home filled with 
music/warmth, strong family life/ 
values, quality education, full-time 
mom. We are easy to talk with. 
Legal/confidential. Allowable-
expenses paid. Call Nancy co!Ject 
919-783-7606. 
F A S T 
FUNDRAISING 
.P R O G R A M 
Fraternities, sororities, student 
clubs: earn upto$1000inone week. 
Plus receive a$! OOObonus yourself. 
And a FREE WATCH just for 
calling 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. 
STUDY ABROAD IN 
AUSTRALIA 
Information on semester, year, 
graduate, summer and internship 
programs in Perth, Townsville, 
Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs 
startat$3520.Cal1 l-800-&78-3696. 
SERVICES 
Marty Heresniak ('74), Voice 
Teacher. technique, Repertory, 
Reading, Presence. 502 Universtiy 
Ave, Ithaca, 272-2892. 
PAPER CRUNCH TYPING 
Paper.;, Applications, Resumes, Etc. 
Cheap, Quick & Reliable 
Laserprinter/Maclntosh Delivery 
Call 277-7583 
SUBLET 
SUMMER SUBLET. 
2-4 rooms, washer-dryer, closed in 
porch, huge backyard, negotiable 
price. 310 Pleasant Street, 277-
4660. 
Summer Sublet-Circle Apts. 1-5 
bedrooms $180, free parking, free 
garbage removal, phone already 
installed. Call 273-6337. 
3 bedroom apartment on 136 East 
Spencer St. for Summer SubleL 
Walking distance to downtown, 
laundry, and busline. Call 256-5401 
for more info. 
Summer Sublet-1-4 Bedrooms, 
closest house to downtown! 105 
Hudson St. 2 kitchens, 2 full baths, 
big yard.Negotiable price. Call 256-
2757. 
Summer Sublet 
East State Studio 
Free Furniture 
Mid May-August 
On bus route 
Negotiable 256-1022 
SU~LET 
FOR JUNE, JULY 1992 
315 HILL VIEW PLACE 
RENT NEGOTIABLE 
CALL: PA TI1 256-4898 
Summer Sublet-1-4 bedrooms. 
Great location, Hudson St. near 
Commons. Dishwasher, phone, 
·cable.Call 273-6337. 
THE.ITHACAN ·19 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and 
TV scripts. Fill out simple 'like/ 
don't like' form. EASY! Fun, 
relaxing at home, beach, vacations. 
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 
Hour Recording 801-379-2925 
Copyright#NY26KEB 
Three full-time summer posillons 
available. Provide administrative 
support for s~mer programs 
withing the Divisi,on of Continuing 
Education and Summer Sessions at 
Ithaca College. Fast-paced, busy 
atmosphere. Attention to detail and 
accuracy a must 
Applicants must be undergraduate 
or graduate students returning to 
Ithaca College in the fall, and avail-
able to work an occasionally ir-
regular schedule. Prior office expe-
rience preferred. For one of the 
positions, preference will be given 
to a student 21 years old or older 
with a valid driver's license. $5.00 
per hour. Applications received by 
April 6th will be given preference. 
Applications available in the Divi-
sion of Continuing Education and 
Summer ·sessions, Towers Con-
course, 274-3143. 
THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU 
IN A SUMMER CAMP 
The American Camping Associa-
tion (NY) will make your applica-
tions available, to over 300 camps . 
in the Northeast. Exciting opportu-
nities for college students and pro-
fessionals. Positions avaiablel: all 
land and water SI)Otts, kitchen, 
maintenance, arts and crafts. drama, 
music, dance, nature. tripping, 
R.N.'s, M.D.'s,athletic, waterfront, 
and boa_ting directors. Benefits may 
include college credit, travel ex-
penses. Experience or certification 
not necessarily required. CALL OR 
WRITE FOR APPLICATION. 
AMERICAN CAMPING ASSO-
CIATION, 12 West 31st Street, 
NewYork,N.Y. 10001, 1-800-777-
CAMP. 
SUMMER JOBS 
$9 .10/hr. or commission. Advertis-
ing sales. Sales experience helpful 
but not necessary. Training pro-
vided. Work close to Ithaca. Car 
recommended. Call Steve Gonnan 
at (800) 462-0262 for details & 
application. 
METRO MARKETING GROUP 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT - fisheries. Earn $5,000+/ 
month. Free transportation! Room 
& Board! Over 8,000 openings. No 
experience necessary. Mak or Et: 
male.For employment program call 
1-206-545-4155 exL 1692. 
HELP WANTED 
Travel free and earn extra money. 
Promote inexpensive tours to 
Montreal. Best Bats, Restaurants, 
Concerts, Music Festivals, and 
Whitewater rafting anywhere. Call 
CampusTourscollectat(514)871-
8094. 
Looking for a Great Summer Job?? 
Florida Job Qm,ortunitv Report 
. ' 
A Directory o(Hospitality Industry 
employers,jobdescriptions, wages, 
and housing. Lists Attractions, Re-
sort Hotels, Cruise Ships, Summer 
Camps, and more! For your copy 
send $8.95 to Career Research 
Qr.Q.m!, 7226 W. Colonial Dr., Suite 
249, Orlando, Ft, 32818 
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"Oh, this is wonderful, Mr. Gruenfeld -
I've only seen it a couple' of times. You have corneal 
corruption .... Evil eye, Mr. Gruenfeld, evil eye." 
3-ze, 
"It's 'Them;'gentlemen." 
OUTLAN~ _ ....__. --- _ By BERKELEY BREATHED 
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ByStepbani~Svach·-. · -.. · .·" . tions,thegamewasmovedagclintoSunday uledtoplayTrentonStateCollege.Betause helps us·keep'in shape when·we have no 
Springtime for so~e ~pie means flow- night at 7 p.m. "We were jµ.s_t anxious to get the games were supposed to be played Friday otheroption available," catcher John Shelsy 
ers, sunshine.and being .outdoors. But for goingt defenseman ScoitMacCaull said. and Saturday, the women missed all of their said. "It's _been- frustrating for everyone, 
athleteS herein Ithaca.,_!t!Jl~ snow. cancel- "Yes. it •s frustrating going inside and out, Friday classes. · even the coaches. In Florida. it was nice and 
lations, postpon~~ and ·indoor.ptaetice. · but we deal with it the best we can." The Because of the weather, the games were wann, we played everyday. Here in Ithaca, 
The sofd>all, ~-laetosse.~crew Bombers won the game 17-12. changed to Saturday and Sunday. The Satur- everyone gets sick of being in the gym, there 
squads all trav~~~---~-:-sptjn~-.-~~- Thewomen'slacrosseteamhashadtough daygameswereplay~buttheSunday games is only so·much we can do inside. It just 
After a week o~ce jn-~--.w~uit(sun- practice hours all season. either ending at 1 were cancelled.Last Monday, Marth 30. was make us anxious to get going." · 
shine, these atb\_&ts:(~-~e~~~tion of a.m .• orstartingatfive, in the early morning. the first time since ~g break the women "Indoors, it's. hard to get everything 
merf staa.osse!_who \\'.e~tto~land'!here Florida.w~. a welcome change. have practiced outside. . . done," sophomore catcl:ter/designated hitter 
it still snowed),foundarudeawakeningupon "In Fldrida it was nice," junior Julie Stone 'There area lot of things floating around," Steve Goldberg said. "It restricts us from the 
their return to Ithaca. As they stepped off the said. ''When we got back- to Ithaca it was Stacy Johnson said. "In the gym it's tough. full effecL" 
plane. wind,snowanddamagedplayingfields horrible. There was snow everywhere. This Sometimes the space is split up three ways. Both the track teams missed the Army 
greeted them.- , year-the weather is just not cooperating. We It's hard because we want to get out and we Invitational Saturday, March 28. The 
. The men 'slacrosse team was scheduled to just have to deal with iL" . are anxious to play. We getup fora game, and women's crew team also missed its race last 
meet SUNY Cortland Saturday, March 28, at The softbal_l team practiced in Florida it's so disappointing to not be able to play." Saturday against Syracuse. 
2 p.m. The game was moved to 8:30 a.m. at over break, only to come back to IC to find its The baseball team has had four games Tuesday was a beautiful day, as the sky 
Cornell. This move was justified by the fact field covered with snow. The ream traveled postponed so far. The team faced SUNY was blue, and the sun was shining. The 
that Schoellkopf Field has astroturf, which is to New Jersey last weekend for two double Cortland Monday and Tuesday, and won athletic teams played and practiced outside. 
easier: to play on. headers. both games. However, they had very little Wednesday, it snowed. and games were 
Due to the weather and poor field condi- Saturday, March 28, the team was sched- time on the field. as the team has had to postponed. Somehow, it seemed fitting. 
THECOMPLrnsruo,aFORHAIR·156THECOMMONS·272-5532 , Spikers ready for postseason 
JUNIORS 
DON'T MISS ... 
Your Senior Class 
Executive Bo_ard 
By James Oppedisano lion, downed the Bombers 15-7,1~14,15-1. 
The Ithaca College men's volleyball team 
. , completed its regular season on a down note 
last weekend by losing its last two matches. 
1 However, the Bombers still finished the sea-
·• son with an 8-3 record -- good enough for a 
third place finish in the 11-team Atlantic 
North Division. ~ 
Then, the Ithaca squad lost to Genesee 
Community College 15-17,15-12,9-15,16-17 . 
The team picked up victories over Cornell 
and the University of Rochester last week. 
The Ithaca victory over the Big Red (7-
15,15-9,15-13,15-9) was the first ever for the 
Bombers. 
CLUB VOLLEYBALL 
Although they lost those matches, the 
Bombers finished the regular season in third 
place, qualifying them for both the Eastern 
Intercollegiate Club Volleyball Champion-
ships and the National Championships. 
Saturday, Ithaca picked up its eighth vic-
tory of the season by defeating Army 15-
8,10-15,15-7,15-13. 
Ithaca then came back to Cornell, where 
they were defeated by both the University of 
Buffalo and Genesee Community College. 
The Bulls, currently ranked third in the na-
In a non-division match against the 
Yellow jackets, Ithaca was also victorious in 
four games (15-6,13-15,15-8,15-9). 
Player/coach Kevin Groman felt that the 
team has had a successful season to this point. 
"We didn't really expect to do this well, 
and I feel we have improved vastly, "Groman 
said. 
Ithaca will compete in the Eastern 
Intercollegiate Club Volleyball Champion-
ships this weekend, and wi11 then travel to 
Buffalo for the National Championships, 
where they will be competing against 24 
teams, including several Division II club 
squads. 
· or 0
~:ii:ry Golden Fried Chicken 6. 9 5 
4:30ptn..6P~ .. '. with French fries and side of spaghetti_ 
· .. .. Fried Haddock 6. 95 
Spaghetti & Meatballs 5. 95 
All You Can Eat Mondays- Thursdays! 
Spaghetti & Meatballs 
Chic~en Wings 
6.95 
6.95 
{~is,.~t:; 
Specials run until Wednesday, April 8th •. 
Dine-in and - 323 Danh. R d l R · , C For delivery 
. use . y oa a ogan s omer use 
:-; 277-6666- • llam-l:30am : 
-~-
t .. 
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Building a Better Brother~ood 
tourney has ,storied past· 
By Willie Rubenstein · 
and Aaron Williams 
This year's Builders of a Better Brother-
hoodBasketball(BBB) Tournament will have 
a different twist than in years' past when it 
kicks off Friday af~oon at 3:30 p.m. 
While the purpose of the three-day event 
remains the same, the 14th annual version of 
the program has changed. 
Headlining the array of activities will be a 
keynote address by Arthur Ashe. The first 
African-American to win the Wimbledon 
Tennis Championship and author of" A Hard 
Road to Glory," Ashe will give a talk entitled 
"Race and Gender Equity in Sports." 
"He is the ideology behind the BBB," 
Nancy Maldonado '92, spokesperson for the 
African-Latino Society, said. "He is one of 
the biggest role models we [asAfrican-Ameri-
cans] have." 
ALS, the School of Health Sciences and 
Human Performance, the Sport Management 
Club, Student Affairs and Campus Life are 
all sponsoring the weekend. 
The purpose and founding of the weekend 
is deeply rooted. Co-founder Nick Moore 
'80, said that the event started after Tom 
Baker became men's basketball head coach 
after the 1977-78 season. 
Moore and classmates Fe Nunn and An-
thony Smith did not make 'the squad their 
sophomore year; after all had played on both 
the junior varsity and varsity the year before. 
"We wanted to sustain our athletic partici-
pation," Moore said. "It seemed to be a mass 
exodus of African-American athletes (from 
the basketball and football teams], for any 
number of reasons, whether it was a lack of 
talent, Politics, or whatever." 
Moore said that he went to then-Dean of 
HSHP William B. Koch with the idea for an 
event wflich would get the community in-
volved, including African-Americans from 
Cornell University and the Ithaca area 
"It was vehemently opposed by the ad-
"There will be other blacks 
outside of Ithaca College's 
campus here this weekend. 
This is OK." 
-Sign posted in Hill Center before 
first BBB tournament in1978 
ministration," Moore said. He said that the 
school nscrutinized him pretty tight, n requir-
ing two campus safety officers to patrol the 
Ben Light Gym. There will be SASP officers 
stationed at this year's tournament in accor-
dance with ALS's contract, . according to 
Maldanado. 
Moore stilJ has a sign that was posted on 
the door of then-Hill Center building super-
visor Herbie l;JroadweJI after the BBB tour-
nament was.approved 
It read: "There will be other l)lacks outside 
of Ithaca ColJege's campus here this week-
end. This is OK." 
Regardless of the event's history, Moore 
said that the evolution of the weekend has 
been tremendous. "I never envisioned it be-
ing what it is today. The people that came 
after me have advanced it," Moore said. 
Besides Ashe's speech and panel discus-
sion, there wilJ be a variety of other events. 
Along with the men's [seven teams] and 
women's· [two] hoop tournaments starting 
April 3 and running thorugh Sunday, April 5, 
a BBB DJ dance party in the Union Dining 
Hall Saturday night wilJ be held, along with 
a "cultural mini-mall" outside the Ben Light 
Gymnasium for all three days. 
Starting at I p.m. Sunday afternoon, the 
women's championship will be played, fol-
lowed by a Double Dutch contest, three-
point shooting competition, slam dunk con-
test and the men's championship. · 
The entire cost of the weekend is over 
_$8,000, the most ever, according to 
Maldonado. 
CAST YOUR VOTE 
Forget the 1992 Presidential Election 
for a while. 
Make a-simple decision 
TOP 106 
COUNTDOWN 
Starting April 17th at 4p.m., 106 VIC will count down the 
. TOP 106 Classic Roe~ Songs of all time. 
List your top 5 favorite songs 
and mail them too: 
106 VIC Countdown, c/o Roy H. Park 
School of Comm. & 106 VIC 
The deadline is April 14th. 
Listen to 106 VIC on 105.9 FM Cable and Channel 54 
- Cable TV. 
r.-----------------------
' 1 My Top 5 Favorite Songs of All Time Are:7 
-I (Title & Artist, Please) 1 
I l 
-1 l.____________ I 
I 2. ____________ I 
I 3 I 
I ·------------ I 
April 2,,1992 · 
• 
Just 
For 
JUlliors 
lf. ~~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 1 A Career Planning Event~· 
i / ~ 
,., @ What to do aiter graduation · i. 
~ 2 
·~ o Starting your resume ~ 
W' 
' ·-~ 
• 
o Graduate School choices 
o Conducting a job search 
0 Campus recruiting 
o -Skill awareness 
----------
.,1,1:U·i·l·S\.i• • 
> -~ 
- ' 
• 
Tuesday, April 7th in Textor 103 
- or 
Wednesday, April 8~h in Textor 102 
' --;;---------------------
Sign- Up by April 3rd in the 
Office of Career Planning & Placement 
Gannett Center 274-3365 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Jutiio::s • Jurn1iDt/S • ~1tt~f~rs • ylL~r1!0~~ • Jt:ni~~H:s • Ji1ni~-:.-~-- • <}:-: -,--:_-
- -
~4,f\,~ol-~~ 
-ANGEL SALAZAR 
ONE SHOW 
ONLYI 
. -
Winner, 1984 LA. Comedy CompeHllon, hosted by Jay Leno 
FRIDAY_ TOMORROW ANGELSALAZAR ' - N I G H TI ·: film credits 
APRIL 3 at 9 PM 
~ 8.00 advance/~ 10.00 door 
at the Ithaca Music Hall 
Call· 272·0256 
for info! 
include: 
'Scadace • 
'Punchline',· 
'Born in-East 
L.A.· anda 
guesi sketch in 
lhe T. V. series 
-'In living Color• 
.. 
I 4.____________ I 
I 5.__________________ I · Ithaca, NY -14850 J . I 
:I Age:__ Listening Location: - I -licke~ ovaiJable at Rebop Records in Collegetown;-lthaca Guitar 
~.-_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~-~ ~-~ ~ _ -~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ -~ .... _____ ~o~, !he De~tt Marncket Center, a~ at ~raca Mlic Haff. 
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t. . t · •t• t d b k ~ d th drink. As far as that debate is con- dium fries and a soda has 64-'grams e S-DU rl 100 exper e DD· S 100 my S_ cemed,shesaidthatuniessyouare offa1,wayovermostpeop1e'sdaily 
By Heather Ruth . 
Did you know that a taco salad 
has more fat than a bacon double 
cheeseburger? 
This is just one of the interesting 
facts that Heidi Skolnik '83. nutri-
tional consultant to the New York 
Mets baseball team, told her audi-
ence in her lecture "The Competi-
tive Edge: Sports Nutrition in a Fast 
exercising more than one and a half fat allowance. 
Food Society" Tuesday night in mended that athletes eat at least hours per clay, water is adequate. The taco salad many people 
Textor 102. 400-65Qgramsofcarbohydratesper "We have to become respon- choose as a healthier choice has 37 
Skolnik's lecture was directed clay. She said that muscles stocked sible for our own food choices," gramsoffat, while the bacon double 
toward athletes interested in im- with carbohydrates take much Skolnik said. She also presented cheeseburger has 31 grams. 
proving their performance by ~p- longer to reach exhaustion. Foods many different types of fast food . Skolnik ended her lecture by 
grading their diet. The three main rich in carbohydrates include bread, and talked about their fat content. presenting alternatives to cut down 
nutritional changes she advocated · pasta, cereals, vegetables and fruits. For example, adding two table- on fat in foods. 
were increasing carbohydrates, de- SkQlnik then talked about fats, spoons of sprinkles to low-fat fro- "The will to win means nothing 
creasing fat and drinking water. proteins and the debate between zen yogurt adds 5.9 grams of fat, without the will to prepare," she 
Duringtraining,Sko~recom- drinking water or drinking a sports and a Whopper with cheese, me- said. 
Crew squads· open new season hop·eful to repeat successful 1991 campaigns 
By Brian Chuck 
The 1991 season was very suc-
cessful for Ithaca College's men 
and women crew teams. The teams 
~ere both comwtitive in the New 
York State Small College Champi-
onship. 
CREW PREVIEW 
The women's varsity crew won 
the league, while the men's varsity 
heavyweight and lightweight crews 
finished second. 
The men's varsity heavyweight 
boat's 7-9 record was its most wins 
in three years. Even though its record 
was a losing one, it tesulted in sec-
ond place in the New York State 
Championships. At the Head of the 
Charles Club Race last October, 
they finished fifth out of 51 boats. 
Head coach Dan Robinson said 
the heavyweights have the tough-
est competition, consisting of what 
he calls "scholarship schools." 
Robinson said the team should re-
turn to the Dad Vail Champion-
ships for the third year in a row. 
That meet is the national champi-
onship race. 
"The talent is there," Robinson 
said. "We have a lot of ability." 
Much of that skill lies in the trio of 
senior Rory Becker, senior Daniel 
Parkinson and sophomore Dan 
Schutt 
Robinson called Parkinson the 
boat's "spiritual leader." The junior 
also brings some needed experi-
ence to the heavyweight boat. 
One interesting aspect of the 
season is Schutt He said there is a 
lot of pressure in his first varsity 
season at stroker. "I set the pace ... 
everyone follows me, but Rory 
[Becker, who rows behind Schutt] 
helps me out," Schutt said. 
The men's lightweight team's 
mark of 10-3 led them to finish 
second in the states. The team also 
grabbed fourth at the Dad Vail 
Championships last year. 
Much of that success can be at-
tributed to seniors Anthony Corley 
and Patrick Hopkins. Robinson said 
Corley's leadership and the experi-
ence of Hopkins should allow the 
team to capture the state title. 
Corley said filling the leader role 
is more difficult than he thought He 
cited the loss of four of seven veter-
ans as the cause of the difficulty, 
plus his position as a rower. "When 
we're rowing poorly, you can't say 
anything,'' Corley said. 
He said the loss of senior cox-
swain Tara Maharg is another diffi-
culty. "If we were rowing poorly, 
she'd (Marharg) stop practice and 
Jet us know." 
After seeing the team perform in 
Georgia during spring break, 
Hopkins said the Bombers can go 
undefeated until the Dad Vail tour-
nament. "Once you get in the finals, 
it's anybody's game," Hopkins said. 
Last season, a veteran women's 
squad took first place in the state 
championship for · the second 
straight year, posting a 10-5 record. 
First-year coach Anita Krook 
should have her hands full filling 
the eight varsity spots from last 
LONDON. CALLING 
COME ON 
year's talented novice ranks. With 
stroker Katherine Russo and Stacy 
Willensenretuming, the team hopes 
to defend its title and race for the 
medals at Dad Vail. 
Willensen said it is too early to 
evaluate the team. But. after a dis-
appointing spring, she said she feels 
the team is comil'ig together nicely. 
"We've got a lot of strong 
people," she said. Willensen said 
she feels that if the team keeps 
progressing, it will be reaching its 
peak at the Dad Vail meet. 
The three varsity level crew 
teams have all been enjoying suc-
cess recently. Rowing against tough 
competition, the Bomber teams 
have been making an impression at 
national tournaments and this sea-
son looks to be no different 
Baseball---
continuec1 from back page 
Goldberg (3 for 3) each had two 
RBI to lead the Bomber comeback. 
Newcomers Goldberg and two 
freshmen.outfielder Dave Mahoney 
and pitcher Chris Dedrick have all 
shown head coach George Valesente 
that they can be counted on for 
quality play on the diamond. 
Sophomore Goldberg three hits 
in three plate appearance. Goldberg 
added to his impressive batting sta-
tistics by hitting his first IC home 
run. 
"Steve has been maintaining his · • 
stroke with the bat. and is doing a 
good job behind Coleman fin the 
batting order]. He can pick him up 
when he's on base." V alesente said. 
ITHACA COLLEGE LONDON CENTER 
British and international faculty teach business. communications, humanities, 
mathematics/natural sciences. music. and social sciences. Special features include 
internships and excursions. ·Full Ithaca College credit awarded. 
. . 
'REMINDER:·-
.- ORIENTATION FOR FAL~ 1992 
Satur(tay,_April 4 • 10:.00~2:30 P .. M. • Campus Center 
Bomber starter Ed Mahoney 
struggled (2 2(3 innings, 9 runs, 6 
hits), but Valesente got a pleasant 
surprise out of the bullpen in 
Dedrick. 
He collected his first victory in 
impressive fashion. In five and one 
third innings, Dedrick struck out 
four and surrendered just one un-
earned run. 
"He did an excellent job. It is 
nice to have that kind of kid come 
out of the pen," Valesente said. 
Up Next 
The Bombers host Rochester 
Institute of Technology (RIT) in a 
Saturday .afternoon doubleheader. 
The Tigers may be on the rebound 
from a disastrous 1991 season. RIT 
posted a 6-25-2. They are 3-2-1 so 
far in 1992. 
On Sunday, Ithaca hosts SL 
Lawrence, also in a doubleheader 
on Freeman Freid. It will be the 
Bombers' first conference game • 
.------------- '· 
• .Fiala Romer 
~
• Coraaga,, 
Boutonnlela 
• &qui.,,e Chocolates 
•~loom• Imported ~JJS}. 
The Plantation 
~ l30 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
Mon., Wed., Sat. 
10-5:30 
Thurs., Fri. 10-9 
Sundays 11-4 
Dally Delluery, except Sunday 
I
:.,. 
~- ,J 
}: . 
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After three-losses, women's lax bounces .back; 
By Rorie Pickman EastStroudsbergTuesday afternoon Stone and sophomoi:e~ __ Tara ent position. "This opened up more· r~thattheycanp~tittogether~" · · 
One week ago, when the at Upper Terrace Field •. The win Szigethy~dJenniferTubbs~ch- opportunitiesfotourattaek,"Golden Thev1ctory~~~ogiventbeplathy-
women'slacrosseteamhadlosttheir was the Ithacas' fll'St o?'the season contributed two to give the Bomb- said. She added that _she was im- ers a more positive ~~tlook on e 
third game in a row, head coach· after three consecutive losses. ers the 9~\ halftiine lea,fKaren pressed the.team's ball movemenL seaso!}~ '.'It W?5 ~ery important f~~ 
_AndreaGoldenmentionedthepos- Goldensaidthatshewaspleased Hollandswas~eICgoalief~tthe Szigethymadegood~nnections ,us~to_have ~ w~~ o~ our reco!d, 
sibility of moving attack and withherdecisiontomoveFeinstein· half.makir,gthree saves .. -. · _ · __ Qn the right attack wmg for the Sz1ge~y said. I_ think we did a 
midfieldplayerLisaFeinsteincloser to an attack wing in order to ~ave Thes~ondhalfdidnotchange BomberswhileStonefilledthelanes · great.3ob on pullmg LO~e~~r_ a,nd 
to the goal. Golden believed this her squad pull up through the muc_h exc~pt for an increase in the in nicely, according to Golden. working well~ _a team. . 
would give the junior more oppor- midfieldalitUemore. "Lisashowed Bomberlead.FeinsteinaddedfQur Thecoachalsofoundthatsopho- _The~ 1s scheduled to be 10 
tunities for shots. she could play and put the ball in the more goals.to ®t a personal high more Michele Erickson did a gQOd acuon agam on Saturday when th~y 
net," she said. and Szigethy added one more in job on the defense wing and junior ~~st Lock Haven at 10:30 a.m. ThlS 
WOMEN'S 
LACROSSE 
The end result: Golden was right 
on the money with hex decision as 
Feinstein's seven goals led the 
Bomber$ to a 14-1 victory over 
TheBombershadscoredthefirst· the rout · Wynne-. Lobel read East 1samake-upgame,postponed~m 
seven goals of the game while the "The pace of our shots was Stroudsberg's play very well. last,~~tur~y · . ,, 
Warriors did not score until close to faster than what East Stroudsberg Sophomore Robin Baughey was It s ~ un~rtant gam~ for us, 
17 minutes into the first half. They was used to seeing," Golden said. the goali6 for the second half and Golden said. Szige~y belieyes the 
never scored again. Another technique Golden tried had one save with no goals allowed. Eas~ Stroudsberg Victory will help 
Feinstein had three of her goals was using Tubbs as a wing but "It was a nice win forus,"Golden mouvate them to play well on Sat-
in the f ll'St stanza, while junior Julie having her appear to be in a differ- said. "It's a chance for the team to urday · 
Tennis trounced in opener Ithaca. He went on to express his dislike for the surface and the scor-
ing system. "I did not like the sur-
face at all," he said. "The ball 
bounced funny and it was fast." 
Softball smashed iri twinbill 
Stacy Swiger and Heather 
Afarian each had two hits in the 
first game. 
By Dickon Geddes 
The surface that a tennis team 
plays a match on can make the 
difference. The type of court that 
the men's tennis team played on 
last Thursday was one that no one 
from Ithaca had ever played on. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
Therefore,itwas no surprise that 
Ithaca was beaten 7-2. However, 
head coach Tim Faulkner said he 
was far from disappointed with the 
team's performance. 
"I thought that th~kids played as 
wen as Ibey could play under the 
circumstances," Faulkner said. 
"They put in a fine effort and I was 
honestJy swprised at how well they 
did." 
Out of the nine games, five went 
to three sets. According to Faulkner, 
the main difference between the 
teams was not only the surface, but 
also that Ithaca didn't take the im-
portant points in the match. 
"We were not quite as consistent 
as they were when it came down to 
the crucial points," he said. ''That is 
the difference betwen winning and 
losing. You have to win the big 
points in order to win the game." 
For this match, the teams played 
what is called the no-ad scoring 
system. This means that instead of 
scoring 15-love, 30-love, 40-love, 
they scored by one-nil, two-nil. 
three-nil .. 
If the score goes to three-an, 
there js no deuce. The winner of the 
next point wins the game. This was 
done because Hamilton had only 
fourcouri 
The two winners for Ithaca were 
number three singles player Cary 
Gruber and number four Kyle 
Schermerhorn. Gruber said he 
thought his performance was one of 
the best that he has produced here at 
The number one singles player. 
sophomoreErikSimpson,alsodis-
liked the surface. "The ball always 
had lots of spin on it, so that made 
it difficult," he said. 
Simpson was beaten in straight 
sets, and he said that he did notplay 
badly, but he just did not win the 
big points. 
"I had a lot of my games that 
went to three points all," he said. 
"Then I just could not seem to win 
the next crucial point." 
The team has since had two 
matches postponed due to the 
weather. The match against 
Hartwick has been rescheduled for 
April J_O. 
The next seven days will be 
busy for the team, weather permit-
ting. They will be playing four 
matches. two at home, and two on 
the road. 
By James Oppedisano 
After retuming from a Aorida 
trip where the team went 9-1, the. 
Ithaca College softball team trav-
eled to New Jersey to take on sec-
ond-ranked Trenton State. 
SOFTBALL 
Unfortunately for the Bombers, 
neither the weather nor the compe-
- tition was as kind as they were in 
Aorida. Ithaca was swept in a 
doubleheader. losing both games in 
cold weather by identical scores of 
11-1. 
In the fll'St game, Bomber ace 
Stacy Johnson gave up 10 hits and 
11 runs, while the Ithaca offense 
managed seven hits and one run .. 
The Lions scored four runs in 
the sixth inning, giving them a 10-
run lead. In college softball, a game 
is stopped after five innings if one 
team is leading by 10 or more runs. 
In thesecondgame,Ithacaagain 
struggled. Staning pitcher Swiger 
hurled four innings, allowing 11 
hits and eight earned runs. Swiger 
received little help from her de-
fense as the Bombers committed 
six errors in the game. 
Ithaca had a 1-0 lead in the top of 
the third inning, but the Lions came 
right back in the bottom of the in-
ning with five runs of their own. In 
the fourth inning, Trenton scored 
six more runs to increase its lead to 
10. After the Bombers ·(ailed to 
score in their half of the fifth, the 
game was again s~pped. 
Despite the losses, head coach 
Deb Pallozzi said she was pleas-
antly s~ with some individual 
performances.Junior catcher Matµa 
Keenan displayed "leadership" b,e_-
hiitd tti~plateaccording to Pallozzi. 
~ONTE. CAQLO NIGHT 
•• - 1~ • -
·i. '- ' •• ' 
A Benefit for.the Friendship Center in Ithaca· 
~----~2'~--- ~- c:=-:::; ~----
Saturday, April 4, 1992 
7:30 - 10:30 p.m. Emerson Suites 
Donations will be accepted to help support the Homeless of Ithaca 
.Play with pretend money 
• Prizes wilf be given away 
• Open to all students,, faculty,, & staff 
Sponsored by the Senior-<;lass & Co~munity'Service·N~twor~~ 
-"\ ... ~ , .. 
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Ex~NBA: coach-speaks- about hoop~--·-a:nd-: '.Equ~t-ion for··Pe_rso·n·al Success'· 
By Mike, Mercure 
arid Bill' Gelman 
H~:t>i~ Brown, · the energetic 
. fonner pro coach and current color 
commentator shouted to a crowd of 
nearly 50~ple in Textor Hall last 
Thursday night 
Brown talked about his "equa-
tion for success," drawing on his 
personal experiences as a coach. 
His speech was part of Health 
Awareness Month. 
Brown coached professional 
basketball for lOyearswithacareer 
coaching record of 418-403. He is 
credited with 'bringing 60 minutes 
' of full -court pressure to the Na-
tional Basketball Association 
(NBA). 
He first spoke on his "five keys 
to success." Organization, winning 
philosophy, discipline, surroundmg 
yourself with good people, and sty le 
wefC his keys to success. not only in 
coachmg, but m the real world. He 
cited college coaches Bobby 
Knight, Dean Smith' and John 
Wooden as men who follow these 
rules, and are familiar with success. 
Brown talked about the "cycle 
of achievement," which included 
doing the little things, admitting 
mistakes and accepting criticism. 
"This is what separa~s the men 
from the boys," he said:Brown said 
he believed that doing these tasks 
gives people an "extra edge" in life. 
He finished his presentation with 
the "five steps to reaching your po-
tential" in life: a high pain thresh-
old; high I.Q. for the job; unselfish-
ness; doing the intangibles and 
avoiding drinking and drug prob-
lems. 
"To be a leader you have lO get 
involved with human behavior," 
Brown said. He explained how he 
spent S2.400 of his own money to 
learn about cocaine abuse. He dicl 
so because three of the starters 011 
Ithacan I Rena DiFiliooo 
Hub,e Brown 
his Atlanta Hawks team had be-
come addicted to the drug. 
As a teacher at Fair Lawn High 
SchoolinNew Jersey fornine years, 
Brown coached football, basket-
ballandbaseball.Takingan$11,000 
cut in pay, Brown accepted an as-
sistant coaching position at Wil-
liam and Mary College in 1967. 
"You have to go backwards to go 
forward," Brown explained. 
One year later he moved on to 
Duke University where he was the 
top assis~t. In 1972, Brown took 
an important step into the pros, be-
. coming an assistant coach, leading 
Lou Alcindor and the Milwaukee 
Bucks. He then joined the Ameri-
can Basketball Association's Ken-
tucky Colonels in 1974, where he 
led the Learn to the league title. 
When the league merged with 
the NBA, Brown went iO Atlanta, 
where he was named coach of the 
year m 1970. Afler Jive years m 
Atlanta and one division title, 
Brown headed to New Yorlc to coach 
the Knicks, a job he was fired from 
in 1985. 
Brown said he does not plan to 
return to coaching. "I coached for 
30 years and it was the right time to . 
end," he said. However, he has re-
mained close to the game by broad-
casting 40 games a year for Turner 
Network Television and teaching 
the game in worldwide clinics set 
up by the NBA. 
Following the presentation, 
Brown held a clinic in the Ben Light 
Gymnasium for a crowd of about 
100 people, inc;.ludmg some local 
high school coaches. 
The IC men·s hoop team helped 
demonstrate skills to the audience. 
Brown discussed the importance of 
the lines on the floor, the spacmb 
between players. posnion on Uk' 
floor and on specific shoo tin!! an .. 
passing techmques. 
Men'slax------------------------------------
continued from back page managed to scoop up 3C. "The man-down defense wasn't "Ithaca is a good team and you open their tough Empire Athletic 
"The offense worked well Lo- as tight as ll should have been. Dale can't make mistakes and give them Association schedule this Saturday 
33 faceoffs for the Bombers. gether this weekend. We passed d1dri't play as bad as he thought he opportunities. We lost our heads against the Rensselaer (RPI) Engi-
The Bombers were rewarded and caught the ball real well and we did, but he is disappointed. I think and they took the game away from necrs in Troy. 
with an impressive performance were patient and worked hard for thatmeanshe'llbouncebackwitha us," Cortland head coach Mike This will be the first of many 
from freshman Danny Sheehan. almost all of our shots," Long said. strong game, because he can defi- Pounds said. good match ups for the Bombers in 
Sheehan, a native of Syracuse, is a While the Ithaca offense was nitely play better than he did." Long The game was a key factor in the the coming weeks. Ithaca beat the 
140-pound dynamo for the Bomb- quite potent, the defense was not as said. Bombers' jump in the polls. Ithaca Engineers last year in a tight 8-7 
ers. Sheehan only had one assist fortunate. The Bombers had less Although the Bombers came wasrankedthirdintheUnitedStates battleonSouthHill.Thisyear,Long 
and played a great game in the role control on the man-down defense, away- with the win, Long said he Intercollegiate Lacrosse Associa- expects much of the same from 
ofthetransitio~player. allowing Cortland to score six of thinks the Bombers can improve tionPollfortheweekending-March RPI. 
"Danny is a nice player. He nine times when they had the man and that they have to be even more 28. . "This will be a big test of our 
always plays f~ up and gives us advantage. dominating and persistent to con- "Rankings are great and all, but composure. They have scouted us 
100 percent every time out," Long The Bombers had an inconsis- tinue to be successful. we want to be on top at the end. We three times already and I have yet to 
said. · tent weakness with goalie Dale "Wehavetoplaywell. Wearen't have to play hard because every- see them play. This will be a tough· 
The. Bombers dominated all of- Neely allowing a season-high 12 like other teams. We can't just go body is going to really be gunning battle, as will all of our conference 
fensive facels ·or the game. IC had goals go by, while the defense out and play; we really have got to at us when they play us," Shoulberg games," Long said. 
61--shots compared to Cortland's seemedtolacktheflowandconti- workhardduringtheweek[inprac- said. Shoulberg added, "We know 
31. The Bombers also gained 59 nuity it has had the past couple of lice] and during the game to come Up Next they'll be ready to play and we 
ground balls, while the Dragons weeks. out on top," Long said. . The Bombers now move on and know we have to play hard. h 
Mac Troubles? 
Have a sick Mac®? 
System errors? 
Questions on software?· 
Don't know what to buy? 
Let us help you find the answers. 
Stop by Thursday and ask Patricia 
Education Consultant. 
Q &I\ SESSION 
FRIENDS 110, 3-5 pm 
Can't make that time? Call Chris Gervais, your Apple 
Student Rep. at 256-8726 to make an appointment. 
See the new Apple Macintosh~ Powerbook"' 
portable_ computer at MacFesf April 1311a 
and 211' from 10am-2pm at the Campus 
Center. Macintosh-power-with notebook 
convenience and.all-in-one design! 
' ~~ ~' 
_ _ : ef.lNBMAL . 
~WR'ACTRONS 
·_·. Nothing ~iit·;~tuffed-Animals 
108: Dry~en ·.')ild.-1 Collegetown 
·,,2i34857· ... e We Deliver 
Bomb Sight --
c~ntinuec1 from back page 
sition. Freshman Matt George 
started for Linsey against AIC last 
season, and did a capable job. 
However, it will be hard to re-
place Linsey' s experienceru;id lead-
ership. 
That hole is not as easy to fill . 
• The 5-0 start for the Bomber 
men's lacrosse team is even more 
impressive when you remember the 
number of injuries that head coach 
Jeff Long has had to deal with. 
Last year's leading scorer and 
Independent College Atheltic Con-
ference (ICAC) rookie of the year, 
sophomore attack Brian Ferry, has 
played in only one game due to 
mononucleosis. 
Besides that, senior attack Rob 
Hogan has been out with a leg 
injury, and sophomore defenseman 
Pete Gerahty is out six weeks with 
a broken hand. 
In addition, senior attack Rob 
Schantz has been hobbled by a foot 
injury. 
So how have the Bombers been 
so dominant despite these prob-
lems? A big reason has been attack 
Charlie Shoulberg. 
The junior has already set per-
sonal highs in goals (19), assists (6) 
and points (25). 
Lost ii} the recent goal barrage . 
( 17 against Cortland, 22 against 
LeMoyne) has been the solid work 
of two players who rarely figure in 
the scoring column. 
Junior goaltender Dale Neely, 
who now has apefectcareerregular 
season record of 13-0, has ~n 
stea4y in lhe net 
Juniordefensivemidfieldet.Joey 
-Mahoney-has-also been solid. His 
_ · best. performance came against 
Coitland, when he scooped up 11 
growid balls,IO go along with one 
assist. . 
• 
• •1 _' J :;:_',• 
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Next stop ror:Ad81llS:-l~itieliainni'er, Norway? 
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Junior running back,. sprinter· shoots·: for :_Q~ympic bobsledding~ _g?ld' : . 
~----· 
, :,...· 
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By Tim McHugh 
Titles can very often be mislead-
ing. 
·oouble 
Impact 
• Fourth in an occasional series 
of profiles on two-sport athletes. 
Talce, for example, the title of 
this series. "Double Impact" would 
lead you to believe that the article 
is about two-sport athletes. This is 
not the case however, with Jeff 
Adams. 
He does play two sports.partici-
pating on the Ithaca College foot-
ball and track teams. But that's only 
the beginning of the story. Adams 
may also be on the same team as 
Minnesota Viking running back 
Herschel Walker and Los Angeles 
Raider wide reciever Willie Gault. 
Adams was born April 6, 1971, 
toJohnandBessieAdamsinBrook-
lyn N.Y. Mr. and Mrs. Adams 
moved to Pleasantville, located in 
WestchesterCounty, with theirtwo 
older boys, John and James, and 
the infant Jeff in tow. 
Adams,or"Moby"asheisoften 
called by his friends and teammates, 
went on to become an all-county 
running back at Pleasantville High 
School. 
He was recruited byTexasA&M 
and James Madison University, but 
· he chose to play for Ithaca. 
Adams chose Ithaca primarily 
-;j- _. : 
' .:-·.. ' 
because of assistant coach .Larry 
Czarnecki and the way he made 
him feel at home. He also liked the 
idea that Czarnecki emphasized 
academics rather than athletics. 
Head coach Jim Butterfield 
seemed to sum it up by saying, "I'm 
just damn glad he chose to come to 
Ithaca." 
Adams started half of the games 
this year for the Bomber football 
team. Coming into this last cham-
pionship season, Adams' biggest 
concern was with his blocking. As 
a result, he worked extra hard with 
the coaching staff. 
"I knew if I could improve on 
my blocking technique thatl would 
probably get more playing time," 
he said. 
Enough cannot be said about 
how much his blocking game im-
proved. This of ten overlooked as-
pect of the game added that extra 
dimension to the array of skills he 
already possessed 
Adams' biggest asset as a run-
ning back is best summed up with 
one word: speed. 
Having been timed at 4.3 sec-
onds in the 40-yard dash on a track, 
it is easy to see why Adams was a 
Division I prospect in high school. 
Adams is the fastest player on 
the football squad and he hopes to 
keep that title for his remaining 
year here at Ithaca. 
Speed was a definite factor in 
his 96-yard kickoff return for a 
touchdown against Buffalo State 
his sophomore year. 
This season, Adams averaged 
Special to the Ithacan I Pat Reynolds 
-Jeff Adams 
"I'm just damn glad he 
chose to come to 
Ithaca." 
- head football coach 
Jim Butterfield 
7. I yards every time he touched the 
ball,eitheronrunningplaysorkick-
off returns, while averaging 49 all-
purpose yards a game. 
His best performance of the year 
came in the first round of the play-
offs against Glassboro State. 
In that 31-·10 defeat of the Profs, 
Adams gained I 06 yards on nine 
carries. 
In addition to his eight rushing 
touchdowns, Adams also had one 
receiving touchdown as well. That 
receiving touchdown may come as 
a surprise to some as Adams is not 
known for his catching ability. 
"Jeff has got hands of stone," 
Butterfield said. Butterfield and 
Adams both place a majority of the 
biame for his lack of ability ~atch-
ing the ball on the fact that Adams 
wears eyeglasses during games. 
Butterfield said that a lack of 
concentration contril;>utes to this 
problem. . 
Adams has decided to wear con-
tacts next season and he has al-
ready begun working on improv-
ing his skills as a receiver. In 1991, 
Adams wore goggles on the grid-
iron. 
A slight hamstring injury and a 
"very long" football season were 
all factors in Adams' decision not 
to run in the indoor track season. 
His main reason, however was his 
classes. 
While pursuing his degree in 
International Business, Adams said 
he felt he needed to catch up and do 
some serious studying. 
However, the past three months 
have not been a vacation for him. 
He has still worked out with the 
track team 2-3 times a week in 
addition to the training he has done 
on his own. 
He has his own running and 
lifting program coordinated with 
assistant track and field coach Pat 
Farmer. 
Last year's track season was a 
good one for Adams. He finished 
fourth in the state in the 55-meter 
dash, while the 400-meter relay 
team of Casey Mastine.Jason.Jack-
son; Ryan Lee and Adams placed 
second in ~e state in the outdoor 
season. 
His first meet this season will 
come Saturday. At this meet, head 
track coach Jim Nichols said that he 
will beabletoassess "whereJeffis" 
and based on thatperfonnance, what 
Adams must impmve on with each 
additional performance. 
Nichols said he sees Adams as a . 
two-spon athlete whose participa-
tion "in track definitely benefits his 
perf onnance on the football field." 
But is Jeff Adams a two sport ath-
lete? No. 
When Adams is notrunningwith 
the pigskin, or sprinting on the track, 
you could find him at the U.S. 
Bobsledding Training Center in 
Lake Placid, N.Y. 
It was in 1990 that he finished 
23rd in the pushoff competition. 
He improved his performance to 
17th in 1991,competingagainstsuch 
athletes as Gault, Walker, and gold 
medalist hurdler Edwin Moses. 
A finish in the top 10 would have 
given Adams a spot on the U.S. 
Olympic team. 
Adams said he hopes to pursue 
his iithletic career in bobsledding 
after he leaves Ithaca College. 
This summer, he hopes to be in 
Lake Placid, N.Y. rm: a few days of 
extratrainingbefore~omingtofoot-
ball camp. · . i .f 
"Beingon ~Olympic team may 
just even· be better than winning a 
National Championship ... I'd love 
to find out." 
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_: Ithacan_ Sports BY T:HE NUMBERS 
., 
Compiled by Aaron Williams 
BOMBER SCOREBOARD THE WEEK AHEAD 
March 26-April 1 
March 29 
ATHLETE OF 
THE.WEEK April 2-April 8 
, -pasebaH U:t> 
· · March 29 
Ithaca at Scranton, ppd. 
March 30 
Ithaca 1_1,SUNYCortland 10 (8innings) 
• March 31 
Ithaca 14, SUNY Cortland 6 
April 1 
Ithaca vs. SUNY Binghamton, ppd. 
Meo's Lacrosse C5:0) 
March 29 
Ithaca 17, SUNYCortland 12 
5qftbaH CH> 
March 28 
Trenton St. 11, Ithaca 1 (6 innings) 
Trenton St. 11, Ithaca 1 (5 innings) 
MEN'S LACROSSE 
United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse 
Association Division Ill Rankings (As of 
March 30, 1992) 
Team 
1. Hobart (10) 
2. Nazareth (1) 
3. ITHACA 
4. Roanoke (Va.) 
5. Salisbury State (Md.) 
6. Ohio Wesleyan* 
7. Air 
8. Gettysburg (Pa.) 
9. Franklin & Marshall (Pa.) 
10. Washington (Md.) 
11. Clarkson* 
12. Washington & Lee (Va.) 
13. Hartwick* 
14. Bowdoin (Maine) 
15. Alfred* 
Record 
1-1 
3-0 
5-0 
5-3 
6-1 
3-3 
2-1 
5-1 
5-1 
4-2 
1-0 
5-4 -
4-0 
3-1 
6-1 
First pla~ votes in parentheses 
Teams on Ithaca's schedule are marked 
with an asterisk(").· 
Ithaca at Montclair St, ppd. 
April 1 
Ithaca vs. Scranton, ppd. 
·'· Women's Lacrosse U-3) 
March 31 
Ithaca 14, East Stroudsburg 1 
Men's Ieools ro-11 
March 26 
Ha111ilton 7, Ithaca 2 
April 1 
Ithaca vs. RIT, ppd. 
Women's Crew 
March 29 
Ithaca at Syracuse, cancelled 
RECREATIONAL 
SPORTS 
The manager's meeting for the intra-
mural softball tournament will be Tues-
day, April 7 at 6 p.m. in 57 Hill Center. 
Teams need to be available to play 
Thursday, April 9 through Tuesday, April 
14. Men's, Women's, and co-rec teams 
are encouraged to participate. The tour-
nament format will be determined by the 
number of teams that enter. 
• The spring-intramural golf tourna-
ment will be on Saturday, April 25. The 
format will be a two-person best ball. 
Men and women are encouraged to play. 
Further details will be in lheApril9 issue. 
• Any students interested in being an 
aerobics· instructor for Rec Sports next 
year need to pick up an application form 
from the Recreational Sports office in 
102 Hill center. Applications are due by 
April 15. 
Special to the Ithacan/ Pat Reynolds 
Charlie Shoulberg 
The Junior attacker had a career 
week, playing an Important role 
In both of the Bomber men's 
lacrosse victories this week. 
Against LeMoyne College on 
Wednesday, Shoulberg tied a 
personal best with four goals In 
the Bombers 22-4 waxing of the 
Dolphins. He was also 
Instrumental In Ithaca's first 
victory over Cortland In eight 
years, tallying a career-high 
seven goals and adding an 
assist. For his career, 1 
Shoulberg has 51 goals. In just 
five games, he as already set 
personal season-bests In goals 
scored (19), assists (6), and 
points (25). The native of Mt. 
Lakes, N.J. is a sport studies 
major. 
presents 
The only Area Appearance 
of 
THE RADIATORS 
and their special guests 
THE MAD HATTERS 
Tuesday, April .7t_h 
at 
109 West State St. 
. . 
Tickets $14.-50 adv./ $16.50 _at door 
p~rchase tickets at 
April 2 
No teams in action 
April 3 
Men's Tennis vs. SUNY Oneonta 
3p.m. 
Softball at Montclair Tournament 
TBA 
April 4 
Crew vs. Army and Vermont 
10a.m. 
Men's Tennis vs. St. Lawrence 
11 a.m. 
Baseball vs. RIT (Doubleheader) 
1 p.m. 
Men's Lacrosse at Rensselaer 
2p.m. 
Softball at Montclair Tournament 
TBA 
.On the Air 
This week's schedule of games 
. broadcast on 92-WICB and 106-VIC 
Baseball 
April 4, 92•WICB 
12:50 p.in.- RIT at Ithaca 
(1st game) 
April 4, 106-VIC 
3 p.m. (approx.)- RIT at Ithaca 
(2nd game) 
April 5, 106-VIC 
1 p.m.- Rochester at Ithaca 
(1st game) 
WICB is located at 91. 7 on the FM 
band. VIC can be heard on radios 
equipped with FM cable on 105.9 
FM, and on television channel 54. 
Rebop Recorqs 40~ Col_lege Ave. (273-0737) 
Ithaca ·Guitar· Works 215 N.- Cayuga (272-2602) 
' . . 
State Theater 109 W. $tate St. (2-73-278~) 
doors open at_8:00 I niusi_~ ·at 9:00_ 
. ' • .r. ' - . - • 
Men's and Women's Track vs. 
Allegheny, SUNY Binghamton, Hamilton 
and Hobart 
12p.m. 
Aprll5 
Women's Lacrosse vs. Alumni 
11 a.m. 
Crew vs. Rochester 
12p.m 
Baseball vs. Rochester(Doubleheader} 
1 p.m. 
Aprll6 
Golf at Colgate with SUNY Oswego and_ 
SUNY Binghamton 
1 p.m. 
Aprll7 
Softball at Colgate (Doubleheader) 
3p.m. 
Men's Tennis at Hobart 
3p.m. 
Men's lacrosse at SUNY Geneseo 
4p.m. 
BASEBALL 
Ithaca 14, SUNY Cortland 6 (March 31) 
Cortland 
Ithaca 
001 010 040-- 6 7 0 
300 503 12x--14 14 4 
Earl, Curro (5) and Egrestis (8) and 
O'Connell; Santora, Smith (8), Farrell 
(8), Saccamanno (9) and Shelsy, 
Goldberg (8). 
W-Santora 1-1. L-Earl 1-2. HRs-
Cortland, none. Ithaca, Coleman (6), 
D. Mahoney (1) 
____ .;.. ______________________ ~-------------=-----------...--... ..,,.,.,......-
',,., 
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Anhu~ Ashe headlines BBB· 
weekend of events 
· ·Hubie·Brown·reveals secrets of 
·. hJs ·success 
·Jeff·_Adams: .. ~weeping,':. ·. . 
.. sprinting and :sledding . . 
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Offensive attacks slay Dragons 
••• 
Laxers score first 
win over Cortland 
in eight years 
By Jason Gonella 
The Ithaca College-Cortland 
State College rivalry was rekindled 
into a towering inferno Sunday 
night on Cornell's Schoellkopf 
Field. 
MEN'S LACROSSE 
Charlie Shoulbergled the Bomb-
ers to a 17-12 victory over the Red 
Dragons. Shoulberg had an electri-
fying seven-goal perfonnance to 
lead the Bombers to their fifth 
straightvictoryoftheyearand 13th 
straight regular season triumph. 
The undefeated Bombers came 
in looking for their f'rrst victory 
over the Red Dragons in eight years. 
Emotions were high and the game 
was a tight battle of very evenly 
matched teams. 
The Bombers came out on top 
with another patient and seemingly 
methodical, relentless, offensive 
attack on the Red Dragon net 
-.-.,.__.,._-"We played well but. we still 
can play a lot better than we did. 
We are just starting to get used to 
each other, and once we all get used 
to each other, we will be tough to 
stop," Shoulberg said. 
Shoulberg had a career evening 
against the Red Dragons, putting 
. .._. onanoffensiveclinicinacoupleof 
.. - / 
-. ~ -
situations. Shoulberg almost faked 
Cortland State goalie Jeff Butt out 
of ~is Red Dragon sweats when he 
put seven moves on the defenseless 
goalie. The crowd of about 400 
screaming IC fans went crazy when 
Shoulberg politely rolled the ball 
past Butt 
"I broke right and expected to 
get clobbered inside. When I didn't 
get hit, I just tried my best to get it in 
the net. I got lucky and rolled it in," 
Shoulberg said. 
An illegal stick penalty by Paul 
Ramos left the Bombers a man 
down. However,lthaca was nothin-
dered, as Shoulberg caught a 
breakaway pass and blew the shot 
past Butt. This gave the Bombers an 
insurmountable four-goal lead, talc-
ing the wind out of the sails on the 
Red Dragon boat. 
Shoulberg was not the only 
Bomber to have a big night under 
the lights. Ramos had another solid 
game, with two goals and an assist, 
as did Terry Thompson who had a 
hat trick for the Bombers. 
On the defensive side, Joey 
Mahoney had an incredible game _ 
from his midfield position. He ·: 
scooped: up 11 ground balls and . .::; 
tallied an assist for Ithaca. : 
"Joey picked it up real nice for · 
us. He has stepped up his level of 
play real nicely. Joey, Joel 
[Florczyk], Paul [Ramos] and 
Charlie [Shoulberg] have all done a 
nice job while the two inj~edattack . 
men [Brian Ferry and Rob Hogan] 
have been out. I was also. really 
happy with the second line of mid-
dies," Ithaca head coach Jeff Long 
said. 
· The second line of middies, led 
by Jim Bianchi, Tim Little and Dave 
Ithacan/ Chris Burke 
Senior Terry Thompson (19) maneuvers away from. a Cortland 
def~nd~r during Sunday_ nlg~t·s _game at Sch~llkopt Field. 
Darchangelo had another strong 
performance (or Ithaca. 
Darchangelo tallied a goal and an 
assist, while Litt!e scored a goal 
and had a solid defensive and tran-
sition game .• Bianchi had ~other 
stellar performance, winning 24 of 
See "Men's.L~," page 25 
Bomber nine wins 
two with powerful 
offensive show 
By Scott L. Matson 
On Tuesday afternoon, shortly 
after the rockets' red glare and 
bombs bursting in air, the IC base-
ball-team sent up some rockets of 
their own. 
BASEBALL 
Ithaca scored three runs in the 
first inning off Cortland State start-
. ing pitcher Bill Earl, en-route to a 
14-6 slaying of the Dragons. 
In the first, the Bombers loaded 
the bases and scored their first hm 
on a Paul Pedone sacrifice fly. In 
his Bomber -debut, Vic Leon keyed 
atwooutrallywithat"worunsingle. 
Ithaca expl~ed again in their 
halfofthefourthinriing.JoeBrown 
. plated one run on a double down 
. th~leftfield line.JeffGellerplaced 
;, a perfect drag bunt down~~ ~ird 
JtaseJine·;-·-and, another ··Boriiber 
~:..:.crossed the plate. The biggest blast 
~- . -~efrom the; baiof Rob'Coleman. 
::.:.~o.leman's (two for four, three 
,; .. RBI). three_ mn round tripper ex-
?:- tended the Bomber leacho 8-1 -
· "The selection of pitches in the 
strike zone has been good. They are 
a hard working group," batting 
coach Frank Fazio said. "I can just 
teJ.l them what they have to work 
on, they try it and it gets done." 
Sophomore Mike Santora kept 
the.Red Dragons in check through-
out seven innings. Santora (1-1) 
allowed six hits, two earned runs 
and fanned four, He did suffer from 
control problems in the late innings. 
The sophomore walked six batters. 
"I never loosened up. I am used 
to warmer weather," the Bel Air, 
Md. native said. 
FreshmanDaveMahoney(three 
for four, two RBI) notched his first 
career home run in the eighth in-
ning to round out the Bomber scor-
ing. 
Ithaca 13, Cortland 10 
Thefirstgameoftheseriesshow-
cased new faces for the Ithaca Col-
·: lege baseball team. The Ithaca bats 
outlasted the Cortland clubs in a 
13-10 victory in a game called on 
account of darkness during the 
· eighth inning. -
After-falling behind by six runs, 
IC s~ng together 11 hits to take 
the lead Pedone (two for three), 
·"~ 
. Ithacan/ Greg Hollmann Joe Brown (two for five) and 
Hhaca's Geoff Brown (10) slides Into second base as Cortland's Rich Demo can't handle a low throw during Wednesday's 14-6JCwln.. See "Baseball," page 23 
Co-captain Linsey's grid career ended by back problem 
,• :~·: 
· .- ... ,.- . By Scott D. Matthews 
~--·. :~: .. , . and Willie Rubenstein. INTHE 
BOMB.SIGHT ~~ . .· The foundation of ·the 1992 
···. ;;; ~;:': . .' Itbaca .. College football_ team lost 
. .- : . :- ·.:'; ·-,, -one of its main bricks l,his week. senior season due to a chronic back 
.'. ---~·:· .··. S~gcenterandco-captainKeith . injury. _ 
. -~ .. : · .··.·L~ym.inounced_tohisteamma1':s . Linseyw~~~edtotheCh~-
. _- ·. ·. ·,tl!8f~e will be un~ble to play his pion-USA DlVISIOn III All-Amen-
')i~~:-· .- _·_:, ._ '. 
-:- ... ~--- ;_ ' . ' . ·:.' 
can second team,_ as well as the 
GTE-CoSIDA Academic All-. 
American.second team. He missed 
one game 13$1 season as a ~ult of 
the back injury. _ · 
Linsey was advised by doctors 
to qui~ foo_tball. After considering 
the matter and talking with heaq 
-coach Jim But¢ieJd,Lin.sey made 
the final decision. 
"Keith is an outstanding football 
p4lyer. To be voted captain and not 
be able to play m~t be heartbreak-
ing;" Butterfield said. · 
The coach_ said that Linsey will 
retain his captaincy, and that he will 
talk with. Linsey next week about 
his future role.with the squad. 
"I want him with the team in 
som~ capacity," Butterfield said. 
Linsey declined to comment 
The Bombers do .have players 
~abl~ of filling in the center posi-
See "Bomb Sight," page 25 
